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SUMMARY REPORT

I. Introduction

The Specialists1 Meeting on "Theoretical and Experimental Work on
LMFBR Steam Generator Integrity and Reliability with a Particular
Reference to Leak Development and Detection" was held in The Hague, the
Netherlands, from 9-11 November 1983. The meeting was organized by
Neratoom and was sponsored by the International Atomic Energy Agency on
the recommendation of the IAEA International Working Group on Fast
Reactors. It was attended by 28 participants and observers from France,
the Federal Republic of Germany, India, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands,
the United Kingdom and the IAEA.

The purpose of the meeting was to review and discuss the
state-of-the-art of investigations on leak development and propagation in
LMFBR steam generators, leak detection methods, mathematical models and
the design basis accident (DBA) in LMFBR steam generators.

The meeting was divided into five technical sessions. These were:

1. National position presentations on LMFBR steam generator
integrity and reliability.

2. Test facilities, instrumentation and experimental techniques for
leak simulation. Experimental results on leak propagation from
small leaks to intermediate and large leaks.

3. Leak detection and shut down procedures linked with various
detectors and pressure relief systems.

4. Mathematical models for leak development, including intermediate
and large leaks, leak growth and propagation.

5. Extrapolation of experimental test results to full size steam
generators and analysis of design basis accidents.

During the meeting papers were presented by the participants on
behalf of their countries and organizations. Presentations were followed
by an open discussion on the subjects covered by the papers, session
summaries were drafted.

After the1formal sessions were completed a final discussion session
was held and session summaries, general conclusions and recommendations
were approved by consensus. These summaries, conclusions and
recommendations are given below.

II. Session I
National Position Presentations on LMFBR Steam Generator Integrity
and Reliability

The progr.ess in steam generator development and the accumulation of
steam generator operational experience in different countries has
resulted largely in parallel approaches with respect to steam generator
safety. Although the maximum attention should be given to producing high
integrity components with the highest degree of design and fabrication
standards it is felt that it is not possible to exclude the occurence of
leaks.



All participating countries feel that one has to differentiate
between small and micro, intermediate and large leaks, and that the
consequences of each type have to be studied. It was felt that a great
deal of experimental data had been accumulated with respect to leak
growth, selfwastage, selfplugging, re-opening, impingement wastage for
different parameters like choice of material, size and position of
initial hole, except for the wastage propagation for intermediate leaks.

It was generally felt that the experimental conditions should be as
close to reality as possible. The French and the DeBeNe delegations,
particularly, were of the opinion that experiments should be carried out
in flowing sodium and with adequate cooling at the inside of the tubes.
It clearly would be of great value if the different countries could
decide to execute more or less a combined programme. In this context the
facilities in the Federal Republic of Germany and also in Japan could be
of great help, because they have the opportunity to operate cooled tubes
with flowing sodium on the other side.

It was generally agreed that hydrogen meters would be most useful in
the detection of small leaks. Most parties used the hydrogen meter with
nickel membrane ion getter pump and mass spectrometer. Acoustic leak
detection is being developed in most countries as a complementary system
because in certain types of steam generators leak detection response
times can be long under low load conditions.

It is anticipated that in the next few years most parties will be in
a position to connect acoustic leak detection to an automatic shut down
system.

It is felt, especially in the United Kingdom, that both sides
(sodium side and water side) should be dumped as soon as possible after
isolation of the steam generator from the system, and that subsequently
the pressure should be reduced to atmospheric on both sides.

A major point was the definition of the DBA. All parties agreed that
one Double-Ended Guillotine fracture (DEG) in 1 msec would be a
conservative assumption for the DBA. It was hoped that in a short time it
would be possible to collect enough theoretical and experimental
evidence, such that the results of calculations could be classified
within the class of faulted conditions.

Much work has been done to show that propagation of intermediate
leaks would always result in injection of water and mechanical loading of
the components and systems which would be below the 1 DEG/msec case.

The different countries have developed codes and validated them
against their own experimental programmes to enable calculation of
maximum flow rates and pressure peaks.

It was felt that thorough attention should be given to the
protection of the IHX and partly also to the steam generator itself. Gas
spaces are of great value but it is necessary to ensure that the system
is not desensitised in such a way that the rupture discs would not work.

In order to arrive at the highest possible integrity the steam
generator should be simple, the highest attention should be given to
purity of sodium, water and structural material and to fabrication and
inspection techniques.



Although it seems that the necessary techniques will be available, a
review of those techniques should be carried out at the earliest
opportunity, as it is important to be sure that the steam generator
conforms to requirements during the total lifetime and in-service
inspection should be periodically executed.

III. Session II

Test Facilities; Experimental Results on Leak Propagation

Contributions were given from France, U.K., Italy, Japan and DeBeNe.

As main points the following aspects were presented and discussed:

- behaviour of small leaks with their developing history including
plugging and enlargements, both for artificial holes and fatique
cracks;

- propagation of leaks by selfwastage and impingement wastage in
order to create propagation functions;

- measurement of heat transfer coefficients during propagation type
experiments;

- experiments in the small leak and intermediate leak range to test
suitable instrumentation which allows a fast and reliable
detection of escalating leaks, especially acoustic pressure- and
flow changes;

- large leak tests for code validation.

A number of different test installations are used including static
test vessels and complete sodium loops. The material tested in the
different countries corresponds to the materials which are used in their
own steam generator designs, for example 2 1/4 CrlMo, 9 CrlMo, 9 Cr2Mo,
12 Cr and Incoloy 800.

The choice of acoustic transducers is wide-spread. Systems up to
20 kHz as well as some up to a few MHz are available. Intensive work was
reported on leakage noise generation measurements and on background noise
measurements in small test set-ups, steam generator test facilities and
operating reactors. Gas injection calibration methods were presented. The
measurement of structure born sound was shown to be the favoured solution.

The combination of leak propagation experiments together with fast
and reliable detection methods was felt to be a way to introduce the leak
propagation accident as the most realistic one whereby a progressively
acting detection system ensures the early detection of an escalating
event. Discussions showed that it is necessary to replicate the real
steam generator situation as closely as possible during tests. This means
in detail:

- Stagnant reaction zones in test vessel could lead to unrealistic
overheating and high temperature corrosion of tubes, giving
pessimistic results because of tube bursting. Tests in flowing
sodium would be ideal but also a static system which allows the
sodium to be pushed out from the reaction zone seems to be
sufficient.

- Inside water cooling of test tubes appears to be a firm
requirement to avoid unrealistic overheating of tubes, followed by
burst. One case was reported in which the propagation time was
increased by a factor of 5 because of internal cooling compared
with no cooling.



- Tube bundle material and test geometry should be as close to the
real material and geometry as possible. For instance the behaviour
of 2 1/4 CrlMo steel is completely different to Incoloy 800.

- Attention should be given to the type of initial leak, either hole
or fatique crack.

The performance of further tests under the above-mentioned
conditions was recommended.

The reliability of intermediate leak detection systems should be
proven in order to obtain highly reliable signals which allow an
automatic shut down of the water side.

As a whole it has to be noted that the development in the
experimental field has completely followed the recommendations which were
given at the last IAEA specialists' meeting on steam generator safety
which was held at Dimitrovgrad, U.S.S.R., in June 1978.

IV. Session III
Leak Detection and Shut Down Procedures

Papers on leak detection were presented which reviewed work on the
use of various types of hydrogen meter both in the cover gas of SGU's and
under sodium. In addition recent developments in the use of acoustic
leak detection devices were presented and the use of electrochemical
hydrogen and oxygen meters as impurity monitors was briefly discussed.

In Japan PNC has developed hydrogen meters for use both in the cover
gas of an SGU and under sodium. Both types utilise nickel membranes and
ion pump with hydrogen measurement on the vacuum side of the membrane
being made using an ion gauge. The in sodium hydrogen meter has a
measuring range of 45ppb to lOppm and it is estimated can detect a 10%
change of background signal within 30 seconds. Meters have been
calibrated using hydrogen in argon and under sodium against cold trap
temperature, oxygen meters (Westinghouse and GE/Toshiba type) have also
been tested. Those were seen to have lifetimes varying from 200 hours to
9600 hours.

Hydrogen meters utilising nickel membranes and ion pumps have also
been used in France and DeBeNe. Tests in France in sodium at 46O°C have
shown that a leak equivalent to 0.06g (H20)s~^ can be detected in one
hour using the instrument with constant leak rate on Super Phenix I.
Development and tests of a similar system in DeBeNe countries at the 50MW
facility at Hengelo was presented. These tests demonstrated the viability
of the meters as a leak detection system and included steam injection
tests at 335°C, which demonstrated the good response of the meter to
leak rates of 0.07g sec~l. Tests with sodium temperatures below
300°C, although complicated by hydrogen saturation of the sodium, also
demonstrated good responses at the lower temperature. The meters have
been calibrated under sodium against cold trap temperatures. The
serviceability of these instruments has been demonstrated by long term
use on the KNK reactor.

The hydrogen meters on PFR, which utilise nickel membranes with an
argon sweep gas and thermal conductivity detectors, continue to give good
service. Plans are in hand to install both electrochemical hydrogen and
oxygen meters on the secondary circuits of PFR, not for leak detection,



but as Impurity monitors to supplement the plugging meters currently
installed. An oxygen meter (Harwell MkllA) installed on the secondary
cold trap loop of PFR has now a cumulative lifetime at 410°C, in sodium
of 15,000 hours.

It was generally agreed that hydrogen meters would be most useful in
the detection of small leaks due to their greater sensitivity. The use of
acoustic leak detection in the detection of small and intermediate leaks
was then discussed. In Japan tests have been conducted in the SWAT-2
facility. These demonstrated that the acoustic detectors of PNC are
applicable to the detection of intermediate leaks and typically evaluated
an acoustic noise background equivalent to 3g s~l would be expected on
a 50MW SG during full power operation. Tests were used to validate the
SWAC-10 computer code which estimates the leak detection characteristics.

Acoustic tests in France confirmed the general opinion that
background noise would change with power. Tests on the 45MW rig at Les
Renardieres demonstrated that a leak rate of 500rag sec"-'- could be
detected above the background noise at all flows. They indicated that
leaks <, 50g s~l in Super Phenix I would be detected by their
instruments and suggested that leak rates of 5g/s could be detected with
response times of 2 sees. It was noted that 3 of the Super Phenix SGU's
have 16 wave guides installed and one has 32.

The use of simulated leaks using high pressure He in water in the
DeBeNe facility suggested that these may be used to calibrate acoustic
leak detection devices^ In addition steam injection tests were described.

Tests In the United Kingdom had demonstrated that leaks of 5g s"1

could be detected acoustically with response times of 2 sees and with a
spurious detection rate of less than one In two years. The use of such
instrument on the evaporators was also described.

It was noted that currently no work was being pursued in the area of
leak location using acoustic techniques.

V. Session IV
Mathematical Modelling for Leak Development

The session was devoted to a discussion of mathematical modelling of
the effects of a large leak. Two papers were presented. The first
described Mathematical Models for steam generator accident simulation
used by DeBeNe.

The main mathematical models forming the analysis are:

I. the definition of the source term

II. the thermochemistry of the reaction
iii. the description of the fluid transients and response of

the piping and components.

For the source term the analysis considers a propagation function
which describes the evolution of total leak area with time. It was shown
how it can be proved that the source term used for design basis analysis
can be taken as one DEG/ms.

The thermochemistry used for the sodium-water reaction is
Na + H2O—^.NaOH + 1/2 H2 and the hydrogen evolution temperature is
1000°. The values of mole ratio of hydrogen evolved to water injected



( oC ) and hydrogen temperature (T) used by the participating countries
were discussed. The resultant values of oC xT used In large leak codes
cover a small range (shown in attached table) except for the French value
which Is significantly higher due to pessimistic assumptions.

The DeBeNe analysis of the fluid transient for SNR-300 showed that
the pressure loadings on the circuit were acceptable but it was necessary
to perform an analysis on the dynamic loading of the secondary circuit
pipework and components. The development of codes to give the
simultaneous calculation of fluid transients and pipework dynamic
response were described. The pipework loads are drastically reduced In
the coupled calculation. The codes used are similar to those used in
other countries but the degree of coupling of the codes is more advanced
in DeBeNe.

The existing codes include 1-D and 2-D calculations with
fluid-structure interactions. Future developments include 3-D fluid
transient code development.

The second paper described the calculation performed in India for
the sodium-water reaction following a large leak. The calculational
methods are in line with those used in other countries.

VI. Session V
Extrapolation of Experimental Test Results to Full Size Steam
Generators

Presentations were made by four countries. In all countries the
presented designs are above 85 MWth output. There seems to be a general
tendency to apply cover gas inside the steam generator to dampen the
loads transmitted to the secondary system in the case of a larger
accident. There is no unanimity on the question of the heat exchanger
tubes going through the gas space (U.K., India and Japan advocate gas
spaces whereas DeBeNe and France do not).

France currently gives much weight to large tube pitch to avoid
wastage, in DeBeNe, however, it is felt that pitch should be decided only
by manufacturing and thermal hydraulic reasons (down to a certain limit).

DeBeNe presented the extensive calculation work done to show the
structural analysis of both helical and straight tube designs for
SNR-300. They stressed the need for dynamic structural analysis.

There was discussion on the stress analysis requirements in the
different countries. DBA incidents were considered to fall within the
requirements of service levels C or D of the ASME codes.

Japan is the only country planning to keep the sodium inside the
component for a protracted period of time after a sodium-water reaction
incident; all other countries prefer to dump the sodium as fast as
possible.

The design styles for the next generation of steam generators vary
from straight tubs through modified J-tube to helical tube. Some
countries study one reference type with a back-up solution. The straight
tube type is sU'iied as the preferred choice in India and Italy and as
back-up in Frar.ce; the modified J-tube is studied in U.K., the helical
tube type is the preferred choice in France and Japan. DeBeNe is studying
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both straight tube and helical designs. Except for Japan (1DEG+3,
officially) all countries now state IDEG/ras as design base; for the
present designs Japan is also moving in this direction.

For this DBA to be accepted by all safety authorities, it is
necessary to ensure the reliability of shut down and pressure relief
systems and to periodically inspect the steam generator and its
associated systems.

For a safe and economic design to be produced it is essential that
the design pressure for the steam generator vessel and the flow and
pressure conditions for the relief system can be realistically determined
using a rational procedure, criteria and data which can be demonstrated
as conservative.

General Conclusions and Recommendations

1. a) One Double Ended Guillotine fracture in one ms (DEG/ms) is
currently accepted as the Design Basis Accident (DBA), since
the designers are believed to be able to demonstrate that
multiple tube failures are an acceptable low probability event.

b) Present data suggest that this view is so conservative that
the effects of the DBA can be classified as a faulted
condition (level D, ASME). It was considered, however, that
further data are required to confirm this view.

2. The aim of a detection system should be to enable a shut down in
a propagation incident before a bursting disc activation.

3. Shut down systems should be designed such that steam generator
damage during and after shut down is minimized.

A. Further study on the improvement of the reliability and operation
of steam generators is needed.

In combination with this, further attention to the various causes
and modes of failure is advantageous.

5. Further experiments on leak propagation should simulate real
steam generator conditions as closely as possible to avoid too
pessimistic results.

6. For future steam generators further work would be useful on the
development of mathematical models with respect to excitation and
dynamic loading of components and system; to fluid structure
interactions, and more dimensional description of pressure waves,
bubble growth and related phenomena.

7. At the forthcoming specialists1 meeting on the maintenance and
repair of LMFBR steam generators, the implications of
sodium-water reactions and other deteriorating mechanisms during
the lifetime of the plant on design criteria should be discussed
together with the methods and applications of in-service
inspection.

8. It is recommended that a broader specialists1 meeting (up to 50
participants) should be sponsored by the IWGFR in 1987 on
Economic and Reliable Design for LMFBR Steam Generator.
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Parameters of a Design Basis Accident (DBA)

Country

France

U.K.

DeBeNe

Italy

Japan

India

Reactor
or SG

Super-Phenix

PFR

SNR-300

SG project
of NIRA

MONJU

FBTR
PFBR

DBA

1 KEG
(1 ns)

1 DEG
(28 ms)

1 DEG
(6 ms)

1 DEG

1 DEG
+ 3 DEGs

1 DEG
1 DEG

Condition
of Service

Emergency

Emergency

Emergency

Emergency

Tube diameter
(I.D.) mm

20 mm

20 mm

21 (helical)
12 (str. tube)

18,8 mm

31,8 mm

10,3 mm
25,7 nnn

Flow rate
for 1 DEG

22 kg/sec

25 kg/sec

28 kg/sec

18 kg/sec

12,5 kg/sec

10 kg/sec

0,7

0,5

0,5

0,7

0,65

0,6
0,6

1660

1500

1273

1660

1273

1400-1000
1400-1000

oC* T

1162

750

i

637

1162

827

840-600
840-600

V
* Mole ratio of hydrogen evolved to water injected

** Hydrogen evoluation temperature



REVIEW ON DUTCH-GERMAN STEAM GENERATOR
SAFETY ACTIVITIES IN THE FIELD OF SNR-DEVELOPMENT

K. DUMM,
Interatom GmbH,
Bergisch Gladbach, Federal Republic of Germany

J.K. VAN WESTENBRUGGE,
B.V. Neratoom,
The Hague, Netherlands

SNR-300 is under construction at Kalkar and fully licensed;

SNR-2 first design is under development and in discussion with

customer and licensing authorities.

While SNR-300 is a 760 MW t h, 3 loops, loop system, SNR-2 will

probably be a 34 20 MWfch, 4 loops, pool system. The safety related

work for SNR-300 steam generators is completed. Based on this

knowledge the R & D activities for SNR-2 have started.

creep. A reversed buckling disc was developed and successfully

tested. Operation times greater than 50 000 hours in KNK have

already been achieved.

- Wastage tests on 2 1/4 Cr 1 Mo material. Own test results were

compared and completed by world wide results. A critical leak

size was defined the reaction zone of which does not yet produce

impingement wastage on adjacent tubes.

- Development of an under sodium hydrogen meter on the well known

basis of nickel membrane and ion getter pump. Sensitivity requests

were derived from the critical leak size mentioned before.

As a world wide knowledge at that time, small leaks were assumed

to appear suddenly but remain constant in size for sufficient long

time. Leak plugging and self enlargement were not taken into account.

During the running licensinq procedure additional questions had to

be answered:
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SNR-300 (flow diagram see fig. 1)

The safety related R & D work in interaction with the design

started in 1967. At that time the main aspects were:

- Large leak tests in steam generator models together with the

development and validation of the compressible code HEINKO

which describes the effects of the design basis accident: the

double ended guillotine type rupture of 1 tube. The tests were

made in models of both types of steam generator modules. No

secondary tube failures were observed during these tests.

- Development of rupture discs. Membrane type discs at that time

available, showed that they would fail under operational pressure

within a comparably short time because of high temperature induced

- Hypothetical assumption of a multi tube rupture. The integrity

of the IHX had to be demonstrated. This was possible by taking

into consideration the pressure induced plastification of the

connecting pipe work between Sfi and IHX. Tests were performed,

a compressible plastification code ROPLAST was developed and

validated.

- The effects of a broken and whipping tuba especially in the top

and bottom areas of the helical tube steam generator had to be

studied theoretically and experimentally. Result: secondary tube

failures have not to be considered.

- The influences of sodium water reaction induced vertical

accelerations of the helical tube bundle on the bundle support

structures had to be studied theoretically. The results led to

a design change of the support structures.



14 - In the straight tube design studies had to be performed to

answer the question wether a blockage of the pressure relief

ports by deformed parts of the hexagonal flow shroud is possible.

The flow shrouds in the affected regions were reinforced.

Detaillcd calculations with the PISCES-2-DELK code showed that

there were no risks.

- The question of leak propagation came up. In the new light of

knowledge it had to be accepted that the hydrogen detection

system is not always able to detect a small leak in time. There-

fore certain amounts of leak propagation have to be accepted too.

The measurement of fast level changes in the expansion-tank

offered a possibility to detect such an escalating leak.

- The operational sensitivity of the hydrogen detection system had

to be demonstrated by steam injections. This work was successfully

done in the 50 MW test loop at Hengelo.

To detect a leak occurence and to protect the system the following

measures were taken:

- Small leak detection by hydrogen meters followed by manual

activation of shut down procedures.

- Intermediate leaks by level increase in the expansion tank;

manual or automatic action is still under discussion.

- Large leaks:

protection by rupture discs and automatic shut down procedure.

The first and most important steps of the shut down procedure are:

- isolation of water/steam side

- depressurisation of water side within 25 s

- pressurisation of water side with argon slightly above sodium side

pressure in order to keep a small leak open

- shut down of the secondary pump; by this reactor scram is

initiated.

Due to failure statistics of welds, intensive quality control and

tests of prototyps the probability of small leak occurence has been

estimated to be less than 0,2 - 0,3 per year. A large leak is

expected to take place once per loop during life time.

SNR-2 (flow diaqrnm see fig. 2)

As already mentioned SNR-2 design has just started. A final decision

wether loop or pool is still open, but there is no remarkable

influence on the secondary system given. The overall design of

the secondary system is similar to the French REGAIN concept for

SPX-2. Independent from a detailled design the safety related

R S D work started already in 1977. Supported by the world wide

increasing knowledge of leak behaviour and resulting effects the

main aspects of this work were:

- experimental studies on the behaviour of small leaks in ferritic

material, especially self-plugging of micro leaks, reopening

mechanisms of such self-plugged leaks, resulting leaks and

their development by self wastage

- experimental studies on leak propagation by self wastage and

impingement wastage in sections of real tube bundle geometries

- development and tests of an acoustic leak detection system and

accordingly development of an acoustic leak calibration system

validation of compressible codes like ROLAST by tests. The code

ROLAST describes the effects of a sodium-water reaction in the

steam generator and in the complete secondary system

development of the 3-D-codo BEREPOT for the description of the

internal and local effects of a sodium-water reaction



This work is under performance now. The main objectives are:

- definition of a more realistic design basis accident on the

basis of leak propagations rather than the theoretical assumption

of a 1 tube guillotine rupture

- early and reliable detection of such propagation accidents by

a step by step instrumentation such as hydrogen meters, acoustic

systems, sodium overflow and comparison of sodium flows in order

to avoid an activation of the rupture discs.

By the sucossfull combination of these 2 main objectives together

with the choosen secondary system concept the activation of a

rupture disc by a steam generator accident seems to be very un-

likely. For design purposes rupture disc activation and resulting

effects are classified as an event which takes place only once

in plant life time. Beside the propagation accident a sudden

guillotine type rupture of one tube will be considered in the

design as a covering measure. This philosophy is now under discus-

sion with the German licensing authorities.

It is not yet finally decided wether SNR-2 will be equipped with

helical or straight tube steam generators. A mixing of both types

like SNR-300 is not considered. Depending on the choice additional

safety R 8 D work has still to be defined.

Requests on the simulation of propagation accidents

As the propagation accident is called "the most realistic accident"

which may occur in a sodium heated steam generator a simulation

by tests should be as realistic as possible, too.

Besides impingement wastaqe and self wastage, in a progressed

stage of propagation secondary tube failures are mostly induced

by a combination of two additional mechanisms:

- thinning of tubes by corrosive attacks at high temperature

followed by bulginn and rupture due to the internal pressure.

In order to avoid pessimistic and unrealistic results test facili-

ties should duplicate the real situation as perfect as possible

(see fig. 3) .

- flowing sodium through a steam generator model or test section

is required to avoid staqnant reaction zones which lead to local

overheating and corrosive attacks. The reaction zone has to be

allowed to expand freely in both flow directions like in a steam

generator system. Staqnant reaction vessels should be avoided.

- internal cooling by water is requested to avoid unrealistic over-

heating, the internal pressure should correspond to the real

water/steam pressure.

- tube bundle geometry and material should correspond as close as

possible to the real bundle.

Tests of that kind are very complicated, time consuming and of high

investment costs. Therefore test parameters have to be choosen

very carefully in order to save costs. Available test installations

should be used in international cooperation.

- overheating of tubes followed by bulging and rupture because

15. of internal water/steam pressure
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ABSTRACT

After a brief review of the safety strategy adopted in France for

the 3team generators in fast breeder reactors, the method used for

confirming the choice of the Design Basis Accident is described.

This method is supported primarily by experimental findings.

The principal results of the self-evolution, impingement wastage,

swelling and bursting are presented together with the results of

the whipping and leak detection studies.

The consequences of these studies on the D3A definition are dis-

cussed in the last paragraph.

1. Introduction
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When the steam generator was designed for the PHENIX breeder

reactor, the Design Basis Accident (DBA) selected for dimensioning

the steam generator was the guillotine failure of a water tube.

The same DBA was logically adopted for the SUPERPHENIX~1-(SPX1)

steam generators. C O C2Ü

Subsequently studies were carried out in order to confirm

this choice. First we shall review the current status of thi3

work and then analyze the findings of these studies.

2. Method Used to Confirm the Choice of the Design Basis Accident

The demonstration of steam generators safety is supported

primarily by experimental findings in two major areas.

2.1. The first objective 13 to ensure that the steam generator

components (especially the outer shell) and secondary loop compon-

ents can withstand the pressure peak generated by the guillotine

failure. To this end, tests have been conducted on installations

comprising a mockup simulating the helicoidal bundle in order to

check the behaviour of the tubes from a mechanical and thermal

standpoint, when this accident occurs.

Moreover, calculating codes have been validated to determine

the maximum water flowrate and the pressure peak generated by the

guillotine failure of a tube.

2.2. The second objective is to ensure that a guillotine failure

is in fact the limiting sodium-water reaction accident. In other

words, it must be confirmed that, whatever the type of fault, the

instantaneous leak rate does not exceed that of a tube guillotine

failure.

This check was based on the experimental study of the consequences

of water leaks by considering the most probable case, i.e. the

development of a fault originating from a microleak. The accident

scenario thus defined is presented in Figure 1. It reveal3 a certain

number of domains characterized by the condition of the leak and of

its consequences during the forseen evolutions.



18 Since no installation existed on which the final consequences

of the envisaged events could be studied during such a test, expe-

riments corresponding to the flowrate ranges were carried out on

different installations, providing, where possible, an overlap in

the results. These flowrate ranges correspond roughly to the follow-

ing phenomena:

- self-evolution of the leaks,

- corrosion erosion of the target tubes,

- corrosion erosion associated with the swelling

and bursting of the target tubes,

- swelling and bursting of the target tubes due

to overheating.

The consequences of a newly failed tube whipping of the adjacent

tubes were also examined.

All the results obtained provide elements to confirm the choice

of the DBA.

3. Studies Associated with the .Guillotine Failure of a Tube

The water flow law was first examined. After comparing expe-

rimental results and simulations using several computer codes,.the

leakage rate during the first few instants of a guillotine failure

was estiicated a 1̂ 22 kg/sec during 0.5 secf (Figure 2). This study

was followed by experiment (CL5), in which a double-ended guillotine

failure was induced by applying a tensile load on a tube weakened

by a circumferential groove, resulting in a .15 kg/sec leak of 300 "C,

water. No defects were observed in the adjacent tubes.

Two tests (BA11 and BA12) M were carried out Jointly by the

CEA and ENEA at Brasimone, Italy. Leakage rates comprised between

9 and 7 kg/sec of 300 "C water were maintained for 5 and 1).4 seconds,

respectively.

By comparing the pressure values obtained in these tests with

the results predicted by the VERSEAU code, (Figure 3)1 it was possible

to qualify this code and to confirm the outer 3hell resistance to

the pressure peak.

A guillotine failure test in 500 °C steam will be conducted

early in 198*4 as final confirmation of the peak pressure code

qualification.

In addition, a specific program was undertaken to study adjacent

tube daaage by heating due to the reaction: this program includes

the tests without sodium performed at Novatome and the ECHAFEAU and

THETRA tests in sodium carried out at Cadarache and Brasimone - (c.f.

paragraph 4. if).

1. Experiments Corresponding to the Accident Scenario /

I m y

1.1. Self-Evolution

Hypotheses concerning the self-evolution mechanisms (Figure 4)

have already been presented elsewhere [5] C°3 . Experimental work

in France includes primarily self-evolution studies of cylindroconical

holes and fatigue cracks initiated in notches on the tube outer

surface. These tests were carried out on the HICROMEGAS loop at

Chatou and the GRIGNOTIN loop at Cadarache. Sodium flowed in-the

test cells [j3 .

The experiments will continue with fatigue cracks initiated in

notches on the tube inner surface near weld seams for a more accurate

simulation of the initial defect and of steam generator operating

conditions.

The results observed to date indicate that there is no sudden

flowrate increase, and therefore no sudden evolution of the leak
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cross-sectional area, in the first ten minutes. Figure 5 shows

examples of typical results.

4.2. Impingement_Wastage,

Two types of studies were carried out.

4.2.1. Systematic Te3ts

Tests were conducted at Cadarache and at Novatome using calibr-

ated cylindrical orifices to inject water or steam onto Alloy 800

tubes. This study evaluated the maximum material wastage rate and

the effects of various parameters including the jet-to-target distance,

sodium temperature and flowrate, leakage, rate and direction. The

sodium was flowing and the targets were under nitrogen pressure.

For leakage rates below 0.1 g per second the wastage was very

slight and can be considered negligible; at higher leakage rates the

target tube can be perforated by impingement wastage in 1 minute.

4.2.2. Representative Tests

4.2.2.1. Tests Conducted in Small Test Cells

In the3e experiments carried out on the GRIGNOTIN and MICROMEGAS

loops wastage was obtained from seir-evoluting leaks initiated on

fatigue cracks or cylindroconical holes under the same conditions as

for the routine tests: sodium flowing and target tubes under nitrogen

pressure. Regardless of the type of initial defect, the following

phenomena were observed (Figure 6):

. the.target tube wa3 not perforated during the defect slow self-

evolution phase,

. perforation occured during the rapid self-evolution phase.

It should be noted that under teat conditions the hydrogen

detection system on the reactor would have been effective in Isola-

ting the steam generator before the target tube was perforated.

4.2.2.2. Te3ts Conducted with a Moekup Target Bundle (Castor)

Four tests (CL1, 2, 3 and 4) were first carried out at Cadarache

in order to study the consequences of a minor tube leak on the other

tubes in the bundle, and particularly the risk of secondary leaks.

During these tests the sodium was static and the target bundle under

static water or steam pressure.

The first conditions are shown in Figure 7 and the results in

Figure 8.

The test findings were transposed to the SPX1 steam generator with

allowance for the hydrogen detection system which allows the water

steam side to be isolated and depressurized in the event of 3ma"'

leaks. The following results would have been obtained in SPX1:

. CL1, CL2, CL4: no secondary failure before complete isolation and

depressurization of the steam generator;

. CL3: two secondary failures would have occured before complete

isolation and depressurization, but the secondary leak area would

have been much smaller than in the DBA. In the event of such an

accident in SPX1, the DBA would not have been exceeded, or even

reached.

4.3. (Corrosion Erosion Associated with the Swelling and Bursting of

the Target Tubes

A study of the consequences of leaks ranging from 50 g to 1 kg

per second has been undertaken. This flowrate range corresponds

approximately to the initial flowrate of a secondary leak caused by



20 corrosion erosion from a primary evolutive mieroleak. Five tests

have been completed to date (Figure 9).

The results show that the steam generator reaches safe condi-

tions before any secondary failure occurs. Moreover, teat CL9a

showed the effect of cooling the target tubes on the failure time

for a given injection rate.

4.1J. Swelling and Bursting

In the event of an important sodium-water reacticn which

does not immediately provoke the failure of the safety membrane, the

question arises as to the behaviour of the tubes in the area where

the products of the reaction are at a high temperature.

Local overheating of a tube due to the sodium-water reaction

was studied at the Novatome test facility using three gas blowpipes

located 120° apart in the plane perpendicular to the tube. This

arrangeaent produced axisynmietrical overheating of the tube over a

length of about 5 cm.

Heat removal was obtained by circulating water through the tube

in a pressurized thermosiphon loop.

The 9 tests carried out show that the ores sure primary • stress

is the dominant factor in tube swelling and bursting, and that the

breach propagation rate can range from one to several meters per

second depending on the water pressure. At present the time to fail-

ure can only be counted from the beginning of the tube distortion,

which is the only quantitatively identifiable event (Figure 10).

Sodium-water reaction tests are currently being carried out

jointly with the ENEA at Cadarache and Brasimone to confirm that

the thermal flux values used for the revious 9 tests are represen-

tative of sodium-water reaction heat fluxes.

14.5. Whipping
. • — ~ ~

Tube whipping following an instantaneous complete failure

represents a potential leak propagation mode, and was studied in

three 3tep3:

. Specification of the limit conditions for thi3 type of accident

(position in the bundle, operating conditions).

. Determination of the failed tube whipping speed and kinetic energy

involved.

. Evaluation of the consequences of impact on an adjacent tube;

these results were transposed to the SPX1 steam generator on the

basis of experiments conducted at the Apeldoorn Laboratory.

The conclusion drawn from this study was that a tube would

withstand the impact due to an adjacent tube failure.

5. Leak Detection

Three different but complementary detection systems will be used

for the SPX1 steam generators: hydrogen detectors, acoustic detectors

and rupture disks. But to date acoustic detection is planned only on

an experimental basis in SUPERPHSNIX on two steam generators, and is

not used to initiate any automatic sequences.

5.1. Hydrogen Detectors £5] fö) W Col

This system is particularly effective for small leaks. Figure

11 indicates the leakage rates assumed to be detectable for SPX1 and

the corresponding response time, and Figure 12 shows a typical res-

ponse curve prediction for the SPX1 hydrogen detection 3ystera based

on the slow leakage evolution observed experimentally in the

MICROHEGAS test loop.



5.2. Acoustic Detection [5] [6] ill [93

This system provides a short response time, but i3 less sen-

sitive. Figure 13 compares the responses of the H, detectors and

acoustic detectors to a steam injection in a 15 MW SPX1 steam generator

mockup.

Work is currently in progression in three major areas:

. analyzing background noise in industrial conditions,

. developing signal processing routines to generate alarms,

. oorrelating gas injections and water outleakage.

5.3- Rupture Disks fcj G O

Rupture disks are designed to protect against leaks exceeding

a few kilograms per second. Figure 1*) plots the estimated disk

rupture time versus the leakage rate.

6. Consequences of these Studies on the DBA Definition

6.1. Design Basis Accident

The DBA for which the SPX1 steam generator was dimensioned, is

a double-ended guillotine failure of a tube in 1 msec with the water

flow law shown in Figure 2.

6.2. Consequences

In the case of a guillotine tube failure, the experiments confirm

that there are no mechanical effects on the tubes of the bundle and

show that the thermal effects, due to the accumulation of the products

of the reaction at high temperatures, take several seconds before

having any effect. Under these conditions, the safety membrane will

2j already have failed.

Moreover, the experiments carried out in the water or steam

flowrate range from a microleak to several hundred grans per second

showed that the DBA is.in. fact the maximum sodium-water reaction

accident.

It should be noted that in the accident scenario presented in

Figure 1, the fact that the steam generator shuts down following

the hydrogen detection data signals stops the propagation of the

consequences of the leak at a stage which is likely to be situated

very near to the self-evolution period.

7. Conclusion

The^esearch and development jrark parried out to date in France

by the CEA and EDF on the 1sodlum-water reaction^and its consequencesf
implies the limiting nature of a 1 msec .double-ended guillotine,tube

failure, and substantiates the choice of this accident as the ̂Design

Basis Accident (for SUPERPHEHIX-1. However, we are continuing our

investigations.
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1 . INTRODUCTION
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In the United Kingdom (UK) the majority of the research into
the characteristics of sodium-water reactions is performed by the
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA). The Central
Electricity Generating Board (CEGB) as the potential operator
of commercial fast reactors maintains an active interest in all
aspects of sodium-water reaction work and has long standing
programmes of work to investigate small leak behaviour and
develop chemical leak detection systems. The National Nuclear
Corporation (NNC) as the designers and constructors of nuclear
power plant are performing detailed design studies for a
commercial fast reactor and constructed the present Prototype
F;»st Reactor (PFR) which is operated by the UKAEA.

This paper reviews the experimental and theoretical work
in the UK on the characteristics of sodium-water reactions and
describes work on the development of leak detection systems. A
review of the operating experience with the PFR steam generators
and the protection philosophy used on PFR is also given and the
design studies for the Commercial Demonstration Fast Reactor
(CDFR) are described.

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF SODIUM-WATER REACTIONS

2.1 MICRO LEAK BEHAVIOUR

The rapid increase in size (escalation) from an essentially
undetectable micro leak to an open leak path up to 2 mm in

diameter is a well established phenomenon for under-sodium leaks
in ferritic tube material. Recent UK work has included a
detailed theoretical and experimental study to assess the factors
influencing the behaviour, such as leak path geometry,
temperature and pressure of both the water and the sodium sides
of the leak. The work has been used by the UKAEA to produce a
model which can predict the likely behaviour of a particular leak
path for a variety of operating conditions. Work at the CEGB has
assessed self wastage rates of 9% Cr 1% Mo in sodium at
temperatures of 400-500 C and has investigated the effect of feed
water composition on the blocking behaviour of micro leaks.

2.2 IMPINGEMENT WASTAGE FROM SHALL LEAKS

Experimental work has been primarily directed at determining
the size of penetration caused by impingement wastage from a
small leak on neighbouring steam generator tubes. In conjunction
with measurements of time to tube penetration this gives a
quantitative description of possible incidents from leak
initiation to plant shutdown. The majority of tests have been
performed with superheated steam but recent tests have used water
below the saturation temperature injected into sodium at a
signficantly higher temperature. This models a leak in an
evaporator and further tests of this type are planned.

2.3 INTERMEDIATE LEAKS

The UKAEA Super Noah rig at Dounreay has been modified to
give a rapid turnround test facility for intermediate leak tests.
A total of nine injections have been performed in the present
test series (6X). The tests have been for a. range of failure
size covering those expected to arise from impingement wastage
from small leaks. Great emphasis has been placed on correct
modelling of both the sodium and water-side conditions during the
test including the correct water conditions in the target tubes.
A further ten injections are planned giving test data for defect
sizes from 0.5 mm up to 10 mm. •«

2.4 LARGE LEAKS

Prior to its use for intermediate leak tests. Super Noah was
a large leak test facility and four large leak tests were
performed. The data from these tests, in conjunction with data
from a gas-water rig modelling a complete secondary circuit, have
been used to validate the computer code FLOOD for calculating the
effects of a large leak in a secondary circuit. FLOOD assumes
the sodium is incompressible. For the initial transient response
which is dependent upon sodium compressibility UK derivatives,
SLEDGE and NAPTA, of the US codes Natransient and PTA-1 are used.

3. LEAK DETECTION SYSTEMS

3.1 CHEMICAL DETECTION

Hydrogen leak detection systems based on measurement of the
hydrogen concentration in the steam generator gas spaces and in



28 the flowing secondary circuit sodium are installed on the PFR.
In addition CEGB and UKAEA Harwell have been developing electro-
chemical hydrogen and oxygen meters.

3.1.1 Electro-chemical Hydrogen Meter Development

Development of the" BNL electro-chemical hydrogen meter has
continued. The cell utilises a CaH_/CaCl2 electrolyte and LiH
reference electrode system and may Be represented by

Li, LiH/Fe/CaH2, CaCl2/Fe/Na(H)

Comparisons of the cell's performance with a meter
manufactured at BNL based on the American ion pump system has
been made and reported. Similarly a comparison of meter
performance has been made with the French ion pump, diffusion
type hydrogen meter on the 'OCARHYNA' loop at Les*Renardieres.
Comparisons of meter responses to changes in loop cold trap
temperatures indicated similar trends between the French and BNL
hydrogen meters. Further work is being carried out on the short
term stability ie. signal to noise ratio of the meters, important
when using them for leak detection.

A cell has been designed which is suitable for installation
in a PFR secondary circuit. The cell reference electrode has
been modified with the aim of making the device resistant to
thermal shocks. Tests have shown no change in_calibration after
thermal shocks in sodium of up to 120 C at 6.7 C sec" . In
addition successful measurements have been made with the cell in
argon at 450 C at compositions ranging from 2.5 to 170 vpm
hydrogen. Plans are currently in hand to install meters both on
the secondary cold trap loop of PFR and on one of the secondary
circuits.

3.1.2 Oxygen Meters

Further confirmatory tests of the BNL oxygen meter which may
be represented by

Air, Pt/ThO2 - 7.5 W/O Y2O3/Na(0)

have been carried out. The meter has been used in a study of the
solubility of oxygen in liquid sodium over the temperature range
ISO - 300 c which confirmed the solubility data due to Thorley.

In the context of both leak detection and plant clean-up
following leaks, the meter has been used in a study of the
kinetics gf dissolution of both NaOH and Na2O in liquid sodium at
300 - 500 C. In the case of NaOH the results suggested an
initial, rapid, decomposition reaction to produce solid sodium
monoxide and sodium hydride with the subsequent dissolution of
these products being the slow, rate determining step. The rate

constant for dissolution of sodium monoxide was shown to obey the
equation

log,n k (g mm"
2 sec"1) * -1.4 (+ 0.52) - 3674 (+ 346)iu - - ^ r - -

The predicted response of an oxygen meter at 450 C to a
water leak of 10 g sec" into a secondary sodium circuit
containing 0.36 kte sodi'um was also reported. Calculations,
which assumed that the circulation time was short (< 2 mins),
indicated that 10% of the oxygen produced by the water as a
result of the leak would be detected after 120 sees, rising to
52% after 1000 sees.

An indium/indium oxide reference electrode system has been
tested and shown to give the meter a wider operating temperature
range (down to 160 C) and a more stable and reproducible output.
One such meter was used in comparative tests with both GE and
Westinghouse (Air ref) type oxygen meters on the 'OCARHYNA1 loop
at Les Renardieres. Comparison of meter responses to changes in
the loop cold trap temperature indicated similar trends between
the Westinghouse and BNL oxygen meters. In addition comparisons
of the BNL meter responses with that of a similar meter
calibrated on the BNL No 1 sodium loop demonstrated good meter to
meter agreement.

3.2 ACOUSTIC DETECTION

Acoustic leak detection systems based on the detection of
high frequency impingement noise at waveguides on the steam
generator tubeplate have been tested on sodium-water reaction
test rigs and on the PFR. The rig tests gav.e the signal
characteristics of the impingement noise. Subsequent operation
of prototype systems on the PFR evaporators gave data on plant
background noise levels. The data have enabled the writing of a
leak detection algorithm which will give detection of escalating
microleaks with a spurious detection rate of less than 0.5 per
reactor operating year.

3.3 PRESSURE MEASUREMENT

The detection of intermediate leaks by measuring the
increase in pressure in the secondary circuit gas blanket has
been studied. The detection system is simple, of high
reliability in terms of detecting actual leak events and has a
very low spurious detection rate. The contribution a pressure
measuring detection system can make is in avoiding bursting disc
failure for leaks which would otherwise increase the circuit
pressure to the disc rupture pressure on a timescale from a few
seconds to tens of seconds.
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4. THE OPERATION OF THE PFR STEAM GENERATORS

4.1 OPERATING EXPERIENCE

The operation of the PFR has been severely limited by the
occurrence of very small leaks in the evaporator
tube-to-tubeplate welds. In all cases the leaks were readily
detected with the installed gas space hydrogen detection system.
Remedial action is being taken by inserting sleeves which extend
from the tubeplate down into the steam tubes bypassing the tube-
to-tubeplate weld. The sleeves are explosively welded into the
tubeplate and brazed into the tubes. Operation with two
refurbished evaporators win commence in January 1984, with three
circuit operation in late spring 1984.

The occurrence of the gas space leaks has been studied in
detail. A major part of this work is a generic study of gas
space behaviour during and after a leak.

Despite the tube-to-tubeplate weld leaks a cumulative
operating period for the steam generators of 85,000 circuit
steaming hours has been achieved. In this period no undsr-sodium
leaks have occurred. The PFR steam generators have no under-
sodium welds so this experience relates to a complete absence of
leaks in steam generator tubing.

4.2 PROTECTION PHILOSOPHY

The PFR was initially equipped with hydrogen detection,
secondary circuit pressure measurement and bursting disc rupture
as leak detection systems giving automatic plant shutdown. The
PFR was unique in having automatic shutdown from hydrogen
detection. It was found that in the case of. the gas space leaks
shutdown by operator intervention was always adequate. For
under-sodium leaks the work on determining leak characteristics
showed that the protection afforded by the hydrogen detection
system against adjacent tube penetration was limited. Because of
this and the chance of spurious shutdown from the hydrogen
detection system its automatic shutdown function was removed.

Automatic shutdown from secondary circuit pressure rise
without bursting disc failure was also unique to the PFR. This
detection system, using pressure measurement in the gas space of
the secondary circuit expansion tank, is now the primary
detection system on PFR for under sodium-leaks. For a wide range
of defect sizes it will prevent bursting disc failure. For small
leaks it does not prevent secondary failures but the secondary
failure is detected before it in turn leads to bursting disc
failure. The protection philosophy for the PFR steam generators
is that, in the unlikely event of a small under-sodium leak,
adjacent tube penetration will occur but the aim is to prevent
bursting disc failure thus minimising circuit reinstatement work.

At present it is considered that there is no small leak detection
system of proven reliability such that the increased protection
it offers, in terms of reduced secondary damage, outweighs the
effects of operating losses and transient loadings produced by
its spurious operation.

In the event of a large leak the circuits are protected by
rupture of bursting discs. The effluent system was designed for
a single Double-Ended Guillotine Failure (DEGF) followed by six
similar failures over a period of 20 s. Further analysis and
experimental work at Dounreay have shown the foundation of this
Design Basis Accident (DBA) to be unsound and that a single tube
failure will not lead to further failures. For current
assessments of plant protection, therefore, a single DEGF is
taken as the DBA.

5. CDFR DESIGN STUDIES

The next LMFBR to be built in the UK is known as the
Commerical Demonstration Fast Reactor (CDFR) and after extensive
studies of various design concepts HNC has selected
a"Modifi-3d J-Tube" design for the steam generators.

The concept is very similar to the units developed in the
USA for the CRBR. There are material differences and detail
changes, the most striking of which is that in the UK design the
bend region is at the bottom cold end and a gas space is retained
at the upper end of the unit.

A simplified drawing of the design is shown in Figure 1 and
the major parameters are given in the following table.

Power
Overall weight
Physical size
Material

Tube size
Number of tubes
Sodium temperature (inlet)
Sodium temperature (outlet)
Water temperature (inlet)
Steam temperature (outlet)

- 425 MW (thermal)
- 328 te
- 30 m high, by 2.2 m diameter
- 9% Cr/1% Mo throughout
including shell

- 18.2 mm o/d x 3.1 mm wall
- 1945
- 510°C

C
- 196°C
- 490 C

A once through steam cycle has been chosen and the boiler
unit is of monotube construction with two boilers on each of the
four secondary sodium circuits of the 1320 MWe system.

To achieve good availability very high standards of detail
design and fabrication are essential and to this end an extensive
development and testing programme is planned. This includes
using CDFR details in the new PFR Replacement Tube Bundles.



30 Although a realistic mechanism for a Double-Ended Guillotine
Failure (DEGF) has not yet been justified this has been catered
for in the design appraisal. Using the ÜK computer codes FLOOD
and SLEDGE assessments have been made regarding the criteria
which have to be met.

(a) The pressure experienced at the IHX is well within
allowable limits - an increase of around 3 atmospheres.

(b) Secondary pipework forces and effluent system loads are
similarly acceptable.

(c) Prevention of reaction products reaching the IHX is
catered for by the fast acting closure valve downstream
of the secondary pump

(d) Damage to the SGU is not easily forecast but could well
be confined to a small area of buckled tubes which may
enable local plugging of tubes to be accepted.

In general the larger CDFR units ace far more tolerant to
leaks than the corresponding units on PFR as a result, mainly, of
the increased sodium volume (factor of 5) and the reduction in
watar discharge rate from a D3GF (factor of 10 decrease).
However, protection systems for the DEGF have been incorporated
in the design. Bursting discs, positioned at the base of each
steam generator, are designed to rupture during the first few
millisecs of the event. The subsequent breaking of cross-wires
behind the discs causes a plant trip resulting in sequential
dumping of water, sodium draining and argon padding of the unit.

Acoustic leak detection and chemical detection methods will
be used to give warning of both micro and small leak events.
However, it is recognised that the response time of these systems
may be too long to give adequate warning of leak escalation.

Protection systems such as the gas space-high pressure alarm
could well protect against most small and intermediate leak
events.

The damage following an intermediate leak is currently
believed to be limited to a few tubes surrounding the leak site
and the bundle could be returned to service with these tubes
plugged.

A summary of protection"sequences for the various classes of
leaks is given below:-

1. SHALL LEAK

(a) Detected by chemical means (or possibly acoustic).

(b) Bursting disc does not fail.

(c) Rapid dump of water to 1 HPa.

(d) Maintain water-side pressure with small additions of
argon.

(e) Manual sodium dump (automatic if steam-side pressure
falls below a minimum value)

(f) Depressurisation of steam side after sodium dump.

2. INTERMEDIATE LEAK

(a) Detected by acoustics or gas space pressure alarm.

(b) Bursting disc may fail.

(c) Rapid dump of water to 1 MPa.

(d) Large automatic inert gas pad to maintain water-side
pressure.

(e) Automatic sodium dump if bursting disc still intact.

(f) Full depressucisation of steam-side when sodium dump
is complete.

3. LARGE LEAK

(a) Detected by bursting disc failure.

(b) Rapid dump of water to 1 MPa.

(c) Large automatic inert gas pad to maintain water-side
pressure.

(d) Depressurise steam-side fully when sodium all drained.

One aspect currently receiving attention is the assessment
of local metallurgical damage due to high temperature cycling.
Similarly, work continues in the CEGB on the effect of thermal
cycling at defects in fast reactor steam generator materials. In
addition current programmes within the CEGB include
investigations on the behaviour of AISI 316, 2.25 Cr 1% Mo and
9% Cr 1% Mo under fault conditions.

In conclusion the very large units of the CDFR will be
designed and engineered to minimise the possibility of leaks.
However, should one occur it is believed that this will not
put the IHX at risk. Furthermore, it is believed that
significant damage to the units will not occur and that the
recovery downtime and requalification will give satisfactory



availability. For the worst case DEGF event the subject of
bundle recovery has not yet been fully examined.

6. CONCLUSION

The paper has reviewed the OK work to study sodium-water
reactions and to develop leak detection systems and has described
the operating experience with the PFR steam generators and the
design studies for the CDFR steam generators. Currently
intermediate leaks and the progression of small leaks to
intermediate leaks as a result of impingement wastage are being
studied most actively. The work has shown that if incidents
progress to the intermediate leak stage unacceptable damage to
the steam generators does not occur. Because of this and the low
probability of occurrence of an under-sodium leak, a circuit
pressure crip plus bursting discs give acceptable protection for
the PFR steam generators. Chemical and acoustic detection
systems are not used on PFR for undar-sodium leak protection
because of the limited additional protection given and the
possibility of spurious detection and plant shutdown. In the
CDFR design studies it is assumed that chemical and acoustic
detection systems will be used in addition to circuit pressure
measurement, and these systems will in certain circumstances give
earlier leak detection further minimising steam generator damage.

Suparheated ̂ K
Steam Out >'

Man Access

Stum Out

Sodium In

Feed Water in

Man Access Sodium Water
Reaction
Outlet Nozzle

31 FIG. 1 CDFR 415 MW MODIFIED 'J* TUBE STEAM GENERATOR
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INTRODUCTION

• Presently ENEA is carrying out R It D activities concerning two

different solutions of steam generators in the framework of the

General Agreement with CEA on the developement of fast breeder

reactors:

a) The helical steam generator, selected for Superphenix-1 (french

solution)

b) the straight tubes steam generator, considered a3 the perspecti-

ve alternative solution for Superphenix-2 (italian solution)

R It D programs on these two items were frequently reported elsewh£

re and we assume already known "the mainfeatures of these components

(1, 2, 3, 4, 5), whose design principles are quite apposite on many

aspects:

- Large size against modularity

- Large coiled tube3 against small straight tubes

- Austenitic material (Alloy-800) against ferritic steel (9 Cr-2 Mo)

for the tubes

- Individual penetrations of the tubes through the shell again3t tu-

be—plates

- Cover gas blanket in the top against no-sodium level arrangement

in the nodules.

THE HELICAL STEAM GENERATOR

- As far as the SPX-1 ' . steam generator is concerned ENEA started a

sodium water reaction program at Brasimone Experimental Area in 1976.

The tests were agreed upon with CEA as part of the more extended expe

rimental program implemented in support to the steam generator safe-

ty report.

Large and intermediate leaks were taken in account in this program,

whose aim was the qualification of computing codes, developed for

the calculation of pressure waves in the steam generator and in the

associated pyping and components.

The large amount of water injected into the test section and the

water pressure provided inside the tubes at nominal value resulted

in an extended swelling of the tube bundle and in the bursting of

the tube wall in two locations (Fig. 1).

It was clear just from the beginning that the high temperature at-

tained in some parts of the test section for a very long time compa

red with the thermal inertia of the tube wall, associated to a water

pressure inside the tubes of roughly 200 bars, was responsible for

that.

Consequently it was decided, at the end of the program, to carry

out new test3, focused on the evaluation of the heat transfer coe£

ficients between the reaction products and the tubes. The goal of

these tests will be a better prediction of the tube wall temperatu-

re distribution during the leak.

An italian paper to be read later at this meeting will report shortly

on the first program,more extensively illustrated c-elsewhere (6),and

with more detail on the second one.

THE STRAIGHT TUBE STEAM GENERATOR

- ENEA ha3 been involved since 1967 with E H activities on this compo-

nent.

- Perhaps the most interesting achievement has been the design, fabrica-

tion and testing of a 50 MW model. More recently the design of a com-

mercial steam generator for Superphenix-2 has been carried out (7).

Both the SO MW model and the commercial steam generator were checked

on the assumption of a sudden guilliotine rupture of only 1 tube.

- Different locations of the rupture were evaluated: close to the upper

tube sheet, the farthest point from the bursting disk and near the lo-

wer tube sheet, the point where the highest leak flow takes place.

- Coming back to the 50 MW model, consisting of an evaporator and a su-

"i pperheater (8), the decision was made to arrange a protective shroud-



around the two modules and fire extinguishing pans underneath because
of the high pressure peaks calculated (Fig. 2). Furthermore two buffer
tanks were provided on the sodium pyping-near the inlet and the outlet
of the model, for the protection of the test facility against the pres-
sure peaks generated consequently to a sodium-water reaction.

The reason of the high pressure peaks generated in the 50 MW mo-
del after a guilliotine rupture of a tube is related to the rela-
tively 3mall cross section of the modules compared to the full sca-
le commercial ateam generator (1/4) and the small volume where the
hydrogen bubble can expand.

Many organizations asked ENEA for the permission to install acoustic
leak detection systems: EDF, CISE, CEA, INTERATOM mounted experimen-
tal chains consisting of wave-guides welded to the shell- near the up-
per and the lower tubesheet, different types of accelerometers, the
associated electronics and data processing and recording systems. The
aim of these organizations was to measure only the background noise
of the steam generator (9, 10, 11) because it was not possible to
inject steam or water flows during the testing of the model.

The actual leak detection system, supplied by EOF, was of classical
type (nickel membrane plus vacuum pump) and included 3 separate sy-
stems:

a) the main system, sampling sodium on the sodium pyping

b) a system located in the argon blanket of the buffer tank at the so
dium oulet

c) an auxiliary system, sampling sodium near the upper tubesheet of the
evaporator.

The three systems were designed in order to cover all operating condi-
tions (different temperatures and flows).

The auxiliary system was required because of some concern coming from
water tests carried out on the upper part of the evaporator, showing
the possibility of long term trapping of reaction products close to
the tube sheet.

The calibration of the leak detection by injecting hydrogen at the
superheater inlet and on the upper part of the evaporator proved the
very satisfactory operation of the system: response time of 20 + 60
seconds for a leak of roughly 5 mg/sec of water in the upper part of
the evaporator and of 80 + 200 seconds for a leak of 50 mg/sec at loads
ranging from 20 to 100%.

In the case of increase of the hydrogen signal, the test facility staff
had the following directions:

a - To evaluate the magnitude of the leak on the basis of the slope
of the signal

b - To shut down the plant in case of a leake above 50 gr/sec. To 3tart
the leak, localization procedure in case of a leak under 50 gr/sec.

- During the operation of the model only one spurious fast signal was
detected in the auxiliary system because of some maintenance work
carried out in the sodium sampling pipe and the probably consequent
formation of an oxide plug.

•FIG. 1
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REVIEW OF ACTIVITIES CONCERNING SODIUM WATER
REACTION IN LMFBR

A.K. RAJPUT
Reactor Research Centre,
Kalpakkam, India

1.0 INTRGOUCTIOT

The Fast Breeder Reactor Programme In India began with the dealgn and

construction of Fast Breeder Test Reactor - F8TR. Broadly» the design

of FBTR i s based on the technical knew hou obtained Trom CEA (France).

FBTR i s of loop type with a ncminal power at 40 FU. Reactor generated

h««t ia transferred to the steam generators - SC, through Intermediat«

Heat Exchanger - IHX, F ig .1 . SC module for FBTR i s of once through

type with low pressure ( 3 to 4 Kgf/cm2) sodium on shel l aide and high

pressure ( 125 Kgf "/en2) water/steam in aide tha heat transfer tubes,

Fig .2 . Uater/steam and sodium are separated by the wall of the teat

transfer tube. Therefore, any hole or a crack in the heat transfer tube

shall causa leakage of ateam/uater into sodium resulting in a sodium

water reaction - SUR.

2.D LEAK RATE AHO ITS EFFECT

The size of defect in the heat transfer tube can vary from a pin hole

or a hair line crack to a fu l l bore rupture(gullotlne f a i l u r e ) .

Accordingly the leak rates /c lasair ied depending on their eTTect on tha / a r e

system. Self wastage of the leaking tube la the major e f fec t of Micro

leaks («0.05 gm/scc). For snail leaks (»10 gm/stc) the tubes adjacent to

the leaking tube are affected anojjndergo material wastage caused by

corrosion/errosion. For large leaks the major effect i s that the

secondary sodium circuit experiences pressure pulsations causing rupture

discs to open up anddischarge high preasur« sodium andrcaction products

into stperation tank.

2.1 HICRO LEAKS

najor «ffact of nicro leaks ( 0.05 gm/sec) or ateum/uater in to sodium

i t s e l f enlargement of the pin hole/crack. Wastage starts from sodium

side (reaction products attack the me tain wall around leak s i t e ) and

advances through the tube th ickness^' . The leak rate remains unchanged

for a long time, until the thin edge of the wall i s removed, then the

leak rats suddenly increased by orders of magnitude. To Evaluate the

leak detection capability of micro-leaks, before they be com« large enough

to damage the surrounding tubes, i t i s necessary to know the time to

sudden enlargement. Though much data i s not avai lable, but according

to the tests conducted ' so far, the time to audden enlargement i s a

function of

. In i t ia l leak rate

. Sodium temperature

. Leak geometry

. Dat€rial of wall

An experiment to study this self wastage phenomenon i s being planned

at our end, due to
. in consistency in the available data

• acquisition of data for the operating temperature ranges

(Max 500oC) or SC
. have comparison of (2}Cr, ino) and (9Cr, 1Mo) atee la .

In the proposed experiment the e f fect of follouing parameters i s

going to be studied, ;u.--->ly,

In i t ia l leak rate (by having different leak s i z e s )

. Sodium temperature (35O-EQQ°C)

The defect in the tubs wi l l be produced by mechanically dr i l l ing a

small through hole, followed by swaging and s tabi l i sat ion. Tha scheme t i c

of the experiments i s shown in F ig .3 .

2.2 Small Leak andlts detection

Apart from adjacent tube wastage, which i s described as the major

effect of small leaks, the hydrogen concentration in sodium goes up. No

experiments were done to study the wastage behaviour for FBTR steam

generator, which i s essential ly similar to the one for PHEKIX. Apart

from this a large world wide experimental data i s available on wastage

rate which i s a function of various system parameters, v i z . ,

• Sodium temperature

. Steam/water leak rate

. Leak hole to target distance

. Target material
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Therefore, no experiments ars proposed to stud/ the material wastage

behaviour at our end»

2.2.1 LEAK DETECTION SYSTEM FOR rBTR

Sudden Increase in the concentration of hydrogen in aodlurw is taken as

aaaaure of the leak rats of steam/water in to sodium. Since FBTR

«team generator has no cover gas» i t Incorporates in sodium hydrogen

detection only. Each loop or F8TR is equipped uith a hydrogen leak

detection system. Sodium, sampled at exi t of SC, reaches Nikel tube

detector, and itsykemperature is maintained at SOO°C by incorporating

economlier-electric heater arrangement. ( I t should be noted that

only hydrogen dissolved in sodium is capable or diffusing through Ni

membrane and to dissociate H from sodium-hydrogen compounds (NaH, NaOH

otc. ) this temperature of 500°C is good enough). The hydrogen contained

in sodium thus diffuses through th* Nickel tubes and reaches c i rcu i t ,

maintained under vacuum by an iron pump» where i t s part ia l pressure is

measured by a mass spectrometer.

2.2.2 LEAK DETECTION FOR PFBR

PFBR steam generator (Fig 4) design 13 different from that for F8TR. I t

Incorporates argon cover gas and has stagnant sodium region* near thu

bottom tube sheet. So, apart fron in-sodium hydrogen detection fron f.he

outlet of each unit , i t w i l l haue in-cover gas hydrogen detection also.

Th» concentration or hydrogen in argon cover ga» increases Tor leaks

occuring in cover gal space and for leaks occuring in sodium zona at leu

sodium flow and lou temperature ( 2SO°C) conditions*7 ' . Untrer these

conditions hydrcgen bubbles through sodium column and reaches cover gas

space. Principally in-30dium or ln-cover gas hydrogen detection technique

remains similar to the one adopted for FBTR. (h°2 diffusion through Ni

membrane-mass spectrometer). Tor unequivocal information on the leaking

unit each unit of PFBR steam generator module is equipped ui th individual

detection system.

2.2.3 LEAK CETECTION LOCP

For the purpose of calibration of detection system for in-sodium hydrogen
(a)

detection, a "CLADENA" loop has been erected at Reactor Engineering

Laboratory in our Centre and w i l l shortly be commissioned.

2 .3

2.3.1

LEAKS

2.3.2

The Bajnr Effect or large leak is the generation of pressure pulses in the

secondary sodium c i rcui t .

LARGE LEAK ANALYSIS F03 ^9^

A Computer Code SJRT (Sodium jj/ater Reaction .Transients) has been developed

to study the phenomenon of sodium water reaction - SUR following gullotine

railure or one of the heat transfer tubes.

Leak rate of water, for leak in economiser portion was computed, using

inert ia controlled model, wherein» uater is aasumed to be an incompressible

column In the ruptured tube. UatEr leak« from both the ruptured ends and

acceleratiis upto c r i t i ca l riou given by Zoludsk'n relat ion1 ' .

Leak rate or steam, for leak in the super heater portion was computed

assuming, f r lct lonsl adiabatlc f]cu of steam in the ruptured tube. Inert ia

efrects caused by tarnporsl acceleration ucre neglected in comparison to that

f r r special acceleration. Above arc ttio conditions for a well known "Fano

Flow"'1 1 ' in/d-Jsta.

I t ana assumed that hydrogen generated as a result of SUB occupies the f u l l

cross section or the S.C.module and grous l ike a pl3ton pushing sodium

to-jards up stream and doun stream or the reaction s i te .

Pressure wave propagation in the secondary circuit is computed using method

or characteristics -MDC for one dimensional transient f lu id flow in pipes.

Transient Cavitation is taken into account, as the expansion uaves, generated

by brust or rupture disc, put en upstream and doun stream of the reaction

site — cause sodiur* pressure to go down to the vapour pressure l im i t . Effect

of time lag for the opening of rupture disc on pressure transients in the

circui t was also considered in SURT calculations.

iflRGE LEAK tiOOELS FOR PFBH

Following our experience with the SURT calculations for the estimation of

pressure transients for large leak in FBTR, we are working for th» improved

modals ror bi t ter estimation or leak rate and bydrogen bubble growth for

PFBR.

2 . 3 . 2 . 1 LEAK RATE HODEL

The pressure time h ia tory of hydrogen bubble and a t other c i r c u i t locat ions

depends on the leak ra te of steam/water mix ture . Transient two phase



calculations are being made using PCC for better estimation or leak

rate From the ruptured ends» The model accounts for s l ip , but assumes

thermal equilibrium betuEen liquid and vapour phases« The resulting equations

of mass, momentum and energy are amenable to HOC for real ist ic slip

ratios.

2.3.2.2 BUBBLE GROJTH flOOEL

The shell d a . for PFBR steam generator i s larger (~600 mm) than that

Tor F8TR (177 mm), i . may, therefore, be unlikely that hydrogen bubble

result ing from SUR shall immediately occupy the f u l l cross section of

SC. I t i s , therefore, proposed to have 2-0 transient calculations

done to estimate pressure/flou r ie lds i n SC shel l around the growing

spherical /cyl indr ical bubble of hydrogen. Presently calculations are

being done ui th 1-0 piston model.

2.3.2.3 PRESSURE PROPACATICH IN PIPES

Transient f lu id flow in pipes - described by 1-0 compressible model and

solution afrected by MCC - is being retained for PFBR. I t is uorth

mentioning here that the study to include the effect of transient f r i c t i o n ' 1 2 '

uas taken up for sodiun flou in pipes« The results shou that for lou

viscosity f lu id l ike sodium, the transient pressures estimated by the usa

of steady state f r ic t ion factor are not much different than thEse obtained

using transient f r ic t ion factor. Therefore, the methodology to estimate

pressure propagation remains similar to that used for FBTR.

2.3.3 LOCATION CF RUPTURE OISC FOR PFBR

A single rupture disc at sodium outlet from each S.C.Unit is proposed for

PFBfl. This rupture disc shall be i n the vert ical pips l i n e , connecting

to the discharge c i rcu i t , since, thermal stresses in the disc arising as

a result -.f sodium strat i f icat ion in horizontal pipe sections are known

to have caused mal operation of the disc.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

PNC has been developing the steam generator with helically coiled
heat transfer tube bundle and downcommer tubes for the prototype fast
reactor Monju since 1968. To establish the safety design against the
sodiumwater reaction accident was one of the most important RSD items at
the start of the development.

PNC started the experimental study initially in the large leak region
in 1970. Untill now, during twelve years, the experimental studies have
been performed, which covers the phenomena from a micro leak to a large
one, with the use of the SWAT-1 rig, SWAT-2 loop. SWAT-3 loop, and SWAT-4
rigs.

The reliable leak detection system is necessary to minimize the damage
by the sodium-water reaction. Two groups of efforts have been paid for
developing the detection system. One is to develop the leak detector
itself, and another is to grasp the hydrogen transport behavior in the
sodium in the steam generator and the secondary piping system. Four sodium
loops have been used for the development.

The development of computer codes has also progressed in parallel with
the sodium-water reaction experiments. Three codes have been accomplished
for the design tools against the sodium-water reaction-

Through the efforts mentioned above, sufficient experiences were
obtained for designing and operating the Monju steam generator system.

2.0 LARGE LEAK TESTS

PNC performed the large leak sodium-water reaction tests using SWAT-1
and SWAT-3. They are briefly reviewed as follow:

2.1 First Stage

SWAT-1 was constructed in 1970. The rig consists of a reaction vessel
of 400 mm in diameter which contains about 150 kg of sodium, a pressure
relief system, and a water injection system. The reaction vessel, which
simulates the failed steam generator, is a 1/8 scaled model of Monju.
About forty tests in total, with the leak rate up to 3 kg/sec, were carried
out to obtain the large leak data for the computer code development.
The major works of the large leak study were transfered to SWAT-3. Then,
SWAT-1 was used for the tests of the special purposes: ex. the test on the
thermal and stress transients of the pressure relief system in which the
piping was not preheated before the pressure release, the measurement of
the transient water flowrate immediately after the opening of the large
leak hole, and the multiple wastage tests.

2.2 Second Stage

SWAT-3 was constructed in 1975 to demonstrate the safety design of the
Monju steam generator against the large leak accident.

Objectives of the large leak tests were:

(1) To obtain the data of large leak phenomena including pressure, flow,
temperature etc.

(2) To obtain the data of secondary tube failure due to the large leak s .
odiumwater reaction.

(3) To obtain the experience of the decontamination of reaction products
after the sodium-water reaction.

In each of the SWAT-3 tests, a double-ended guillotine rupture of the
actual size heat transfer tube was simulated in a 1/2.5 scaled test vessel
to the Monju evaporator. The sodium system consists of an evaporator
model (reaction vessel), a superheater model, an intermediate heat exchanger
model, the piping circuit simulating secondary cooling system, the pressure
relief system, and the cold trapping system. The inventory of the sodium
is about 7 tons. Seven tests in total were carried out for obtaining the
large leak data with a water leak range of 5 to 18 kg/sec.

Following the completion of the large leak tests, SWAT-3 was directed
to the leak propagation study. The water injection system was modified to
demonstrate the progression of leak propagation under the actual operating
condition.



42 3. LEAK DEVELOPMENT TESTS

Plenty of investigation has been performed on the sodium-water reaction
phenomena from a micro leak to a large one to select a DBL for the Monju
steam generator.

3.1 Micro and Small Leak Tests

The experimental work focused on the self-enlargement and the self-plug
of the micro defect of the heat transfer tube. Preliminary tests were
started with SWAT-2. The studies on the micro leaks, moreover, have been
performed with SWAT-4 since 1981 and thirty experiments have been conducted
with test pieces of 2-l/4Cr-.lMo steel and stainless steel so far. SWAT-4
consists of three reaction vessels, which enable three parallel test ope-
rations.

About one hundred and fifty tests in total were carried out in SWAT-2
to accumulate the small leak wastage data (~ 10g/sec ) of 2-l/4Cr-lMo
steel and stainless steel and empirical formulas concerning such as wastage
rate were determined.

3.2 Intermediate and Large Leak Tests

The SWAT-1 failure propagation tests have been carried out in an inter-
mediate leak region. A tube bundle that contained about thirty tubes was
suspended in the reaction vessel. The material of the tubes was 2-l/4Cr-lMo
steel, the same as in the design of the Monju evaporator. Though the tubes
of the Monju design are helically coiled, straight tubes were used in the
tests to provide advantages for the wastage measurement. Nitrogen gas was
applied to the inside of several main target tubes so as to simulate the
tube bursting. Other tubes had both ends open.

More than fifty thermocouples were distributed around the tubes for the
measurement of the reaction temperature. After each test the internals were
pulled out from the test vessel and were disassembled to tubes. The state of
the wastage was recorded by an automatic measuring and plotting system and
metallurgical examinations were also conducted.

In the seven large tests no failure propagation occurred and damage to
adjacent tubes was slight.

3.3 Sequential Propagation Tests

On a basis of the above-mentioned test data, near prototypical and se-
quential failure propagation tests proved to be necessary. Thus, the failure
propagation test program was planned and performed using SWAT-3.

In the SWAT-3 failure propagation tests, tube specifications such as the
size, the material, and the arramgement were chosen so as to provide a much
more explict simulation of the Konju design. In the initial conditions, main
target tubes were filled with water or nitrogen gas pressurized up to about
150 ata ( 15 MPa ). Ten tests have been conducted so far by changing the
conditions such as the initial leak rate, the direction of the leak jet, and

the phase of water. From the test results it was concluded that a dominant
mechanism was tube wastage, and it took more than one minute until each
failure propagation occurred. Also, the total leak rate in full sequence
simulation tests including a water dump was far less than that of one double-
ended-guillotine ( OEG ) failure.

Using such experimental data, a computer code, LEAP (Leak Enlargement
and Propagation), has been developed for the purpose of estimating the
possTble maximum leak rate due to failure propagation.

4.0 LEAK DETECTOR DEVELOPMENT

4.1 In-sodium Hydrogen meter

The PNC type in-sodium hydrogen meter was developed for applicating to
Monju in 1976. The short term tests using SWAT-2 showed satisfactory per-
formance on the sensitivity, the response time, and the range of concentration
measurement. Next, the dynamic and static chambers were separated from each
other in the vacuum system, so that it became possible to calibrate the meter
with more accuracy and shorter time. The five meters had been tested using
four sodium loops at PNC/OEC for evaluating the long-term performance from
1977 to 1980, and the test results showed the good durability of the meter.
Prospect of preventing the signal drift and prolong the operating time of the
ion pump was also obtained by reducing the surface area of the nickel membrane
and installing an orifice in the vacuum line. This meter is specified for
Monju as the small leak detector.

4.2 In-Cover Gas Hydrogen Meter

The two types of in-cover gas hydrogen meters, with forced and natural
gas-circulation, have been developed because they are effective to detect a
water leak in a downcomer portion, a cover gas space, and an upper portion of
heat trasfer tubes in the Monju steam generator. These meters are based on
the in-sodium hydrogen meter. The both types showed the good performance in
the short time test. Accumulation of data on the durability is needed in
future.

4.3 In-sodium Oxygen Meter

Electrochemical in-sodium oxygen meters, six westinghouse and eight
GE/Toshiba types, had been investigated on performance and durability in
order to ascertain a usefulness for the leak detector at PNC/OEC. It was
found from the test results that the differences among the characteristics
of each meter were large, so more durability is required for the application
to Monju.

4.4 Acoustic Meter

The basic characteHstics on the sodium-water reaction sound and the
sound propagation in a vessel have been obtained for studying a usefulness
of the acoustic leak detectors using SWAT-2 and a simulated steam generator
model. The preliminary test results show that it is easy to measure



accelerations on the wave-guide rods on the vessel, however, is by no means
inferior to other methods. An acoustic background of the evaporator in the
50 HW steam generator test facility (50MWSGTF) was also measured using the
same accelerometers and wave-guide rods. Considering the S/N ratio based on
these acoustic background data, the current acoustic detectors of PNC may be
applicable to the detection of an intermeadiate leak.

4.5 Hydrogen Behavior Tests

Another effects for developing the leak detection system was paid to know
how the hydrogen behaves in the troubled steam generator and the secondary
cooling system. For this objective, the hydrogen/water injection tests are
being carried out using SWAT-2 and 50MWSGTF. The purpose of the SWAT-2 test
is to obtain the fundamental data and the one of 50MWSGTF is to demonstrate
the capability of the leak detection system using near actual sized facility.
Until 1 now, the data have been accumulated for about seven years, used for
the plant design and the validation of the SWAC-10 code.

5. COMPUTER CODE DEVELOPMENT

The computer code is required to extrapolate the results of RSD to the
practical plant conditions. PNC has developed three computer codes for the
sodium-water reaction, which are being used to design the Monju steam
generator system.

5.1 SWACS Code (for large leak accident)

The SWACS code was developed to predict the pressure and flow behaviors
during large leak sodium-water reaction.

SWACS consists of the following three calculating modules and a
control routine:

main
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(1) Calculate the water Leak rate.

(2) Calculate the initial pressure spike and its propagation through the
components and piping of the secondary cooling circuit.

(3) Calculate the quasi-steady pressure buildup and the release to the
pressure relief system.

Five test data obtained by SWAT-3 were compared with code results. The
analytical results indicated that the overall large leak event could be
predicted in reasonable good agreement.

5.2 LEAP Code (for leak propagation phenomena)

If the water leak would occur from the heat transfer tube, steam gene-
rator plant detects it, isolates and blows the water from the failed one, and
then the sodium-water reaction terminates. During these periods, the leak
propagation may occur, and water leak rate increases to the maximum value
and then decreases to zero. It is important for the plant designer to

estimate the leak propagation sequence in the actual steam generator system
during the sodium-water reaction. PNC is developing the computer code LEAP
for satisfying this objective.

A deterministic procedure is adopted for the modeling of leak propaga-
tion phenomena in the code. Gathering the experimental data obtained by the
SWAT rigs and the world wide data published, the leak propagation can be
calculated under the various conditions in the evaporator. On the other
hand, the code has the modules for the estimation of the leak detection time
under various leak conditions. The code includes the modules of the judgment
to act the emergency operation and the estimation of the time history of
water side condition under the emergency condition. As the results, the
LEAP code can estimate the sequence of the leak propagation during-the sodium-
water reaction.

Comparing the results of calculations and the experimental data obtained
with SWAT-3, it is found that the calculation shows somewhat conservative
results than those in the experiments, which means the code is endurable for
practical use.

5.3 SWAC-10 code (for estimation of hydrogen detection time)

It is required for the plant designers and operators to estimate the
hydrogen detection time of the leak detectors, which are installed'at five
points in the secondary cooling system against various leak rates, leak
sites, and operating conditions. The computer code SWAC-10 was developed to
simulate the hydrogen transport and the leak detection in the secondary
cooling system including the steam generator.

The code has the following functions:
(1) Calculate the hydrogen background in the secondary system considering

the purification performance.

(2) Calculate the dynamics of hydrogen bubble generated by the sodium-water
reaction and the solubility of hydrogen into the sodium.

(3) Calculate the hydrogen transportation through the steam generator and
the secondary piping system.

(4) Estimate the time at which the secondary failure occurs in the initial
micro and small leak region.

Combining these functions, SWAC-10 can evaluate the width of the leak
rate range in which the detector can find the leak before the occurrence of
the leak propagation. This code was verified by the data obtained by the
leak simulation experiments using SWAT-2 and 50MWSGTF.

6.0 MONJU DBL DESIGN

Despite the strenuous efforts improving the reliability of steam gene-
rators, it is requited to select Desigen Basis Leak and to ascertain the
safe shutdown at the leak.



44 6.1 DBL Selection

The analyses of the failure propagation phenomenon were carried out
using the LEAP code to justify DBL selection for Monju. The parameters
were selected for the severest case for the plant. The results showed that
the largest values of the maximum leak rate were equivalent to about two
OEG's in the small and intermediate leak region in spite of a little fluctua-
tion. Therefore, the leak rate equivalent to one-instantaneous-DEG plus
three-DEG's due to propagation was selected as DBL for Monju.

6.2 Structual Integrity for DBL

Steam generator and intermediate system components have to be'checked
against pressure wave from sodium water reaction. The SWACS code was used
to calculate the pressure transients to evaluate the structural integrity.
The results showed that for ̂ 11 the components in the intermediate system,
strains due to pressure waves (spike and quasi-steady) are in the elastic
range-

Temperature and pressure changes with fast steam blowdown were calculated
using the BLOOPH code. Thermal transients are peculiar to evaporator inlet
tubesheet. The tubesheet was checked against this transient and the stress
and strain were well below the allowables.
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ABSTRACT

Relevant operational experience with steam generators for process and
conventional plant and thermal and fast reactors is reviewed. Possible
causes of water/steam leakages into sodium/gas are identified and data is
given on the conditions necessary for failure, leakage probability and
typ« of leakage path.

1. Introduction

In any programme of experimental and theoretical work on sodium/water
reaction phenomena it is important that realistic views are held on the
causes, type of leakage and leakage probability that could arise in
operational steam generators. Inevitably, a prime source of the data
on operational failures is any utility that operates a sufficient number
of steam generators to provide a statistically significant an^ meaningful
sample. It is the purpose of this paper to review some of the operational
data available to CEGB that is relevant to LHFBH steam generators.

2. Operational Experience

2.1 Industrial heat exchangers

An extensive review of reliability and leakage problems of industrial
heat transfer equipment is provided by J. G. Collier'. The following
causes of possible leakage are cited by Collier; fouling; mal-
distribution of flow; corrosion; erosion; vibration; thermal fatigue;
corrosion fatigue; mal-operation; fluid hammer. A considerable
number of examples of failure for each of these causes is provided,
together with background data on the failure conditions.

2.2 Steam generator tube bundles

Despite advances made worldwide in the design, development, manufacture
and operation of nuclear ateam generators, tube failures and water/
steam leakages still occur.^'^'^'5 Similar experiences occur with
modern high pressure conventional boiler plant ° although in this
case the problems linked with radiant heating and fuel 6ida corrosion
or erosion do not apply. However, the large number of conventional
boilers provides an interesting statistical base; Table 2 below
summarises CEGB operational data over a recent 2 year period for
132 boilers on generating units of 10OHW(E) and above.

Table 1. Some causes of conventional boiler tube failures

Cause

Tube supports and attachments
Overheating, long term and transient
Defective welds
Internal corrosion
Internal blockage due to oxide
spoiling etc.
Mechanical damage
Defective tubes
Operational factors
Miscellaneous reasons

% of total tube failures

14.6
14.1
10.8
4.3

6.0
5.2
4.9
1.0
7-9

45 •This paper is presented as.a basis for discussion and is an informal paper.

Specific tube failure causes mentioned in the LWB boiler tube surveys
2.3.5 a r e ) pitting corrosion, stress corrosion cracking, fretting,
intergranular corrosion, tube denting, tube corrosion and wastage.

A survey of CEGB gas cooled reactor experience carried out in 1979
concluded that for safety and availability studies of new design the
overall steam generator tube and weld failure rate during the first
ten years of operation should be taken as one small leak per reactor
year. The actual achieved rate due to random causes was 0.1 to 0.2
small leaks per reactor year. The frequency of large tube or weld
leaks in the Kagnox reactors was less than 5 x 10~* per reactor year.

Table 2 lists tube bundle failure and deterioration processes which,
on the basis of CEGB and other overseas Utility experience, are believed
relevant to current LMFBR designs.
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Cause of Leakage

Stress corrosion
cracking due to NaOH
(Sodiua or Vaters ida) .

Stress corrosion
cracking due to NaCl
or acid sulphates
(Waterside).

Initial defects in weld.

Initial defects in tube.

Erosion/corrosion
(Vaterside).

Waterside corrosion
due to local
concentration of
aggressive chemicals.

Thermal or mechanical
fatigue.

Fretting and wear at
tube supports.

Tubeplate and tube/
tubeplate weld failure.

Water or stean side
oxide cracking or
detachment.

Conditions to
cause failure

Stress and local
concentration of NaOH
and appropriate
temperature range and
adequate tine for crack
initiation and growth.

As above.

Inadequacies in weld
process control, etc.

Faulta in tube
nanufacture.

Dasag« may'be greatest
for water tempa 12O-22O°C
Relatively high mass
velocities.
Worsened by reducing
conditions, etc.
pH level is important;

Presence of aggressive
chemical and local
concentration site and
adequate l ifetiae of
concentration s i te .

Inadequate design and
test work.
Tube support
deficiencies etc.
Temperature fluctuations.

As above.

SCC, creep and/or
thermal fatigue, thermal
shock, initial defects.

Principally thermal
cycling and shock
effects on the oxide
films. Hay also occur
at the DNB zone '

Approximate
probability
of leakage

High if all conditions
for Stress corrosion
cracking (SCC) are
present.

As above.

~ 1in 10-1» to 10-5 per
year for new weld
process. <M 1 in 10-5
to 10-6 p a r year for
fully tried process.

Snail leaks,~ 8 x
10"7 leako/yr. a _
Largo leaks ~ 3 x 10
to 3 x 10-0 leaka/yj., B.

Risk greatly reduced
if tests made on
specific geometries and
suitable design changes
made.

High if all the
conditions for
corrosion are present.

Low if adequate test
work was done. Can be
difficult with some
tube geometries.

Lifetime wear estimates
can be extremely
uncertain.

High if the conditions
for SCC are present.
Also high if thermal
fatigue etc.
inadequately assessed
during design stage.

Low if periodic
inspection is
adequately frequent.
Test program should
indicate problem
areas.

Type of hole

Crack.
Can be circumferential
or longitudinal

As above.

Small hole or s l i t or
crack.

Small or large hole or
s l i t .

Crack or hole.

Crack, small or large
hole.

Vibration can produce
transverse cracks, can
open to a large hole.
Thermal fatigue can
cause various types of
crack.

Can be a small or
large hole.

Crack or s l i t .

Tube wall thinning
causing a crack or hole

Renarks

ÖCC can also occur in
pur* watar with some
materials.
Risk normally greatest
at welds but can also
occur in highly
stressed parts of tube.

A* above.

Greater probability of
leaks in first five
years of operation.

As above.

Normally in sconomiser,
often in or close to
inlet orifice. Risk
greater vitb carbon and
low Cr content steels.

Concentration sites
are:.
(a) thick porous oxide

(V > 50 - 7C)ia
(b) deposits, crevices,

at faulty velds
(c) phaaa separation
(d) at dryout zones.

High risk areas can
often be Identified for
vibratioa or thermal
cycling damage.

Groaa tubeplate failure
unlikely due to close
pitching of holes and
if leak detection i s
provided.

Can provide debris/
deposits to induce
waterside corrosion or
erosion or blockage
failures.
Kay require cheeical
deeming to be carried
out.
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Table 3 sumBarisea soma of the LMFBR steam generator leakage incidents
that hare occurred, classified in terns of the leakage causes given in
Table 2.

Table 3. Some LMFBR steam generator leakage incidents

Cause of Leakage

Stress corrosion
cracking (Sodium
or Waterside).

Initial defects
in weld.

Erosion/corrosion
(Waterside).

dermal or
aechanical fatigue.

Leakage incidents

Stress corrosion damage and failures have
occurred at DFR, ALCO-BLH test unit, PFR
evaporator and superheater units

Leakage has occurred at KNK, BN35O. HENGELO
reheater test model (SNR3OO)

PHENIX feed water inlet connections (leakage
to air)

PHEHTX reheater failures
ENRICO FERMI vibration failures.
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3« Conclusions

Based on service experience with industrial heat exchangers and conventional
end nuclear steam generators, possible causes of water/steam leakage into
sodium are identified. Cases where such leakage causes have occurred on
LHFBR steam generators are cited. From the data given on probability of
leakage for various causes and also the information obtained during the
design and development of specific steam generators it should be possible
to assess the approximate risk of water/steam leakage into sodium/gas for
each cause. Design areas involving excessive risk can then be further
investigated by design and development actions aimed at reducing the risk
to more acceptable levels.
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SOME CONDITIONS AFFECTING THE DEFINITION OF
DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENTS RELATING TO
SODIUM/WATER REACTIONS

P.R. BOLT
Plant Engineering Department,
Generation Development and Construction Division,
Central Electricity Generating Board,
Barnwood, Gloucester, United Kingdom

ABSTRACT

The possible damaging effects of large sodium/water reactions on the steam
generator, IHX and secondary circuit are considered. The conditions to be
considered in defining the design basis accidents for these components are
discussed, together with some of the assumptions that may be associated
with design assessments of the scale of the accidents.

Introduction

Hie content of this paper is mainly addressed to effects arising from
the pressure (and temperature) transient conditions caused by a large
sodiun/water reaction. BIB longer acting chemical effects and possible
damage that may occur after the flow and pressure transient in the
effluent system has decreased to a low value are not considered here.

A useful starting point is the relevant section of the summary of the
IAEA Study Group meeting on LMFBR steam generators, at Bensberg 1971)-.
this section is reproduced below and is considered to be still valid
for present conditions:-

In the discussion of sodium water reactions the reports given showed
that there has been continuous study in this field in all of the
member countries along the lines laid down at the last Specialist
Meeting. Now it can be concluded there are certain specific aspects
which need emphasis and on which there was much common agreement.

These are:

(a) Large water leak events

The incident of several water tubes failing simultaneously or
within some milliseconds of each other, causing double-ended
fracture of each tube was considered. It was agreed that such
a concept is unrealistic, except for designs where construction

This paper is presented as a basis for discussion and should be regarded
as a preliminary informal viewpoint.

is such that failure of one structural component could cause
instantaneous mechanical damage and failure of other tubes.
Except for designs in the aforementioned category, it was agreed
that the design criterion should be a single tube suffering a
double-ended fracture as the initiating event, even accounting
for the escalation of small leaks (for example the Hengelo
re-heater fault). It is recognised that following the initial
event (double-ended tube fracture) there may be additional tube
ruptures due to rapid wastage or overheating of these tubes,
which will add to the quantity and'rate of water injection, which
must be considered and allowed for in the design and sizing of the
sodium/water reaction pressure relief system.

(b) Pressure relief systems to cater for large leaks

Pressure relief systems can be satisfactorily designed based on
the results of tests already carried out in large facilities in
the various countries of the world and now from experience in
one reactor (BN 35°)- All systems to date have been based on
rupture disc relief and the majority view was that for maximum
effectiveness the disc should be located as close as possible
to the component to be protected.

As described in the above abstract there are at least two Design Basis
Accidents (DBA) to be considered. The first DBA will define the initial
pressure transient (say up to 100 milli-seconds) in the steam generator,
the second DBA will define the mass flow, pressure, temperature and gas
and solids content of the fluids entering the reaction effluent system.
These two DBAs will be considered in turn.

2. DBA determining the initial pressure spikes

For most steam generator designs, when considering the tube failures
that can occur within the timescale of the initial pressure cpikes
(i.e. up to say 100ms after leak initiation), it is probable that the
double ended guillotine (DEG) failure of one tube represents a
reasonable base case for the DBA.

However, as stated in the above abstract from the Bensberg meeting
and in draft safety criteria produced by the CEC Safety Working Group,
it will be necessary to limit the risk of multiple tube failures,
occurring essentially within a timescale of say 100ms, to an acceptably
low value. Minimisation of the risk of multiple tube failures should
be acnievea prexeruoi.j- oy suitable design actions. In evaluating the
risk all appropriate internal and external hazards and failures should
be considered. Examples of situations to be considered or avoided by
design are,

(a) Failure of tube support system due to a seismic event.

(b) Failure of tube support system due to the failure of one structural
item.
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(c) Fast fracture of tubeplata assemblies. .

3« DBA determining tha duty and size of the reaction effluent system

Tha reaction effluent system is required to operate over a longer timescale,
say 10 seconds or more, and during this timescale it has been shown by
experimental tests and tha accidents at BN350 that the sodium/water
reaction can causa appreciable damage to tubes additional to that
containing the initial leak. For these conditions it will ba necessary
to evaluate tha m»n-imm duty (flow rate, pressure and temperature, gas
and solids content) imposed on tha effluent system. This duty may be
greater or smaller than that caused by one DEG and will ba dependent on
the SGU design etc.

The severity of the accident can also ba affected by the possibility of
mechanical damage from the initially failed tube and also by the possible
presence of tubes already weakened by corrosion or other operational
conditions causing reduction in tube wall thickness etc. The assumptions
used in deriving tha DBA should be appropriate to end of life conditions
of the steam generator tube bundle.

Early work carried out by APDA2 and by B and W (USA)3 for a prototype
LMFBR steam generator had shown the escalating leak situation to be
'ehe most severe incident for the designs that they investigated and
hence was used by them as the design case for stress analysis of
their steam generator shells and for the pressure relief system. In
practical terms the feasibility of an escalating leakage situation
was demonstrated by the operational incident that occurred at Enrico
Fermi.

It is reported by Hori^ that the total number of failed tubes assumed
for the DBA in various Countries varies between one and seven, depending
on their own design concepts and experimental results, k DEGs were used
for Monju safety analysis.

For a safe and economic design to be produced it is essential that
the design pressure for the steam generator vessel and the flow and
pressure conditions for the relief system can be realistically
determined using a rational procedure, criteria and data which can
be demonstrated as conservative.

*f. Assessment in service of steam generator condition

Die sodium/water reaction conditions used either directly or indirectly
in the design conditions and design basis accident conditions for the
IHX, secondary circuit pipework and steam generator pressure parts
will be based on a particular set of assumptions concerning the
condition of the steam generator component parts at tha time of tha
reaction.

It will be necessary to demonstrate to a high level of reliability
throughout the operating life of tha steam generator that tha condition

of the tubes, tube plates, tuba supports etc. is not worse than that
assumed in the DBA for IHX, steam generator etc.

A* IHX failure might have safety consequences in the avent of access
of reaction product3 to the primary circuit, it is possible that
assessment of SGU condition during its operating life may be a
mandatory requirement of the Utility and Safety Authorities. These
requirements are likely to also extend to the need for periodic
testing of protective equipment e.g. leakage detection instrumentation
and stean generator isolation and dump valves etc.

It i3 strongly advised that in-service inspection and surveillance
techniques are used which can detect damaging processes before they
have progressed to leakage initiation. Some processes such as stress
corrosion cracking can occur in a very short timescale and in this
case careful monitoring of the chemical environment on both sides
of the tube will be particularly important. Our studies have shown
that there is an economic case for the use of such in-service inspection
and surveillance techniques.

Consideration of the possible damaging processes has led to the inspection
and monitoring proposals given in Table 1. It is envisaged that only
a small fraction of the tubes will be periodically inspected. The
number and location of tubes to be inspected will be dependent on the
tube bundle design and on the development work (and relevant operational
experience) carried out to identify the tubes most at risk for each of
the possible damaging processes.

The current ASHE proposals5 axe to volumetrieally inspect, during the
1st inspection interval, 3% of the heating surface of each stean generator
together with provisions for sodium/water leakage detection. yf> may-
provide a design guideline until sufficient specific design and development
data is available on possible failure and deterioration processes which
would then allow a more precise evaluation to be made. It should be
noted fron the data in Table 1 that in addition to volumetric inspection
of tube and welds the following inspection capabilities are necessary;
visual and surface NDT of tube and weld bore; detection of cracks on
tube and weld OD; tube bore gauging; waterside oxide characterisation,
e.g. thickness measurement; tube wall thickness measurement. Local or
complete oxide removal by chemical cleaning etc. may be necessary together
with acoustics, loose parts and chemical environment monitoring.
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TABLE 1 STEAM GENERATOR TUBE BUNDLES - I.'l SERVICE INSPECTION AND H0NITORINÜ PHOPOSALÖ

50 Cause of Leakage

Stress corrosion
cracking du« to NaOH
(Sodium or Waterside).

Stress corrosion
cracking due Co NaCI
or acid sulphate3
(Waterside).

Initial defects ia weld.

Initial defects in tub«.

Erosion/corrosion
(Waterside).

Vatsrsids corrosion dus
to local concentration
of aggressive caenicals.

Tternal or cechnnical
fatigue.

fretting and wear at
tuba supports.

Tubeplate and tube/
tubeplate weld failure

Water or staaa aid»
oxide cracking or
detachment.

Type of i n - s e m e e
inspection

Visual and surface tIDZ
of tube and weld bore.
Tuba and weld O.D. -
methods to be developed.

As above.

Voluastric inspection.

Xa above.

Visual inspection and
gauging (if. needed} of
bore side.

Visual inspection of
bore.
Oxide characterisation,
e.g. thickness

Voluaotric and surface
inspection.

"Tuba wall thickness
measurement.

Visual and volumetric
inspection.

Visual inspection.
Oxide characterisation,
e.g. thickness
measurement.

Interval between
inspections » .

years

2 - 3 -

As above.

As above.

As above.

As above.

As above.

As above.

As above.

As above.

As above.

Monitoring methods,
addtl.to inspection

Chemical environment to
be monitored on both
sides of tube.

•
Chemical environment to
be raonxtored.

-

•
Chemical environment to
be monitored.

•
Chemical environment to
be conitored.

Acoustics and loose
parts monitoring.

As above. '

Remarks

Presence of sodiua will
make inspection of tube
O.D. d i f f i cu l t .

Done for suspect welds
in high risk areas.

As above.

Done for higher risk
ori f ices and tubes.

Particular attention
paid to welds, benas one
snaliowly i.-iciinod tube:.

Dons for higher risx
tubes and areas.

As above.
Oxide reooval or
thickness measurement
•nav be n«?ed*d.

Particular attention
paid to risx areas and
welds.

Particular attention
paid to previously
identified problem
areas.

Inspections should be arranged to coincide with planned shutdowns for other purposes«

Normally done at tube bundle inlet conditions and in relevant parts of feed water system and secondary
aodiua circuit.

Other types of inspection may be necessary for leak location purposes, this is a special-purpose usage which
is not included in this table.



Our recommendations in Table 1 are also aimed at sodium/vater reaction
prevention and consideration is not given here to methods of sodium/
water reaction detection or leak detection. Wo fully endorso however,
the need for fast acting and sensitive proven methods of detection of
water/steam leakage into sodium and for sodium leaks to atmosphere.
"Die development of efficient, rapid methods of leak location which
provide an unambiguous identification of the leaking tube or weld is
also necessary. Additional provisions such as lead materials monitoring
need full consideration.

5. Conclusions

The relevant conclusions of the IAEA Study Group meeting held at
Bensberg in 157*1- ~.<> «,oubiüv.i»U to remain valid for present conditions.

A discussion is provided in this paper on the qualifications that should
be applied to the Bensberg conclusions, particularly in respect of the
avoidance of multiple tube failures which occur almost simultaneously,
the need to evaluate leakage escalation incidents and the need to validate
assumptions of the steam generator in-service condition associated with
DBA.
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52 THETRA TEST PROGRAM FOR THE EVALUATION OF
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS IN
SODIUM-WATER REACTION PHENOMENA
Description of the first experience

M. PACIFICIO
ENEA
Camugnano (Bologna)
Italy

INTRODUCTION

Within the scope of the Agreement of Cooperation between ENEA

and CEA, there have been periodically carried out, for several

years, sodium-water reaction experiments on the ISA1 test

facility located in the ENEA Center at Brasimone.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ISA1 TEST FACILITY

The ISA1 test facility, schematically shown in Fig.1, is essential

ly formed by the following components:

SEF 900 - SEF 900 is a tank, with a volume (V) of 1 m3, fitted

with electrical trace heating; the tank is filled with demineraliz

ed water which, once brought to experimental conditions with regard

to pressure and temperature, will be injected into sodium with the

aim of provoking the reaction;

SENa 3IP - SENa 310 is a cylindrical tank with a volume (V) of

2.3 m where is arranged the test section; in this tank sodium is

put which, coming at 15O°C from the storage tanks, will be subsequent

ly heated up to the same temperature of the water which is injected.

The SENa 310 is fitted with a number of inlet and outlet nozzles

for various purposes and two burst disks through which, once a

fixed value of internal pressure is reached, the draining of the

container takes place into the dump tanks, S9 and S10.

INJECTION CIRCUIT

The SEF 900 and the SENa 310 are linked by piping to whose end is

joined an injecting system which is immersed in sodium and from

which runs the water injected according to flows which vary with

each test.

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME - BA

The experimental programme BA, which was recently brought to com-

pletion, was carried in fivo -ests. During experimentation, use

was made of a rest section consisting in a tube bundle of Incoloy

800 simulating a section of the helical exchanger of the SPX 1

steam generator. During the first four tests the tubes of the

bundle were pressurized at 180 L .r with water coming from a link-

ing circuit connected to the SEF '.'00; for the last test, however,

nitrogen was used, at the same pressure.

Globally speaking, the main objectives of the Programme BA can be

summarized as follows:

- determination of break resistance times of the material, depend-

ing upon temperature, pressure and flow-rate of the injected water;

- to check, with the help of metrologic, metallurgic and rr.etallo-

graphic examinations, the extent and nature of other possible damage

undergone by the test section, such as deformation, corrosion and

structural changes of the material;

- use and qualification of mathematical models for calculations;

- description of the evolution of physical phenomena due to the

reaction.

OUTLINE OF THE RESULTS OF THE BA TESTS

The BA experiments were carried out with water injections at a pres-

sure of 180 bar and at temperatures ranging between 320 and 35OCC.

In the BA 10 test, a flow of water was injected at 3kg/sec. for 20

seconds. After the disassembly, it was noted that there were two
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secondary failures on the tube bundle. Moreover, some of the coils

of the tube were found to be bulgiX and deformed due to the high

internal pressure. The maximum pressures and temperatures noted in

the SENa 310 turned out to be of the order of 20 bar and 125OCC.

The BA 11 and BA 12 tests, carried out with and without a test

section, respectively, had as a principal objective the qualifica-

tion of calculating codes.

During the BA 12 test, water was injected at a rate of 7kg/sec.

for 4.4 seconds; on the test section, swellings of varying degrees,

reaching the maximum of 16%, were noted, but there were no secondary

failures.

Lastly, the DA 13 and BA 14 tests- were carried out, both with the

tube bundle, with the difference, however, from the other tests,

that the relief valve 341 of the tank SENa 310 was left open.

During the BA 13 test, water was injected at 40gr/sec. for 15 se-

conds with ti.e injector directed toward a target coil placed at a

distance of 12mm. The only consequence of this, as the after-test

examination revealed, was a circular areola with a diameter of

2.2cm., ippreciably blackened, in the general area struck by the

water jet.

In the BA 14 test, water was injected at a rate of 25Ogr/sec. until

obtaining a secondary failure. This occurred after 77 seconds, and

was caused by the thermal exchange between reaction products and

steel which, by plasticizing and collapsing the material already sub

jected to the stress induced by the internal overpressure, led to

the explosion of the tuie.

THETRA PROGRAMME

Analysis of the results obtained both from the BA experiments as

well as those experiments carried out by the CEA has made evident

the necessity for further experimentation with the aim of having

a correct evaluation of the effects due to temperature, regardless

of the effects which can be specifically ascribed to clu.iical phe-

noxena. For this reason there is in progress the development, in

the ISA1 test facility, of the THETRA Programme (THErmal TRAnsfer

Programme) whose principal experimental Dbjecfive consists in deter-

mining the heat transfer coefficients among the products of a sodium

water react on and the material from which the test section is fibri-

cated. The THETRA Programme is comprised ol five tests wherein, for

each test, the•flow of the water injected will be varied. The firs

täs;, termed THETRA 1, has been recently carried out in the period

and manner foreseen, but obviously, only at the cozpletion of the PrJ

gramme, or at least only in an advanced stage of the project, v.-Lll

ic Ue possible, on the basis of an adequate survey of the results,

to furnish significant values for the heat transfer coefficients,

ap.3 in ger.eral, to draw reliable conclusions from -the

analyses.

The Experimental Set-Up

Inside of the SENa 310 has been placed —suspended by a basket-like

support— a test section made up'of three U-pipes in Incoloy 80O,

linked together by a header. During the test an electromagnetic

punp, which is immersed in sodium, permits, by feeding the header,

the continuous cooling of the pipes by means of the sodium flowing

at a rate of over 1 m /hr. Figure 2 gives a schematic sketch of the

test section and the injection circuit.

The flow of the raction water is carried out by a membrane injector

which is mounted at the end of the circuit which comes from the

SEF 900 and is positioned in such a way that the jet remains direcj:

ed towards the side of the second tube.
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couples have been primarily used. These have been mounted inside and

outside of the tubes of the test section. Figure 3 is a sectional

view of such tubes and also shows the position of the injector and of

several thermocouples.

Test Conditions

- SEF 900 and injection circuit

- SENa 310

- Flow rate of injection water

p(H2O) = 18O bar; T(H O) = 33O°C

p(Na) =1.5 bar; T(Na) = 33OCC

Q(H2O) = 430 gr/sec.

- Flow rate of circulating sodium: Q(Na) = 1 m /hr

- Duration of test 30.5 seconds.

Specifications for reaching experimental conditions

The SENa 310 was filled, under argon pressure, with 2000 liters of

sodium which came from the storage tank at 150°C and which was sub-

sequently heated up-to 330°C.

At the same time, the water was brought to 18O bar and 33O°C (under

subcooled conditions in order to. avoid the formation of vapor) both

in the SEF 900 and in the water circuit, but only in the length in-

cluded between the SEF 900 and the valves 932 and 943.

Operative phases immediately preceding the test

Once the experimental conditions were reached, the test began by

opening the valve 943, positioned on the by—pass of the direct feed

circuit and controlled by the valve 932 which was opened after 3

seconds (the time necessary for a gradual and non-violent pressuri-

zation of the circuit further on). For the entire duration of the

test, the SENa 310 remained connected with the drain circuit by a

relief pipe, which is cut off by the valve 341 in order to prevent

the premature breaking of the burst disks (DR 315 and DR 316), by

keeping a low pressure.

Preliminary Results of the Test

The injection of water continued for 30.5 seconds with a flow of

430 gr/sec., equivalent to about 650 cm /sec. of water-vapo- mixture.

In such a time interval, the flow of sodium circulating in ehe tubes

of the test section remained at satisfactory values, above those

considered sufficient (-».1000 1/hr) for obtaining an adequate cool-

ing of the walls.

Inside of the SENa 310, pressure peaks of a little less than 4 bar

were noted.

The thermocouples immersed in sodium have measured —near the

tubes— temperatures which varied between 700 and 1100°C. This dive£

sity obviously depends on the position of the thermocouples with

respect to the injector. In fact, it can be noted (Figure 4) that

the thermocouples 2 and 4, both nearest to the first tube, record

higher temperatures. Similarly, while the maximum temperatures re-

corded in the vicinity of the second tube reach values of the order

of 9OO°C (Fig. 5), those temperatures relative to the third tube,

which is the furthest from the injector, do not exceed 81O*C (Fig.S).'

The sodium circulating inside of the test section heats up more or

less appreciably depending on the temperature of the mass of sodium

in which the specific tube is immersed. The temperatures given by

the termocouples outside of the tubes have, however, a value only

qualitative since they do not provide the thermal situation with

respect to the entire surface of the tube. In fact, hydrogen and

sodium cnrĤ natf*. at high temperatures, which come in contact with

the tube for variable times, induce heat fluxes which are localized

and discontinuous.

After the disassembly of the test section, a small through crack

without traces of corrosion was noted on the second tube, near the

thermocouple 6. With regard to it, laboratory analyses are at pre-

sent underway.
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FAILURE PROPAGATION TESTS AND ANALYSIS AT PNC

H. TANABE, O. MIYAKE, Y. DAIGO, M. SATO
Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation,

K. FUJII
Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd,

Japan

ABSTRACT

Failure propagation tests have been conducted using the Large Leak Sodium
Water Reaction Test R1g (SWAT-1) and the Steam Generator Safety Test Facility
(SWAT-3) at PNC In order to establish the safety design of the LHFBR prototype
Monju steam generators. Test objectives are to provide data for selecting a
design basis leak (DBL), data on the time history of failure propagations, data
on the mechanism of the failures, and data on re-use of tubes in the steam
generators that have suffered leaks.

Eighteen fundamental tests have been performed in an intermediate leak region
using the SWAT-1 test r i g , and ten failure propagation tests have been conducted
in the region from a small leak to a large leak using the SWAT-3 test fac i l i ty .
From the test results i t was concluded that a dominant mechanism was tube wastage,
and I t took more than one minutes until each failure propagation occurred. Also,
the total leak rate 1n fu l l sequence simulation tests Including a water dump was .
far less than that of one double-ended-guillotine (DEG) fai lure.

Using such experimental data, a computer code, LEAP (Leak Enlargement _and
JYopagaion), has been developed for the pur-pose of estimating th~e possible
maximum leak rate due to failure propagation.

This paper describes the results of the failure propagation tests and the
model structure and validation studies of the LEAP code.

1 . 0 INTRODUCTION

In an LHFBR steam generator, chemically reactive sodiun and water are used
as the heat transfer media. For this reason, the safety of the steam generator,
particularly the protection against sodium-water reactions, is a very important
problem. I t is necessary to confirm the re l iab i l i ty of an LMFBR plant with regard
to Its availability. A research program of steam generator safety and re l iab i l i ty
has been conducted for more than ten years in Japan, and results are reflected in
the steam generator design.

Generally, the growth behavior of the sodium-water reaction accident can be
described as follows: A leak initiates as a micro-leak due to a faulty weld or
other imperfection, and self-enlargement would Increase the leak rate to a small
or Intermediate leak level. Moreover, 1f no action were taken against the leak,
i t might grow to a large leak level due to failure propagation phenomena.

In the actual steam generator system, the leak could be detected at an early
stage and the related operations, Including emergency water blowdown, could
prevent failure propagation. However, the time required for the operations might
allow failure propagation to a certain degree; thus the extent of failure propaga-
tion should be estimated in advance for the steam generator design. This is the
design basis leak (OBL) which is the basis of the steam generator system design
and must be chosen prudently with regard to the results of experimental studies
of the sodiun-water reactions and the design capability of the related equipments.

Many experimental studies have been performed on the sodium-water reaction
phenomena from the micro-leak to the large leak regions using the sodium-water
reaction test faci l i t ies: the Large Leak Sodium-Water Reaction Test Rig (SWAT-1).
the Small Leak Sodium-Water Reaction Test Loop (SWAT-2), the Steam Generator
Safety Test Facility (SWAT-3), and the Micro Leak Test Rig (SWAT-4) at PNC in
Japan. Particularly, experiments intended to investigate the failure propagation
phenomena have been underway using SWAT-1 and SWAT-3 as described in Chapters 2
and 3, respectively. Fig. 1.1 shows a schedule of the failure propagation tests.

A computer code LEAP has been developed to estimate the maximum leak rate
due to leak propagation. The validation studies have been carried out by comparing
with the SWAT-3 experimental data mentioned above, and i t has been confirmed
that the LEAP calculations estimate the extent of the failure propagation with
enough conservatism. The outline of the LEAP code and i ts analysis are described
in Chapter 6.

2 . 0 TEST OBJECTIVES

The more detailed test objectives are listed below for the propagation tests
of both SWAT-1 and SWAT-3 to accomplish the purposes described above.

2.1 Objectives of SWAT-1 Tests

1. Obtain data on secondary failure time in the intermediate leak region.

2. Obtain data on the shape and the magnitude of the secondary failures.

3. Determine the mechanism of the failures.
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60 4. Obtain data on the extent of the damaged area.

2.2 Objectives of SWAT-3 Tests

1. Provide data on time hisory of the failure propagations.

2. Provide data on the size of failure.

3. Define the potential for tube failure due to overheating.

4. Provide data on re-use of the tubes In the failed steam generators.

5. Provide data to validate the LEAP code.

3.0 SWAT-1 TESTS

The SHAT-1 test rig consists of a test vessel of 400 run diameter which
contains about 150 kg of sodium, a water supply system, and a pressure rel ief
system. A tube bundle that contained about thirty tubes was suspended in the
reaction vessel. One of the tube bundle configurations 1s shown in Figure 3 .1 .
The material of the tubes was 2-l/4Cr-lHo steel, the same as In the design of the
Honju evaporators. Though the real tubes of the Monju design are helically
coiled, straight tubes were used in the tests to provide advantages for the
wastage measurement. Nitrogen gas was applied to the Inside of several main
target tubes so as to simulate the tube bursting. Other tubes had both ends open.

More than f i f ty thermocouples were distributed around the tubes for the
measurement of the reaction temperature. After each test the internals were
pulled out from the test vessel and were disassembled to tubes. The state of the
wastage was recorded by an auto-measuring and plotting system. Metallurgical
examinations were also conducted.

3.2 Test Conditions

The conditions of the eighteen tests are outlined in Table 3.1. To achieve
the objectives described in the previous chapter, the following test parameters
were selected as variables.

1. Leak size - fran 0.5 mm to 3.0 mm leak nozzle diameters that resulted in
water leak rates of 10 g/sec to 200 g/sec.

2. L/0 - L means the distance between the leak nozzle and a target tube. 0
means the leak nozzle diameter. L/0 was chosen from the range of 10 - 100.

3. Collision angle - an angle between the direction of the leak jet and the
surface of the target tube was chosen from the range of 0 - 90 deg.

4. Water/steam condition - saturated or subcooled.

5. Sodium conditions - stagnant, and the temperature was In the range of 330
to 410<>C.

3.3 Test Results

Fig. 3.2 shows the status of tube damages In Run 4101 to explain typical
results of the SHAT-1 failure propagation tests. The water leak rate of the
test was ig4 g/sec that was the largest value among the series of tests. The
direction of the leak jet was towards the left side of Tube 18. Tube 21 failed
at 48 sec after the Injection and then the Injection was stopped Immediately.
Though only one tube failed, several tubes were found to be damaged as badly as
Tube 21 after the internals were disassembled.

Main results obtained from the series of tests 1n SHAT-1 are as indicated
below:

1. The wastage rate depends on L/D and has a maximum value of 7 x 10"2
mm/sec at L/D « 20 - 30.

2. The time of the secondary failure does not depend on the water leak rate
because several tubes are simultaneously exposed to the flame jet In the
intermediate leak region and at least one tube has the L/D value below 50
which provides a wastage rate of more than 6 x 10"' mm/sec.

3. The maximum diameter of penetratatin holes obtained for the gas tubes 1s 19

4. A dominant mechanism of the secondary failures is not overheating but
wastage when the water leak rate is less than 200 g/sec.

5. There is no difference of wastage rate between base metal of 2-l/4Cr-lHo
and its weld part. (See Fig. 3.3)

6. The wastage damage due to water leak into cover gas space 1s slight.

7. Heat tranfer coefficient of tube outer surface In the sodium-water reaction
zone was evaluated.

4.0 SWAT-3 TESTS

The SHAT-3 test faci l i ty was chosen both for the fundamental tests, where
the water leak rate was more than 200 g/sec, and for the demonstrational tests of
the sequential failure propagation. The diameter of the SUAT-3 evaporator Is
about 2/5 of that of the reference Monju design. In the SWAT-3 failure propagation
tests, tube specifications such as the size, the material, and the arrangement
were chosen so as to provide a much more explicit simulation of the Monju design.
In the Ini t ia l conditions, main target tubes were f i l led with water or nitrogen
gas pressurized up to about 150 ata (15 MPa). Ten tests have been conducted so
far changing the conditions such as the Ini t ia l leak rate, the direction of the
leak j e t , the phase of water, etc.

4.1 Test Facility

The SWAT-3 test faci l i ty used for the large leak tests of Runs 1 through 7
was modified for the failure propagation tests. Major changes were made In the
Internals and the water injection l ine.



1) Internals

Internals of Runs 8 through 10 are shown in Fig. 4.1. In Runs 11 through
13 they were also in a vertical row though the detailed tube configurations, such
as tube size, pitch and arrangement, were different from those of Runs 8 through
10. In Runs 14 through 17 the internals consisted of a single test unit because
the water injection line or Ng gas supply lines for target tubes became compli-
cated as described later.

2} Tube

Main specifications of the tubes are indicated in Table 4.1. All the failure
propagation tests in SHAT-3 simulated the conditions of the evaporators; therefore
2-l/4Cr-lMo steel was chosen as the tube material. In Runs 8 through 10 tubes
of 25.4 mm 00 were used but tubes of 31.8 mm 00 have been used in Runs 11 through
17 in accordance with the specification change of the Monju steam generators.
Hence the total number of tubes in a test decreased since Run 11. The nominal
wall thickness of these tubes was 3.2 mm for Runs 8 through 10 and 3.8 mm for
Runs 11 through 15. These tubes were used without reducing the corrosion allow-
ance. To investigate the potential of overheating failure, the wall thickness
of Runs 16 and 17 was reduced to 3.12 mm by removing the corrosion allowance.
All of these tubes were straight so that the state of wastage could be measured
easily and precisely. All tubes in Runs 14 and 15 were filled with water, though
1n other tests only several tubes were water-filled.

3) Water injection line

In Runs 8 through 13 the water injection line was modified so that three
injection tests could be performed in one operation of SWAT-3. The line branched
into three outside the evaporator, and each line was connected to the initial
leak tube and the other water-filled tubes Inside the evaporator. In Runs 14 and
15 all tubes were designed to be filled with water to provide a better simulation
of the Monju steam generators. In Runs 16 and 17 twenty four gas supply lines
were provided to measure tube failure times. As these test articles became more
complicated especially inside the evaporator. Runs 14 through 17 ware carried
out Independently with a single water injection line. In Runs 8 through 16, the
water in the tubes was stagnant. Under this condition, there is a possibility
that all the water in the tubes may turn into steam due to a sodium-water reaction
heat. The stagnant steam has little cooling effect to the tubes, so the tempera-
ture of the tubes might become very high. In Run 17, therefore, water was designed
to flow in the target tubes to simulate the operating conditions of the actual
plant.

4.2 Test Conditions

Test conditions of the failure propagations In SWAT-3 are summaried in Table
4.2. The minimum value of the initial water leak rates was 6.8 g/sec in Run 9,
and the maximum value was 2200 g/sec in Run 16. The water in the supply tank was
saturated except Runs 14 and 17. These were subcooled, but the pressures were
about 150 ata (15 MPa) in all tests.

The sodium was stagnant, and the almost same temperature as that of water was
selected so as to prevent heat transfer from sodium to water. The discrepancy of
the soidum temperatures between these tests and the Monju design was considered
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insignificant because from the SWAT-1 data it was concluded that the initial sodium
temperature did not affect the wastage phenomena in the region of the intermediate
and large leaks. The targets of each test are as described below:

Runs 8 - 10 : As they were the first sequential failure propagation tests, the
Initial leak rates were selected from a wide range, that Is,
Intermediate, small and relatively large leak rate for Runs 8
through 10, respectively. That of Run 10 was expected to cover
the lacking area which the series of SWAT-1 tests could not ful-
fill because of their size limitation. As the secondary failure
of Run 10 was expected to become too large, target tubes were not
filled with water but with nitrogen gas.

Runs 11 - 13 : According to the specification compatibility with Monju steam
generators, tubes were changed to larger ones. The initial leak
rates of Runs 11 through 13 were In the regions of the small,
intermediate, and large leak, repsectively. Examination of the
possibility of tube failure due to overheating was one of the
most important objects in Run-13.

Runs 14, 15 : In accordance with the operational conditions of Monju stea^i
generators during sodium-water reaction accidents, these tests
were carried out to simulate the failure propagation phenomena
from the beginning of the initial leak to the end of the water
dump from the damaged steam generator. In order to examine the
effect of the water/steam conditions on the propagation phenomena,
they were chosen to be subcooled and saturated in Runs 14 and 15,
respectively, and all of fifty-six tubes were filled with water
from the same water supply tank.

Runs 16, 17 : As there were few wastage data for the leak rate from 1 to 6.7
kg/sec, the Initial leak rate was decided to be about 3 kg/sec to
cover the whole wastage data. This value seemed to be suitable
to obtain data for the overheating tube failure. The water/steam
conditions were selected to be saturated and subcooled in Runs 16
and 17, respectively.

4.3 Test Results

The results of the SWAT-3 failure propagation tests are summarized in Table
4.3. Those of Run 11 were deleted from this table since water could not be
Injected on accout of a malfunction of the injection system. In Runs 9 and 17
no secondary failure occurred during the 36 minutes and 1 minute of injection,
respectively.

In Runs 10 and 13, whose leak rates were relatively large, the water
Injection was stopped Immediately after the occurrence of a second failure, and
in Runs 8 and 12, the valves were closed after that of a third failure. In
Runs 14 and 15 at least four propagations were observed before the Initiation of
the water dump, and one or more failures occurred during water dump of the water
supply tank.

Results of Run 12 should be discussed as a typical case of propagation
phenomena. Tue tube configuration is shown 1n Fig. 4.3. The injection was



62 Initiated from the leak nozzle of l.S mm diameter which would simulate the
failure propagation from tha intermediate leak region. Tube 142 is the in i t ia l
leak tube whose nozzle was directed to Tube 119.

A second failure occurred on Tube 127 at 74 seconds after the injection.
A third failure occurred on Tube 142 at 145 seconds. The resulting water
leak rate increased step by step, that i s , from 87 g/sec to 260 g/sec and to
1,460 g/sec. Besides these tubes, No. 134 fai led, though the penetrated hole was
so small that the occurrence time of the failure could not be detected. A gas-
f i l led tube, No.135, also failed at 134 seconds.

In Run 16, f i f t y tubes were f i l led with nitrogen gas at 151 ata in the
in i t ia l conditions. The pressure was not controlled to increase the possibility
of tube bursting. The gas pressure increased with the tube temperature.due to
the sodium-water reaction heat. When the gas pressure reached 185 to 213 ata,
which is much higher than actual operating pressure, twenty-five tubes burst.
On the other hand, in Run 17, no tube failure occurred during the water injection
because the inner pressures were fixed at about 130 ata which was the same steam/
water pressure with 30 % load operation mode of the Honju steam generators.

Leak progressions of the SWAT-3 failure propagtion tests are shown in Fig.
4.2. It shows that i t took about one minute for each failure propagation in the
early stage to occur, and that the leak rate of 10 - 100 g/sec as the in i t ia l
value developed more than 1 kg/sec in a few minutes by propagations. Moreover, in
both Runs 14 and 15, the failure during the water dump brought about a peak value
of water leak rate.

5.0 Evaluation of SWAT-1 and SWAT-3 Test Data

In the present chapter, the results of failure propagation tests 1n SWAT-1
and SWAT-3 are discussed in detai l , considering other experimental data.

5.1 Wastage Rate

In order to evaluate generally the time for tube fai lure, the wastage rate
should be compared because tube-wall thickness are sometimes different from each
other. The relations between the maximum wastage rate and the water leak rate
are shown in Fig. 5.1. The dots mean the data of SWAT-1, 2, and 3, and the lines
mean the empirical formulas conservatively derived from the data.

5.2 Size of Penetration

.Generally speaking, a failure propagation tends to magnify the newly pene-
trated hole in comparison with the precursor hole. For the purpose of examining
this tendency, the relation between the diameter of secondary failure and that
of the precursor hole is shown in Fig. 5.2.

Failures are classified Into three types: pit, toroidal, and burst. The
pit type of failure might occur 1n such circumstances that a limited area of a
tube would be damaged by wastage in the small leak region. The toroidal type is
seen in the case that the flame jet would erode the target tube toroidally In the
small or Internediate leak region. The burst type is the failure that occurs
when the tubes are exposed to a relatively large leak jet, the wall tiiins in a

wide area, and the tube splits in the axial direction. However, according to
the test results, especailly SWAT-3 Run 17, this type of failure cannot occur
without wastage in the Honju operating conditions. Though the magnifying factor
of hole diameters in the toroidal type would be the largest, the occurrence
possibility of this type appears to be very small. The hole itself Is the larg-
est in the burst type.

As for the effect of the condition Inside tubes (water or gas) on the magni-
tude of the failure, failure sizes in the gas-filled tubes are larger than those
of the water-filled tubes. All failures larger than one DEG occurred in gas-
filled tubes.

5.3 Extent of Damaged Area

The extent of the damaged area depends on the duration of injection, the
water leak rate, etc., but in general more than about thfrty tubes should suffer
wastage and many of them are bowing or bulging in cases such that the leak rate
exceeded 1 kg/sec.

Fig. 5.3 shows the extent of the damage in Run 10 where the water was Injected
from Tube 29 for 54 seconds at the leak rate of 570 g/sec. Tubes 47, 38
and 46 failed, and there were thirty tubes whose wall thinned more than 0.1 mm,
surrounded by dotted lines in this figure. Arrows represent directions and
degrees of the tube bowing. It appears that the directions of bowing are from
the secondary leak sites to the outer area of the tube bundle as a whole.

Bulging was observed in most of the gas-filled tubes. It could be explained
the result of high temperature, typically above 1000 °C, shown in Fig. 5.4.
However, as the bulging was not observed in Run 14 where all tubes were filled
with water, it seems to depend significantly on the heat transfer coefficient of
the Inside and outside wall.

6.0 DEVELOPMENT OF LEAP CODE

6.1 Outline of the LEAP Code

As described above, i t i s thought that fa i lures by overheating without
wastage would not occur 1n the Honju operating condit ions. Therefore, the tube
fa i l u re caused by wastage was mainly considered. Computer code LEAP (Leak En-
largement jind propagation) was developed to predict the fa i l u re propagat1on~~by
wastage.

I t can simulate the fa i l u re propagation processes from the occurrence of
i n i t i a l water leak, to the leak detect ion, to the water dump, and to the termi -
nation of the react ion, and simultaneously to calculate the maximum leak size
due to the fa i lu re propagation.

A f low diagram of the fa i l u re propagation phenomena is out l ined in Fig.
Analytical modeling of Individual processes are l i s t ed below.

6 .1 .

1) Calculation of the water leak rate
To calculate the water leak rate from each hole on the tube.
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2) Decision on wastage points
To specify the wastage points considering the shapes of the flame jets and
the interference effect between jets.

3) Target wastage
To calculate the wastage rate for each wastage point on the tubes con-
sidering the water leak ra te , distance between the hole and tube, e t c . , by
using empirical formulas derived from the experimental studies at PNC.

4) Penetration of the target tube
To calculate the time required for the tube fa i l u re and the hole-size
enlargement by using empirical formula.

5) Self-enlargement of the leak nozzle
To calculate the time of enlargement and the enlarged size.

6) Leak detection time
To calculate the detection time by the leak detector such as the hydrogen
meters.

7) Pressure build-up in cover gas region
To calculate the pressure build-up in the cover gas region, considering the
amount of hydrogen generated from the reaction and released through the gas
line 1n order to determine the detection time of the pressure transducer
In the cover gas and the rupture disc burst signal.

8) Time mesh control

To select the best time mesh to minimize the calculation time.

Besides, what should be provided as preconditions are as follows:

9) Initial leak data

Position, direction, and diameter of the initial leak nozzle.
10) Tube data

Size, material and configuration of the tube.

11) Steam generator condition

Water/steam conditions at i n i t i a l stage and during water dump.

These elements are linked ons another in the LEAP code as shown in Fig. 5.4.

6.2 Comparison with SWAT-3 Test Data
Runs 14 and 15 in SWAT-3 are the full-sequence simulation tes ts , that I s ,

a l l of f i f t y - s i x tubes were f i l l e d with the water at 150 ata(15 HPa), and the
water Inject ion was stopped after the decrease of the water supply tank pressure
which simulated the water dump under a sodium-water reaction accident In the
actual steam generator system.

Comparisons between the time history of the Run 14 test result and that of
LEAP calculation is shown in Fig. 6.3. As shown c lear l y , the calculation always
provides a conservative value for both the time and the size of the fa i lu res .
The maximum water leak rates of the test resul t and the calculation are 900 and
2900 g/sec, respectively.

Fran the comparison above, i t is concluded that though the present LEAP code
can not exactly ident i fy the fa i led tube and the j e t direct ion after a few stages
of propagation, i t can conservatively predict the to ta l leak size and the timings
of individual tube fai lures for the analysis of the actual plant. The resul ts of
the analyses are described in the paper presented by T. Takahashi, Y. Ohmori and
Y. Hoshi.D

7.0 CONCLUSION

The following conclusions can be drawn from the SWAT-1 and SWAT-3 fa i l u re
propagation tests and analyses.

1. Wastage was the dominant mechanism which caused the fa i lu re propagation.
There seems to be no fa i lu re by overheating without wastage under the Honju
operating conditons.

2. The magnifying factor of the penetration of the gas- f i l led tube was larger
than that of the water- f i l led tube.

3. The tota l water leak rates were far less than that of one DEG even 1n the
full-sequence simulation tests including the water dump.

4. More than t h i r t y tubes suffered wastage in the case that the water leak
rate exceeded 1 kg/sec. And bowing and bulging were also observed in
these tubes.

5. The wastage damage due to water leak into cover gas space i s s l i gh t .

6. The LEAP code can conservatively predict the to ta l leak size taking accont
of fa i lu re propagation.
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64 Table 3.1 Summary of Conditions and Results of SWAT-1 Propagation Tests

Run No.

Sodfun
Temp.

Water
Heater
Temp.

Water
Heiter
Pressure

Leak
Nozzle
Diameter

Water
Leak
Rate

Failure
Time

Wastage
Rate

Failure
Size

L / 0

Colli-
sion
Angle

•c

•c

ata

urn

g/sec

sec

« l o " 1

mm/sec

JTTH * win

-

deg

82

397

300

127

2.5

119

(«.8)

6.63

-

25

0

8.1

395

300

125

1.5

61.7

(54.9)

5.41

-

42

0

84

389

320

128

1.2

32.9

71.6

4.15

17.4
X

20.0

52

0

92

411

310

128

1.5

58.1

45.4

6.54

3.4»9.1
2.4«4.3

10

0

94

410

331

129

2.5

119

55.2

5.38

8.0
X

1.7

25

45

4101

329

300

126

3.0

194

48.2

5.54

5.5
X

0.7

21

90

4102

400

332

130

0.8

9.59

57.2

5.19

5.2

9.4

29

45

4103

394

326

120

0.8

9.47

181

1.64

3.8

4.0

31

90

4104

399

330

127

1.2

28.S

67.4

4.41

-

52

90

4105

399

333

132

1.S

76.2

52.7

5.64

-

9.9

45

4106

400

326

120

2.0

75.1

52.5

5.69

2.9
X

4.4

4.4

0

4107

401

330

125

1.8

66.2

75.0

4.48

66.7

0

4108

390

311

122

1.8

46.8

72

4.64

6.7
X

5.4

66.7

0

4109

383

311

120

1.2

26.8

85

3.49

4 xl4

4 x15

s:

0

4110

382

215

158

0.7

37.5

—

61.7

0

4111

385

315

126

1.2

25.7

89

4.25

4 xl2

3 xl4

51.7

0

4)12

345

319
TTO

145
T3TJ

2.0
370"

111
TOTJ

—

— ^ ~

—
—

27.4
17.7

0
0

41)3

356

317

154

3.0

139

—

20.7

0

Table4.1 Main Specifications of SWAT-3 Heat Transfer Tubes

Run No.

Tube Material

Tube Size [inn]

Tube Number

Total

Init ial
Leak Tube

Water Tube

Gas Tube

Dummy Tube

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 75 16 17

2jcr-lHo Steel "

25.4mm 00
3.2mm thickness

100

1

2

25

72

100

1

2

25

72

100

1

0

24

75

31.8mm 00
3.8nm thickness

55.

1

2

9

43

52

1

6

9

36

• 56

1

1

13

41

56

1

55

0

0

56

1

55

0

0

31.8nm 0D
3.13rrm thickness

92

1

6

50

35

.. 93

1

4

60

28
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Table 4 .2 Summary of Conditions in SKAT-3 Tailure Propagation T e s t s

Run No.

Test Oate

Reaction
Vessel
Tube _
Size m

Tube
Material
Initial
Leak Site «"*

Initial _
Leak Oia. m

Initial . „
Leak Rate 9 / s e c

Pres. t
in WH ata

Temp. „-
in WH L

Sodium
Temp.
Sodium
Flow
Termination
of Injection

8 9 10

8/9/79

11 12 13

5/22/80

14

9/30/80

15

4/1/81

16

9/28/81

17

5/27/82

Evaporator

25.4nm 00 3.2mn thickness 31.8mm 00 3.8nm thickness
31.8mm 00
3.13(7171

thickness

31.8™ 0D
3,)3mm

thickness

2jCr-lMo Steel

FL4403

0.8

36

149

341

343

FL5403

0.25

6.8

149

341

358

FL3330

4.0

570

152

343

400

FL54O3

0.3

*

152

342

336

FL4371

1.5

87

150

342

334

FL3366

6.0

920

151

343

372

FL4403

0.5

18

149

240

341

FL4415

0.3

14

158

346

335

FL4143

10

2200

153

340

340

FL4128

5

1460

153

250

320

Stagnant .

after
3rd Fail.

after
3rd Fail.

after
2nd Fail.

after
3rd Fail.

after
3rd Fail.

until 100kg
of water
injected

after
Blow Down

after
Blow Down 60 sec 60 sec

* Injection system malfunctioned
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66 Run No.

I n i t i a l Leak Nozzle Oia. irni

Water Heater Pressure ata

Water Heater Temperature "C

Failure

Propagation

l e . Leak Rate g/s
' s t Time sec

, . Leak Rate g/s
in° Time sec

, . Leak Rate g/s
3r° Time sec

. . . Leak Rate g/s
4 t h Time sec

,... Leak Rate g/s
" " Time sec

Injection Time sec

Injected Water kg

Number

of

Damaged

Tubes

Failed Tubes

Sowing Tubes
(il.Orom)

Buldging Tubes

Thinned Tubes
(20.1mm)

8

0.8

149

341

36
0

170
55

(N, gas)
125

1.500
155

-

160

27

3

above
33

3

about
40

9

0.25

149

341

6.8
0

No
Propa-
gation
for
36 min.

2180

14

0

0

0

3

10

4.0

152

343

570
0

(N* gas)
50

-

54

32

3

17

17

about
30

12

1.5

150

342

87
0

260
74

1,350
147

152

39

4

13

2 •

18

13

6.0

151

343

920
0

(N2 gas)
70

I
several gas
tubes failed

i

1,000
158

168

125

9

14

about
20

25

14

0.5

149

240

18
0

210
94

470
145

810
168

900
215

293

110

4

9

few

9
(>1 .Onm)

15

0.3

158

346

14
0

62
50

95
195

1.020
224

2,740
253

311

132

4

30

few

17
(>1.0mm)

IG

10

153
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SUAT-3 Test Results
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because the inner pressure increased
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ABSTRACT

During the last years a considerable number of selfwastage

experiments with small leaks of different shape and size

and for different ferritic materials (2 1/4 % cr - and

12 % Cr-steel) were performed by TNO and by INTERATOM, using

several sodium test facilities.

Many fabrication-methods of artificial micro-leaks were

applied and examined. Selfplugging-, selfwastage- and reopening-

effects were observed and evaluated during different time periods

and under various test conditions. The main results will be

discussed.

Concerning the leak propagation program of INTERATOM, the first

series of experiments was carried out this year. A short status

report and some first results will be given.

Introducticn

In the DeBeNe project it has been proposed to limit the rjesign

Basis Accident by leaving the more unlikely, guillotine ruptures

of tubes and making use of the more probable leak propagation

in defining the DBA. Most of this work is done by INTERATOM. In

the Netherlands (TNO and Neratoom) the self wastage effect in

steam generator tubes of the very realistic fatigue crack form

was studied and compared with nearly circular holes used in re-

action experiments so far.

TNO and INTERATOM have investigated the behaviour of microleaks

in SG. The aim of these measurements was to obtain informations

about the development of microleaks of different size and shape

and in different tube materials (2 1/4 % and 12 % Cr-Steel).

Possibilities of early leak detection were studied.

In Fig. 1 the principal development of a microleak by self wastage

is indicated: A small pinhole, not detected during quality con-

trol procedures or a small fatigue crack, generated during the

operation of a SG may exist for days or months or even for years

without producing any troubles, if it is totally blocked by

oxidation. Especially in ferritic materials the self-plugging

effect caused by the formation of magnetite, can block small

wall penetrating failures rapidly. If the injection of water into the

sodium is not definitely stopped, a crater is generated on the

sodium side by erosion and corrosion processes. The crater grows

deeper into the material until its bottom is close to the water

side of the tube. Thftn the material breaks through and a rapid,

step-like increase of the flow-rate occurs.

Methods of Producing Artificial Microleaks

The producing of artificial microleaks of constant diameters

between 10 and 100 (im in tubes with wall thicknesses up to

3 mm is rather difficult. Various methods have been tested

and critically reviewed.
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Among several possibilities of hole drilling (mechanical,

spark erosion, laser, electron beam, ultrasonic, electrochemical)

only the first two methods can be used, with some restrictions,

near the upper limit of the diameter range.

Better results were obtained by joining together two tube parts

with plane faces with a mechanically produced groove in one of the

connected tube faces. TNO preferred to press a groove into the

test objects by use of a thin tungsten wire. Afterwards the

two parts were tightly connected by electron beam welding.

INTERATOM made use of a special striking tool to produce triangular

grooves in one surface. Diffusion welding was applied to connect

the two pieces of the teat tubes (fig.2).

Slit-shaped mikroleaks were produced by fatiguing pieces of SG

tubing provided with a crack initiating notch in a bending

fatigue machine under sodium at 500 °C until a crack was formed

and a gasflow from the inside (180 bars) to the outside could

be detected. When a crack was detected, its size was established

by measuring the gas flow after which the argon was replaced

by steam of 180 bars.

Characteristics of the Hicroleak Tests

At INTERATOM two series of microleak tests were performed. In

the first series (leaks 1 - 5 ) the self wastage of single

leaks was tested. In the second series 18 leaks were investigated

simultaneously to get more Information in a shorter time

period. Figure 3 shows the experimental set-up for the simul-

taneous long-time experiments in stagnant sodium. The test

vessel (SG model) can be connected with a sodium loop to purify

the sodium inside. Each leak has its on« water supply and water

level meter. Above the sodium level there is an argon buffer

for safety reasons.

All experiments were started with 100 - 110 bar injection

pressure at a sodium temperature of 430 - 455 °C.

Three of the leaks remained open while the others showed

the expected selfplugging effect by oxidation.

During the test period of approximately half a year pressure

and temperature cycles were performed. The temperature was

temporarily lowered from 430 to 250 °C to study the leak be-

haviour under these transient conditions. During these periods

condensation and evaporation occurred inside the tubes. The

water/steam pressure was also varied £.<?tween 150 and 3 bar.

No change in the leak rates during these transient phases was

observed (fig. 4).

At TNO the self wastage investigations were performed in an

experimental loop of the" 50 MW facility in Hengelo at a sodium

temperature of 500 °C and 180 bar steam pressure. Usually the

leak plugged very rapidly and remained plugged for a considerable

time until it suddenly opened again. This qualitative description

is the same for the fatigue crack leaks and the artificial circu-

lar holes tested before, in Hengelo, Bensberg and other insti-

tutions all over the world.

Results

Fig. 5 gives a list of the microleaks tested at INTERATOM, re-

opened during a total test period of approximately half a year,

put in order of increasing diameters of the initial leaks. The

wall thickness of the inserted tubes was 2.9 mm. The test

period, defined as the time with sodium contact of the leaks,

reaches from 40 minutes up to 56 days. The maximum plugging

time In also about 56 days whereas some of the leaks did not

block at all. The diameter range of the final leaks is between

100 and 800 um. The amount of injected water varies from 200

to 400 grams.

In Fig. 6 leaks are compiled (in order of Increasing initial

size) that did not reopen during the test period. The first

five leaks were tested separately one after the other in short



76 time periods while the other group belongs to the long period

simultaneous test of 18 leaks.

Self plugging of the leaks is not directly influenced by sodium

under the chosen test conditions. The time necessary for leak

blockage is the same for steam injections in vacuum and in

sodium for smaller leaks (55 um) . It seems, however, that leaks

immersed in sodium with diameters above 90 urn do not totally

block. Without sodium total plugging can occur up to 130 um.

For all leaks the inner and outer surfaces of the tubes were

visibly changed by sodium-water reactions, even if no injection

rate could be detected.

The test results of the TOO experiments with nearly circular

leaks are summarized in Fig. 7. The initial diameter of the

leaks, that are not blocked for nearly the whole test period,

reaches from 56 to 217 um. The injection time was between 5

minutes and 7 hours. For the final leaks the diameter on the

sodium side generally is larger than on the water side because

of the crater formation by corrosion. The size of the final

leaks is of the same order of magnitude as for the leaks in

2 1/4 % Cr-steel mentioned above.

The leaks with smaller initial diameters (< 30 um) did not

reopen.

Fig. 8 shows the results of self wastage experiments with fatigue

crack leaks in 2 1/4 % Cr-steel. Ten leaks were fabricated.

Half of them reopened during the observation time. The test

samples with the smallest initial leaks remained plugged.

Two initial leaks were too large for steam injections. The

difference between the circular holes and the fatigue cracks

lies in the magnitude of the broken through leak: whereas

circular holes enlarge to diameters between 0.1 and 1 mm,

enlarged fatigue cracks have size3 like 8 x 3 mm! (Fig. 9).

The same behaviour was observed in cracks with extremely low

initial leak rates (5 mgH-O/s and less). Very fast action on

steam generator shutdown is necessary to prevent rupture disc

actuation.

Fig. 10 shows another example of a fatigue crack leak.

Conclusions of Microleak Tests

Circular (pinhole) leaks below a certain size (40 - 60 um) in

ferritic materials remain plugged or they plug shortly after

they get in contact with steam. They do not reopen during the

test periods (up to 6 months), even if temperature or pressure

shocks are applied.

Microcracks can burst open even at smaller diameters, probably

because of the larger wall surface that is attacked by corrosion.

Above a certain size ( > 100 um) total self plugging of leaks is

not probable.

Microleaks are not detectable, neither by hydrogen detection nor

by acoustic methods (if the SG is in operation).

Some special conclusions were made in the Netherlands and in

Germany:

TNO

13 artificial microleaks with more or less circular initial shape

were observed under SG conditions in 12 % Cr-steel. Further 10

artificial fatigue cracks in 2 1/4 Cr-steel were also investigated.

It appeared that 12 Cr-steel shows the same behaviour as the

other ferrite: holes tend to plug and after some time they

break open suddenly with a much larger diameter.



The time to sudden enlargement can be expressed in a formula: Leak Propagation: Status and First Results

log - 1,51 log 6.86

with tj = time to enlargement/breaking through

0 = initial leak rate in mg H.O/second.

Comparing with 2 1/4 Cr 1 Mo steel, it appears that for leaks,

initially larger than 60 mgH2O/sec there is no difference; for

smaller leaks 12 Cr-ateel seems to take longer to break through.

For this comparison the data of TNO, Sandusky and Green were used.

Not quite identical measuring circumstances make exact state-

ments difficult, but the general tendency is clear f Fig. 11 J.

INTERATOM:

23 different microleaks were observed under SG conditions up to

half a year. 7 leaks increase during the first 2 months. The

other leaks block by oxidation and did not reopen during the ob-

servation time although they all show traces of sodium-water

reactions. Temperature cycles were realized.

The leak developments of the rather small number of tube fail-

ures actually observed until now, call for more experimental

data to serve as a solid foundation for a new DBA definition.

Because leak propagation in SG is influenced by many parameters,

a great number of experimental studies is necessary to obtain

complete knowledge of all important effects. Therefore, exten-

sive international collaboration is extremely desirable.

The experimental program of INTERATOM is concentrated on the

intermediate leak domain because very few results are published

for this leak size region.

Our program is devided into 3 series of experiments with the

following main objectives:

Series 1: Determination of the lowest leak rate resulting in

dynamical disc activation. The water injection rate

will be kept constant during each test.

Series 2: Development and effects of realistic leak propagation

for different initial leak sizes.
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Self enlargement occurs in one or more sudden steps by bursts

of deep reaction craters. Xn most cases there is no detectable

leak before the burst.

Primary leak diameters lie in a rather limited range between

0.3 - 1.0 mm if pinhole-like microleaks are concerned. This

diameter is more or less independent of the size of the

wall penetrating micro failure. Self enlargement of unnoticed

microleaks mainly occur in a short time after the initial

operation of a SG.

A method for producing small leaks with constant diameters down

to 10 um in walls up to 3 mm thickness was developed.

Series 3: Simulation of propagation incidents by precalculated,

controlled leak rate increase.

For the accomplishment of the first part of the experimental

program the ASB sodium loop including a SG-model is used. Fig. 12

shows a general flow scheme of the SG leak propagation test con-

figuration. An original SNR 300 cold trap is installed into

the cleaning circuit to achieve faster sodium purification.

Note that in the test series 1 and 2 the shut-off valves be-

tween the SG-model and the sodium loop are open. So the experi-

ments are performed in flowing sodium in a combined SG-loop

system.



78 Three tests of the first*series were performed during this year.

One of the experiments was very close to the minimum leak rate

resulting in dynamic pressure relief actuation. So the first

series wan finished and the test facility is under reconstruction

for the second part of the program.

Fig. 13 gives a survey of the essential test parameters of

the experiments within the first test phase. Temperatures,

pressures and flovrates were nearly kept constant. The most

important test variable was the leak diameter (2.1 - 4.6 mm)

and the corresponding average leak rate (0.5 - 4.7 kg/s).

In the first experiment the pressure spikes were not high

enough to reach the activating pressure of the burst discs.

In the second and third experiment only the rupture disc in

the upper pressure relief line was actuated, probably due

to the asymmetric location of the injection nozzle.

As an example Figure 14 shows some pressure curves versus time

in the sodium-water reaction zone for the first 3 injection

tests.

For the first test (leak 0 2.1 mm) no initial spike is observed.

The pressure rises more or less constantly during the injection

period and then slowly drops down without exceeding the rupture

disc activation pressure.

In the second test (0 3.5 mm) the first very steep pressure

spike is not powerful enough to activate the rupture disc.

On top of the second pressure maximum the upper disc bursts

and a rapid pressure relief is initiated. The corresponding

leak rate must be very close to the minimum rate necessary for

rupture disc activation because of the rather long time

interval between the starts of injection and pressure relief.

Only preliminary theoretical results, calculated with the

computer code ROLAST, can be compared with some experimental

curves until now.

As an example Fig. 15 compares experimental and calculated

pressure curves near the upper rupture disc. The leading edge

of the pulse is in good agreement. The time difference for

pressure relief is due to fabrication tolerances of the

rupture discs. There is no reliable explanation for the

high pressure peak just after the rupture of the disc. The

following oscillations can be due to a gas space in an adjacent

valve.
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SHAPE

MICRO-LEAKS: SHAPE, SIZE, FABRICATION
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PNC STATUS REPORT ON LEAK DETECTOR DEVELOPMENT
FOR LMFBR STEAM GENERATORS
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ABSTRACT

Chemical and acoustic type leak'detectors have been developed for
detecting a small sodium-water reaction in an LMFBR steam generator.
This paper presents a summary of the development. (1) Test results on PNC
type in-sodium hydrogen meters including a description of the structure,
the long-term re l iab i l i t y and the durabi l i ty, and the improved meter with
an or i f i ce , (2) Development of 1n-cover gas hydrogen meters, (3) Hydrogen
detection tests and analyses, (4) Operating experiences of electrochemical
in-sodium oxygen meters, and (5) Basic studies on acoustic characteristics
of the sodium-water reaction.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

PNC has developed various type leak detectors, such as chemical
impurity monitors, acouctic leak detectors, and a sodium level meter, with
the aim of applying them to the steam generators of a prototype fast
reactor, Monju. The performance of these detectors were studied using
mainly the Small Leak podium-Water Reaction Jest Loop (SWAT-2). As the
smaller leak accidents are more l ikely in Monju, i t is concluded from the
preliminary test results that the chemical type leak detectors are most
applicable from the point of view of detecting sensit ivi ty. For this reason,
completing the chemical type detectors, especially hydrogen meter has been
of major importance.2)"8) Various tests including steam injections into
sodium have also been carried out for evaluating hydrogen behavior in the
Monju secondary sodium loops using SWAT-2 and the 50 MW steam generator
test fac i l i t y (50MWSGTF).9) On the other hand, needs of a fast response
type detcector such as an acoustic type is increasing in preparation for
a worst case of an adjacent tube failure propagation accident ini t iated
by an self-enlargement of a micro-leak.

This paper describes the development of the in-sodium and in-cover gas
hydrogen meters, hydrogen behavior tests, basic studies on acoustic charac-
ter ist ics of the sodium-water reactoin, and operating experiences of the
in-sodium oxygen meters at PNC.

2 . 0 HYDROGEN METERS

2.1 Development of Hydrogen Meters

2.1.1 PNC Type-II Meters

PNC type-l2) and - I I3 )»4 ) meters, both are the nickel-membrane types,
have been developed since 1973 and 1975, respectively. The two types
differ in their vacuum system containing nickel membranes. The vacuum
system of the type-11 meter consists of two vacuum chambers, namely a dyna-
mic and static ones, so that a calibration using the latter chamber is
more accurate and shorter time than the type-I meter which has the only
vacuum chamber. Three kinds of the type-II meters, Mark-I, - I I , and - I I I
were manufactured improving the vacuum systems. The Mark-III is mainly
explained here. Its total sys'tem is shown in Fig. 1, and i t s basic speci-
fications in Table 1. A tube-in-tube type economizer containing a high flux
electric heater is adopted to miminize the total size in the sodium system.
The sodium transport time from the inlet to the two membranes is about
nine seconds. The temperature of membranes can be controlled at 500 _+ 1°C.
The each tubular membrane is suported on one side, and receives sodium
pressure at the insides. The dynamic chamber is continuously evacuated by
an ion pump with a hydrogen pumping speed of about 35 1/sec, and hydrogen
pressure in the chamber is monitored by an j j l t ra high j/acuum ion gage
(UHV gage) for a leak detection. The static chamb*er is used to measure
static equilibrium hydrogen pressure by a Schultz type ion gage. Aj/ariable
J_eak valve (VLV) is normally opened only for the calibration so that other
gases released from an inner surface of the chamber can be evacuated by a
small ion pimp of about 2.7 1/sec. However, the static chambers of Mark-I
and -Us which had no pumps were connected to the large pumps of the dynamic
chambers by f lexible tubes for evacuating the other released gases. In
addition to the large pump, the small one was installed at the dynamic
chamber in Mark-I for obtaining high sensitivity in low hydrogen concen-
trat ion. There, however, were not the small pumps in the dynamic chambers
of Mark-IIs and - I I I , because the only large pump was found to be enough.
Various short-term tests showed that these Mark-I, - I I , and - I I I meters
satisfied the specifications required in Table 1.

2.1.2 Tests for Long-Term Reliabi l i ty and Durability5)»6)

I t is necessary to confirm the long-term re l i ab i l i t y and durabil i ty
of the meter for application to Monju. I t is the ion pump that is most
apt to cause any secular changes in the vacuum parts, and decrement of the
pumping speed necessarily changes the calibration curve. Test on the
secular characteristics of tha large ion pump had been conducted in order
to estimate the calibration interval of the meter and the l i f e , and to
develop the method recovering the decreased pumping speed. The five ion
pimps tested were the same type as the ones of the PNC type meter, and
each pump absorbed more than 2,000 Torr 1 of hydrogen gas under an operating
pressure range of 10-7 to 10"4 Torr using no nickel membranes. Baking
the pumps at 450°C for f i f teen hours was found to effective in recovering
the pumping speed. I t was also clar i f ied that the ion pump l i fes ended
when the cathode plates bended and touched with the anodes owing to
absorbing much hydrogen.
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The five Hark-II meters had been operated in four sodium loops at OEC.
Table 2 summarizes the results. The operatirg time of the two meters
exceeded 10,000 hours, and a total of the f've maters was about 37,400
hours. No troubles had been experienced in the sodium systans and the
nickel membranes during the test period. Air leaks, however, occurred
three times in the two vacuum systems owing to an initial looseness of a
flange, and failures of bellows in the flexible tube and the VLV. Secular
characteristics on a permeability of hydrogen diffusing through the nickel
membrane had been studied for about 10,000 hours of the No.l operating
time. Fig.2 shows the secular change on a slope and an intersect of a
relation curve between the permeability and hydrogen partial pressure
in sodium. The slope had been about 0.03 and the intersect about -3.0,
and the both had scarcely changed for the period. Since the slope had
been about zero, it is considered that the permeability did not depend on
the hydrogen partial pressure in sodium. Fig.3 shows relations between
the amount of absorbed hydrogen and the pumping speeds of the ion pumps.
These are results of the four meters operated in sodium for a long period
and a typical one of the five ion pumps operated using no nickel membrans
for a short period. In the latter case, the pumping speed decreased to
about half of its initial value after the amount of absorbed hydrogen
reached 1.S00 Torr 1. In the former case, decreasing rates of the four
pumping speeds differed one another, and the rates were considerably large
in the two of four ion pumps while the two meters absorbed hydrogen of
about 200.Torr 1 at the beginning. The reason that the four ion pumps
resulted in the large different decreasing rates of the pumping speeds
is not clear at present. The UHV gage was superior to the ion pump from
the point of a high S/N ratio as a hydrogen sensor because output currents
of the ion pump produced large electric noises occasionally.

The results obtained so far showed that the PNC type meters have the
good durability in both the sodium systems and the nickel membranes. It,
however, is necessary to keep the pimping speed constant for a longer
period in order to stabilize the calibration curve.

2.1.3 Improved Meter, Hark-IV

Installing an orifice between the UHV gage and the ion pump was devis-
ed to minimize the drifting of the calibration curve owing to the decrement
of the pumping speed. If a conductance value of the orifice is selected
less than one tenth of i.ie pumping speed, pressure at the UHV gage increases
about ten times, so an area of the nickel membrane can be reduced so that
the ÜHV gage indicates best values. It, therefore, can also prolong the
life of the pump so long as it evacuates same amount of hydrogen. In the
case, it 1s expected that calibrating the meter every half year is encugh to
obtain the accuracy required as the leak detector, ignoring any secular
changes on the permeability of hydrogen diffusing through the nickel [rtembrane.

In order to verify the above idea, an orifice with a conductance value
of 2.4 1/sec was installed for trial in the dynamic chamber of the PNC type
meter. The area of the nickel membrane was not changed. Three calibration
curves predicted from the above idea were obtained as shown in Fig.4.

2.2 In-cover Gas Hydrogen Meter
i

An in-cover gas hydrogen meter is expected to be effective to detect
a water leak in a downcomer portion, a cover gas space, and an upper portion
of heat transfer tubes in the Monju steam generators. Gas Chromatograph
type in-cover gas hydrogen detectors were used as leak detectors in 50MWSGTF
and 1MWSGTF at an early stage. A palladium membrane type was developed
and installed in SWAT-2.1) Though these detectors were operated successfully,
they had disadvantage of a long response time and deteriorated accuracy
because some of hydrogen in these cover gas spaces were trapped by sodium
vapor traps in the pipings of these detectors.

Two forced gas-circulation nickel membrane types were developed and
installed in the superheater and the evaporator of 50MWSGTF.7) The meter in
the superheater was designed based on the PNC type-I in-sodium hydrogen
meter, so its nickel membrane.is 0.5 mm in thickness and receives internal
pressure. On the other hand, the membrane of the one in the evaporator
is 0.25 mm in thickness and receives external pressure. The each meter is
equipped with a gas pump, a gas flow meter, and a sodium vapor trap, which
are located at the downstream of the membrane as shown in Fig.5, and has
been used to study hydrogen behavior in hydrogen or steam injection tests
at 50MWSGTF. The tests showed that these meters had more fast response
characteristics than the above types.

Another natural gas-circulation type, whose nickel membrane and elect-
ric heaters were in a cover gas space, was developed for the purpose of
a low cost and improvement of the reliability.°) >1°).11) The meter shown
in Fie.6 was designed on the basis of the same principle as the PNC type
in-sodium hydrogen meter, and was installed in SWAT-2. The nickel membrane
tube is closed at its top end, and receives internal pressure from cover
gas. Main parts of the vacuum system are the same types as the ones of
the PNC type in-sodium hygrogen meter. There is an orifice between the
UHV gage and the ion pump. Fig.7 shows calibration curves of the meter at
the membrane temperature of 500°C. The y axis indicate hydrogen partial
pressure in the cover gas measured by the Schultz gage in the static equi-
librium operation mode, and the x axis hydrogen pressure at the UHV gage
in the dynamic mode. Two different calibration curves were obtained for
the cases of with and without sodium vapor in the cover gas space. It is
presumed that the permeability of hydrogen diffusing through the nickel
membrane became larger in sodium vapor enviornment. As it was difficult
to decrease hydrogen content in the cover gas, minimum hydrogen concentra-
tion measured was about 1 Vppm at the cover yas pressure of 1.5 kg/cm2G
and the membrane temperature of 500'C. A measurable maximum limit is
expected to be abcut 10,000 Vppm because a workable limit of the UHV gage
is about 5 x 10"4 lorr.

2.3 Hydrogen Behavior Tests and Analyses

Various tests were conducted in 50MWSGTF for evaluating hydrogen
behavior in the secondary sodium systems of Monju. The test and analytical
results showed that the cold trapping efficiency was about 0.7, and the
hydrogen flux through 2-l/4Cr-lMo steel heat transfer tube walls of the
evaporator changed from about 10 x 10"1* g/cm2s at an initial operation
to about 2 x 10- 1 1 g/cm2s after a 50 day operation.9)



More detailed tests in SWAT-2 were also conducted in order to estimate
a background hydrogen level in cover gas of the Monju steam generator.
Hydrogen partial pressure in cover gas of a test tank in SWAT-2 was kept
constant at about 3 x 10~2 Torr under constant operating conditions of
the cover gas temperature of 300°C and the cold trap temperature of 120°C.
The value was, however, about 100 times larger than that expected for a
vapor-liquid phase equilibrium. The same tendency was also observed in
50MWSGTF which had been operated under the constant full power condition
for seven days. For the SWAT-2 test, hydrogen partial pressure in the
cover gas was scarcely affected by sodium temperature, and rose by about
ten times as the metal temperature in the cover gas space increased from
300 to 500°C by electric heaters. This phenomenon is naturally expected
for an actual plant, and it is assumed that the regular background hydrogen
concentration will not be easy to be below 1 Vppm and that a change of
the metal temperature in.the cover gas space will have a dominant effect
on the fluctuation of the background hydrogen concentration.

Effects of hydrogen and steam injection rates, sodiun temperatures and
sodium flow rates on the hydrogen solubility in sodium were studied expri-
mentally in SWAT-2 and 50MWSGTF, in which the injection point was in an
outlet piping of the superheater.9) Hydrogen detection ratio in sodium
were found to be inversely proportional to the one second power of hydrogen
injection rates, which were more than ten bubbles/sec for a 10 mm diameter
bubble. Temperature dependence on the hydrogen solubility in sodium was
so-called Arrhenius equation the case of the hydrogen injections. It,
however, was not so in the case of the steam injections and a high detection
was obtainable even at a low sodium temperature. An analysis code,
SVAC-10, has been developed for evaluating performance of the Monju hydrogen
detection systems. This code calculates leak detection times and adjacent
tube penetration times for various leak rates and illustrates these
caiuculated times. Validation studies of SWAC-10 have been performed
based on these experimental results.

3.0 OPERATING EXPERIENCES OF IN-SODIUM OXYGEN METERS

Electrochemical in-sodium oxygen meters, Westinghouse and GE/Toshiba
types, had been investigated on performance and durability in order to
ascertain a usefulness for the leak detector. In total, six Westinghouse
meters had been used at PNC. An average life of the six meters was 4,348
hours, with 9,025 hours being the maximum and 1,770 hours the minimum.

Eight GE/Toshiba meters had been used up to March, 1981. Seven
meters were out of order with electromotive force problems. The remaining
meter had a long life of 9,683 hours. Of the seven meters, the three
meters whose ceramic cups were broken had the 918 hour life in average!
The other four meters whose reference electrodes were out of order had the
425 hour life in average. All the ceramic cups breakage occurred at a
regular operating temperature of 450 to 500°C, so the breakage was attri-
butable to a thermal shock under excessive heating. Through the inspection
of the broken ceramic cups, cavities, foreign materials in grain boundary,
surface flaws, and sodium attack were found on the surfaces or broken

sections of the ceramic cups. Therefore, it is presumed that the main
causes of tube breakage were not thermal shocks but the above fault factors.

Secular characteristics of the both types had been investigated. The
secular change of a Kj value in a calibration curve ( E (volts) • K\ - K2
log 10 c (PP™) ) had little individual difference among the meters and good
repeatability in the thermal hystereses. It can be considered, therefore,
that the change of K? depended only on temperature. On the other hand, Kj
had fluctuated depending on individual difference among the electrodes
of the same type, thermal hystereses, operating time, sodium charges, and
drains, etc. The fluctuating range of K\ was found to be smaller in the
GE/Toshiba type than in the Westinghouse type.

In summary, the oxygen meters of GE/Toshiba and Westinghouse tested at
PNC had a wide range of life from 200 to 9,683 hours. The both types would
be, therefore, applicable in Monju, prolonging the minimum life more and
limiting the using time to the initial 50 day operating period, that the
background hydrogen level in sodium is assumed to be higher than the normal
one.

4.0 ACOUSTIC DETECTORS

For application to an acoustic leak detection system, tests of steam
or argon injections into sodium in SWAT-2 were conducted in order to In-
vestigate basic characteristics of the sound generated by a sodium-water
reaction.1') These tests showed that RMS values of the acoustic signals
were proportional to the one third power of steam leak rates, and increased
with sodium temperature. A similar relation was also obtained in argon
Injection test. There was no appreciable effect of leak rates on the fre-
quency spectra in the steam and argon injections. The dominant peaks of
the frequency spectra could be explained by the natural frequency of the
wave-guide rod. In these tests, any characteristic sound of a sodium-
water reaction were not found in the frequency range up to 7 kHz, and this
suggests that the improvement of S/N ratio is unhopeful by filtering out of
noises from the sodium-water reaction sound.

Various tests of nitrogen injections into water in a simulated steam
generator model were performed for understanding of sound propagation
characteristics in the Monju steam generatcr. Therefore, the test model
was composed of a vessel filled with water, an inner shell, an outer shroud,
and two helical tubes. Hydrophones, gas leak nozzles, and an under-water
speaker were used for a sound source. Sound pressure in the inner shell
and accelerations on the ends of piping, the helical tubes, and rods on
the vessel wall as wave-guides were measured, and the RMS values and the
frequency speccra were obtained. The results indicated that the acoustic
signal detected on the wave-guide rod had a comparable S/N ratio to the
guide piping or the helical tubes, and that positional change of the RMS
values measured rather depended on a standing wave in the vessel than an
attenuation due to transmission loss or diffractions. Therefore, it was
estimated that the sound field in the vessel was reverberant, and the
sound energy absorption depended on the number of the helical tubes. The
RMS values in the low frequency region inceased with the gas volume leak



so rates of 0.5 to 1.0 1/sec, however, in the high frequency of 50 kHz to 400
kHz did not increase in proportion to the volume leak rate in more than
0.2 1/sec, because of the sound attenuation by gas bubbles.

An acoustic background of 50MWSG during the full power operation,
measured by accelerometers mounted on the wave-guide rods of the external
wall of vessel was 0.1 G in maximum. This value correspond: to about
3 g/sec steam injection in the above tests. In order to apply this value
to the Honju steam generator, however, it is necessary to consider such
uncertain factors as the sound absorption effect of the enlarged vessel
wall thickness and the internals, particularly the helical coil tube bundle,
which are assumed to lower the average sound pressure in the diffusive
acoustic field.

In summary, with regard to the mounting position and the method of the
detection, the immersed type sound pressure sensor in the inner shroud or
the accelerometer on the wave-guide rod of the vessel is promising. The
former should have specified frequency characteristics, durability and
resistivity to high temperature. The current acoustic meter of PNC may be
applicable to the detection of an intermeadiate leak, because further
improvement of the detecting sensitivity for a small leak is presumed to
be not very promising through the above reserch and experiments. Therefore,
the meter may be useful for a fast detection of the secondary failure
propagation of the heat transfer tubes, which should contribute to a
smaller damage.

5.0 FINAL REMARKS

The PNC type in-sodium hydrogen meters have shown satisfactory per-
formance on the sensitivity, the respd&e time, the range of concentration
measurement, and the durability. Prospect of preventing the drift and
prolonging the operating time of the ion pump is also obtained by reduc-
ing the surface area of the nickel membrane and installing the orifice.
This hydrogen meter, therefore, is applicable as the small leak detector
in Honju.

The two types of in-cover gas hydrogen meters, with forced and natural
gas-circulation, have been developed. The both types showed the good per-
formance in the short time test. Accumulation of data on the durability
is needed in future.

For the 1n-sod1um oxygen meters, data of the durability and the secu-
lar characteristics have been obtained. The differences among the charac-
teristics of each meter are large, so more durability is required for the
application to Honju.

The steam or hydrogen injection tests have been conducted in SWAT-2
and 50MWSGTF. The leak detection characteristics by the in-sodium and
in-cover gas hydrogen meters have been obtained through tests varying
injection points, leak rates, sodium temperatures, and sodium flow rates
as parameters. The validation studies of the computer code, SWAC-10 which
estimates the leak detection characteristics have been also performed
based on the test results.

The basic characteristics on sound propagation have been obtained for
studying a usefulness of the acoustic leak detectors. It shows that
measuring accelerations on the wave-guide rods on the vessel is easy,
however, is by no means inferior to other methods. Considering the S/N
ratio based on the acoustic background of the 50MWSG evaporator, the
acoustic detectors of PNC may be applicable to the detection of an inter-
meadiate leak.
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Table 1 Performance and Specifications of PNC Type-II
In-Sodiura Hydrogen Meter Mark- I I I

Measuring Range 45 ppb - 10 ppn Hydrogen Concentation

in Sodium ( Background Level )

Sensitivity. Response Time Detect 10 X Change of Background Level

Occurred at Branch Inlet of Meter within

30 Seconds

Accuracy

Diffusion Membrane

Material

Thickness, Area

Shape

Sodium System

Membrane Temperature

Sodium Flow Rate

Design Pressure

Design Temperature

Vacuum System

UHV Ionization gage

+ 2 I of Indication Value

Nickel 201

0.05 cm, 150 cm2

Tubular ( Sodium Inside )

500 ± 1 °C

3.2 1/min

10 kg/aA

520 °C

10-10 . io-3 Torr

Schultz Ionization gage 10-5 . 3 x o r r

Pumping Speed 35 1/sec ( Large ) , 2.7 1/sec ( Small )

Volune 254 cm2 ( Static Chamber )

Inner Surface Area 480 cm2 ( stat ic Chamber )

Table 2 Test Results on Long-Term Rel iabi l i ty and Durability
of PNC Type Meter

( Test Period was from Nov. 1977 to Feb. 1980 )

Meter Ho.

Test Loops

Operating Time
in Sodium (hours)

Hydrogen Concentration
for Test Period (ppb)

Amount of Absorbed
Hydrogen (Torr 1)

Change of Ion Pump
Current ( " ° t e ) (uA)

Change of Pumping
Speed (1/sec)

Troubles

No.l

Sodium Impurity
Measurement
test Loop

10,100

30 ~ 1,000

1,400

17 ~ 27

16 ~ 23

Air Leaks
in Vacuum System
( Two Times )

No.2

1 MW SG
Test Loop

2,880

about 50

120

not measured

not measured

None

Ho. 3

Sodium Flow
Test Loop
( Cold Leg )

5,421

about 200

160

10 ~ 20

3 ~ 23

Air Leak
in Vacuum System

Ho.4

Sodium Flow
Test Loop
( Hot Leg )

8,182

about 200

175

13 - 2 3

17 ~ 23

None

No. 5

Mixing and Fuel
Pin Test Loop

10,772

about 200

1.400

17 - 6 5

10 - 2 7

None

(note) : Ion pump current at 170 ppb of hydrogen concentration in sodium
{ equivalent to background level in secondary sodium c i rcu i t

of theMonju plant )
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RECENT EXPERIMENTS ON ACOUSTIC LEAK DETECTION

J. VOSS, N. ARNAOUTIS
Interatom GmbH,
Bergisch Gladbach,
Federal Republic of Germany

ABSTRACT

In the ASB-sodium loop a series of injection experiments with

water, helium, argon and nitrogen was performed. The aim of

these tests was to get

- a comparison of the acoustic signals,

generated by water and by gas injections

with regard to intensity and frequency

content

- an experimental basis for the design of

an acoustic calibration source.

The experimental set-up, the variation parameters and first

results will be discussed. The principal design of an acoustic

calibration source and its range of application will be given.
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Introduction

Until now all steam generator surveillance systems in operating

breeder reactors are based on the detection of hydrogen, genera-

ted in the sodium-water reaction. This very sensitive method has

one disadvantage: it may be too slow because of the transport

time needed to bring the hydrogen from the leak to the detector

position.

Because of its fast response acoustic leak detection could be

a useful additional method.

The necessity for the use of fast responding leak detection systems

is confirmed by recent steam generator failures in "Phenix".

Fig. 1 gives a, summary of the past, present and future activities

of the test program for acoustic leak detection at INTERATOM.

During the past years the main problem was the measurement of

background noise in various test facilities. Now much effort

is put into the comparison of acoustic signals produced by steam-

and gas-injections into sodium, into the measurement of real leak

noises in a test loop and into the design of a calibration source.

During the next years a calibration source will be applied to the

SG of the KNK-reactor.

Signal analysis methods must be critically reviewed before final-

ly a concept for an acoustic SG surveillance system for fast bree-

ders can be designed.

Conclusious from Background Noise Measurements

To summarize the various background noise measurements, some

general conclusions should be mentioned:

- Structure-borne noise gives sufficient information about

the process inside a SG component.

- Normal, unavoidable noise (flow, evaporation) is rather

limited in amplitude and frequency content. It varies

mainly with the power level. Temperature and pressure

variations are of smaller influence. This kind of noise

should be no serious obstacle for an acoustic leak detection.

- Avoidable noise (cavitation, condensation, mechanical rattling

of devices) may have high intensities and a wide frequency

range. It can cover the sound waves of leakages completely.
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So SG should be designed carefully to avoid all extra noise

sources.

- Noise identification requires good knowledge of SG design

and operating conditions.

- Single components, connected only by pipes, are often nearly

decoupled as far as acoustic transmission is concerned.

- A good acoustic coupling to the internal of a SG can be

reached if the sensors are placed near the tube plates.

- Hydrogen bubble have two acoustic effects: Production of low

frequency noise and attenuation of high frequency noise. The

second effect seems to be dominant.

Steam and Gas Injections in a Sodium Loop

When there is a small leak in a water filled tube of a sodium

heated steam generator several effects.may contribute to the

formation of noise (fig. 2). In the leak channel water flow,

water evaporation or cavitation may contribute to the total

noise level.

In the reaction zone the sodium-water reaction itself, the

generation of hydrogen bubbles, and the evaporation and conderv^'

sation of sodium can also influence the total noise. The im-

portance of the different effects depends strongly on the special

conditions of the leak.

The investigation of the different noise components may be

possible and interesting. But it also is expensive and time

consuming. So it was decided to use a pragmatic way to design

the calibration source. Former experimental results have

indicated that flow noise is the dominant part of the total

leak acoustic signal. A running experimental leak propagation

program was extended and different gas injections were included.

Fig. 3 gives a scheme of the gas and steam injection device.

The steam generator model (1) is about 5 m high with a dia-

meter of about 0.6 nr. It is filled with liquid sodium and con-

tains a tube-bundle-dununy (2) . In the lower part the injection

nozzles (3) are inserted into the sodium. Acoustic sensors (5)

are mounted on the outer shell of the steam generator. Nine

nozzles with leak diameters between 0.3 and 5 mm are used. They

are covered by thin protective foils. First the injection nozzle

is coupled to the water supply with a pressure of 150 bar. After

the valve is opened the protective foil bursts and water is

pressed into the sodium for a few seconds. The same nozzle is

then used for the injection of helium, argon and nitrogen.

The whole acoustic program consists of injections of steam,

helium, argon and nitrogen with 9 nozzles of different leak si-

zes, 3 - 4 different pressure levels and 3 different sodium

temperatures (fig. 4). In some additional tests the gas jet was

directed against the outer wall of the steam generator model.

The evaluation of the experiments is still going on. First

results show that gas jets directed against the wall from outside

do not match the frequency content of leak noise very well. The

best correspondence can be gained by helium injection into sodium

at a somewhat smaller pressure difference.

Fig. 5 shows rms-levels for steam and helium injections. The

first spike in the steam injection diagram is caused by the

burst of the foil' at the nozzle. After about half a minute

the valve is closed and the signal drops down. Helium was

injected at various pressures (10, 50, 100 and 150 bar) causing

a stepwise increase of the rms-level.

The results of argon and nitrogen injections (fig. 6) are

somewhat lower in the intensity levels.

In fig. 7 a power spectrum for steam injection with a 0.5 mm 0

nozzle can be seen. Fig.. 8 shows the power spectrum for helium
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injection with the same nozzle and for the same acoustic sensor,

at a little lower pressure level. The two spectra agree pretty

well in frequency content as well as in intensity.

A power spectrum for ahc-lium jet directed against the structure

is displayed in fig. 9. The difference in comparison with the

spectra for injections into sodium is evident. It can be explained

by the absence of bubbles.

Development of an Acoustic Calibration Source

Water injections into sodium can only be performed in test

facilities, not in nuclear power plants in operation.

If one is interested in the signal to noise ratio or in the

transmission of acoustic leak signals in an operating power

plant one has to use a simulated source of leak noise.

The calibration of acoustic sensors during power plant operation

is another problem that could be solved by application of a

simulated source. -

This simulated acoustic leak source should transmit signals very

similar to a substantial leak without using the real sodium-water

reaction because of safety aspects.

So the development of an acoustic calibration source of this

special type is an important task.

The preliminary results, just mentioned before, encouraged us

to design a calibration device, based on the fact, that the leak

noise characteristic is predominantly determined by the jet-flow

into a fluid rah_£er than by special reaction noise components.

The principle design of a rather simple calibration device is

out_lined in fig.1C. Gas bubbles (e.g. helium ) are injected via

a nozzle into a small fluid tank outside the steam generator partly

filled with water. This little tank is acoustically coupled to

the outer wall of a steam generator by a steel coupling rod. So

the transmission of the simulated leak noise along the steam gene-

rator can be investigated or the sensors can be calibrated in a

power plant during operation.

A calibration source of this type is just under construction.

It will be tested in a sodium loop in Bensberg and afterwards it

will be applied to the SG of the KNK power plant in Karlsruhe.

It is of great advantage that the steam generators can remain

completely unchanged except the coupling of the calibration source.

So extensive safety analyses and time consuming licensing pro-

cedures can be avoided.
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TEST PROGRAM FOR ACOUSTIC LEAK DETECTION

PAST: - BACKGROUND NOISE MEASUREMENTS
(AND WATER-/STEAM INJECTIONS)

. HELICAL COIL MODEL
(ASB-LOOP. BENSBERG)

• STRAIGHT TUBE MODEL
(NA-LOOP. APELDOORN)

. SNR-3OO PROTOTYPE SG.
(50 MW-LOOP/ HENGELO)

. CNEN-NIRA PROTOTYPE SG.
(LES RENARDIERES)

PRESENT: - COMPARISON OF ACOUSTIC SIGNALS
PRODUCED BY STEAM - AND GAS - INJECTIONS

- DESIGN OF A CALIBRATION SOURCE

- ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS WITHIN THE
LEAK PROPAGATION PROGRAM

FUTURE: - APPLICATION OF A CALIBRATION SOURCE
IN THE KNK REACTOR

- APPRAISAL OF SIGNAL ANALYSIS METHODS

- DESIGN OF AN ACOUSTIC SG- SURVEILLANCE
SYSTEM

fig.1

ACOUSTIC SOURCES IN
THE LEAK CHANNEL

- flow

- water evaporation

- cavitation

ACOUSTIC SOURCES IN
THE REACTION ZONE

- flow

- water evaporation

- Na-H20 reaction

- hydrogen bubbles

- evaporation and condensation

of sodium

fo o a o a hydrogen
bubbles

WATER
(p=200 bar)

"Sources of Sound for Acoustic Leak Detection
fig.2

t



PARAMETERS OF STEAM-/GAS-INJECTION TESTS

1 steam generator model
2 tube bundle
3 injection nozzles

He,Ar,N2

U nozzle valves
5 acoustic'sensors
6 v/Qter supply, heater

Steam/gas-injection system
fig.3

FIXED PARAMETERS:

SODIUM PRESSURE:

SODIUM FLOW:

PUMP SPEED:

STEAM PRESSURE:

STEAM TEMPERATURE:

VARIATION PARAMETERS:

INJECTED NEDIUM:

NOZZLE DIAMETER:

GAS PRESSURE:

SODIUM TENPERATURE:

3 BAR

50 M'/H

1500 RPM

150 BAR

300' C

H20, HE, AR, N2

0.3 - 5.0 MM

10 - 150 BAR

350 - 100* C

ADDITIONAL TESTS: STEAM-/GAS-BLOW AGAINST

THE STRUCTURE

fig.4
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«bursfof protective foil:

:steam(150bar):

mm

1 min

: argon (=150 bor):

zheliuml 10-150 bar): : nitrogen U150 bar):

RMS-Levels, Injection of Gas into Sodium,
(Nozzle. 0 0,8 mm)

fig. 5

RMS-Levels, Injection of Gas into Sodium,
(Nozzle: 0 0,8mm)

fig.6
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Scheme of a Calibration Device for an

Acoustic Leak Defection System



102 THE SNR-300 STEAM GENERATOR SMALL LEAK
DETECTION SYSTEM

K. DUMM
Interatom GmbH,
Bergisch Gladbach,
Federal Republic of Germany

ABSTRACT

Small leak detection in the SNR-300 steam generator moduls is

achieved by hydrogen meters. Development and design of the

Nickel membrane - ion getter pump combination are described

and sensitivity requests derived. Results of calibration tests

by water/steam injections in a sodium loop are presented. The

arrangement and interconnection of signals in SNR-300 are

given and possibilities for inservice calibrations are dis-

cussed, supported by long time operation tests in the KNK-reactor

plant.

INTRODUCTION

When starting the design of SNR-300 it was decided to develop

hydrogen detectors for the leak tightness control of the steam

generators. In 1971 those systems were requested by the German

licensing authorities. At that time there was nearly no know-

ledge available about self wastage, plugging of micro-leaks,

sudden enlargement of such leaks, etc.; it was assumed inter-

nationally, that a small leak of still uncritical size, with

respect to wastage, appears and remains constant for sufficient

long times. This describes the design basis for the-hydrogen"

detector development.

DETECTOR ARRANGEMENT AND SIGNAL PROCESSING

Arrangement and design of the SNR-300 secondary heat transfer

systems are shown in fig. 1. The steam generating part is sub-

divided in 3 evaporators followed by 3 superheaters each opera-

ting in parallel. Two of the secondary circuits are equipped

with straight tube modules; the third loop operates with heli-

cally coiled ones. While large laak protection is achieved by-

rupture discs, hydrogen meters are provided for the detection

of small leaks. These hydrogen meters are installed at the

sodium outlet of each module and two in the main cold leg

additionally.

Signal processing of the hydrogen detectors is given in fig. 2.

The two detectors in the main pipe have to serve for two

functions:

- measurement of the absolute hydrogen content to control the

hydrogen diffusion from the water side and the effectivity

of cold trap operation

- direct signalisation of the concentration gradient which is

used to adjust different alarm levels.

The signals of the 6 detectors at the module outlets serve

for the identification of a failed module. This is achieved

by the measurement of concentration differences between each

module outlet and the main pipe detectors.

REQUIREMENTS FROM STEAM GENERATOR OPERATION

It is a well known fact, that the size of a wastage producing

flame depends mainly on leak size and water/steam conditions

/I,2/. According to the leak detection philosophy, a leak the

size of which does not yet produce wastage on an adjacent

tube should already be detectable /3/. For SNR-300 tube bundle

geometries this leak was determined to O,O9 mm diameter;

resulting under superheated steam conditions in a minimum



leak rate of 500 gr/h. This leak rate corresponds with an

increase of hydrogen concentration in the affected loop of

0,43 ppm/h. '

Derived from reactor - and test plant operations the hydrogen

diffusion from the water side - due to magnetite formation -

is calculated to some 2,5 . 10~3 ppm/h for normal operation.

Hydrogen diffusion during commissioning of the plant is assumed

to be up to 2,5 . 10 ppm/h.

Furtheron reactor - and test plant operation show that a

minimum hydrogen concentration - due to cold trapping -

of < 0,1 ppm is attainable.

The sensitivity of leak detection is strongly influenced by

cold trap efficiency which increases with increasing hydrogen

concentrations. In order to limit the leak signal reduction

to 10 % by cold trap operation the maximum allowable hydrogen

concentration had to be limited to 1 ppm.

In conclusion, a leak signal is always superimposed on a

fluctuating background, the level of which is controlled by

hydrogen diffusion and cold trap operation. Therefore it was

decided to use concentration gradients rather than absolute

values as alarm levels. Two levels are under discussion:

- 0,1 ppm/h as a prealarm to draw the operators attention

to the affected loop

- 0,3 ppm/h as wastage alarm which should be followed by a

water side isolation and depressurisation.

THE HYDROGEN DETECTOR
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Basic principle of the detector design is the world-wide

wellknown combination of nickel membrane and ion getter pump,

where the electrical current of the continuous operating ion

getter pump serves as a measure of the hydrogen diffusing

through the nickel membrane. A sketch of the detector is given

in fig. 3. The nickel membrane, consisting of 4 cylindrical

fingers, is fed with sodium by a small electro-magnetic pump

with a flow rate up to 1 mJ/h. Membrane material is Ni 201 a

LCNi 99. The thickness of the fingers is 1 mm and the surface

65,6 cm3. A controlled membrane temperature of 500°C is main-

tained, independently from the loop temperature, by an electri-

cal heater system combined with a tube in tube heat exchanger.

Sodium flow is controlled by a permanent magnetic flow meter.

The ion getter pump has a pumping speed of appr. 3,5 1/s for

hydrogen and operates normally in a pressure range from 1 . 10

to 5 . 10 mbar. This corresponds to a lower sensitivity level

of < 2 . 10~ ppm. The operation range is defined from 0,03

to 1 ppm. The static mode response time from 0 - 63 % is in

the order of appr. 100 s, the dynamic mode response time which

is the normal mode is negligible. For the ion getter pumps a

life time of 2 - 4 years is expected.

PERFORMANCE TESTS

-8

Performance tests with complete detector units have been

subdivided into two main groups:

- dynamic steam injection tests in the 50 MM , steam generator

test facility at Hengelo, NL,

- normal operation tests in the KNK II reactor at Karlsruhe /4/.

In addition long time tests with more than 4O.O0O hours per

detector are under performance in different test loops as

well as pumping speed measurements of ion getter pumps

and temperature stability tests.

5.1 Steam injection tests

To proove th'e dynamic behaviour of the detector under water/

steam leak conditions it was felt to be necessary to perform



104 real steam injection tests instead of the normally used hydro-

gen injections. Tests in smaller sodium loops with capacities

up to some tons of sodium showed the difficulties to adjust

continuous steam flows which should produce hydrogen concen-

tration gradients of about 0,3 ppm/h as mentioned in chapter 3.

Therefore it was decided to perform these calibration tests

in the 50 MWfch test facility at Hengelo, the Netherlands which

is operated by TNO. This loop system (fig. 4) contains appr.

60 tons of sodium. In order to protect the steam generator

against the effects from a small leak simulation, steam injec-

tion was made in a special bypass connected to the steam gene-

rator head. The hydrogen detector was located at the steam

generator outlet. Superheated steam for injection purposes

was produced by a small electrically heated steam generator

unit. The leaks were simulated by small, calibrated austenitic

tubes of 0,2 mm inner diameter.

Test program and main results are given in table I. The loop

was operated under isothermal conditions as well as under

real steam producing conditions. Sodium temperatures and flow

rates were varied. Injections were performed up to appr.

1 hour duration. 12 out of IS experiments gave evaluable

results. Three tests failed due to plugging of the leak

tubes.

Before starting an injection experiment the absolute hydrogen

concentration was measured by a so called "Baratron" a device

which allows the measurement of the hydrogen partial pressure

in an high vacuum system operating in an equilibrium (static)

mode. The hydrogen partial pressure is than applied to the

sodium system by Sievert's law

K where K « 4,25 ppm . mb'-1/2

A typical plot of an experiment is given in fig. 5. It shows

the slope of water flow rate which is well reflected by the

development'of the ion getter pump signal. Quantitative com-

parisons between ion getter pump signals and the increases

of hydrogen concentrations are shown for isothermal operation

in fig. 6 and for steam producing conditions in fig. 7.

(The background level is calculated from the corresponding

ion getter pump current). As expected there are no differences

between isothermal and non isothermal conditions. The comparison

of these curves was made by the assumption (which has been

prooven by additional absolute concentration measurements) that

all the hydrogen of the injected water is available for detec-

tion; with other words the wellknown reaction scheme /5/ given

in fig. 8 is completed. This assumption is valid as far as

the concentrations are kept below the saturation limit. The

tests with sodium temperatures below 300 °C showed another situa-

tion. Due to the unfavourable arrangement of the injection

point in a by-pass (see fig. 4) an oversaturation of sodium

hydride took place at lower sodium temperatures. This is

shown for two examples in fig. 9. The average sodium flow

rate in the injection by-pass was adjusted to appr. 3 m'/h.

For the tests in question No. 5 and 1O (see table 1) the

following table contains some interesting informations:

test

No.

water
leak
gr/h

theor.hydr
concentr.
C +A ppm =

x) sodium temp. sat.hydr
concentr

ppm

XX)

5
10

252
177

0,255+11
O,2O5+ 7,72

11,255
7,925

282
245

10,47
4,28

x ) theor. hydr. concentr. « nig Q .
2

•J- . 10S /ppm/

""Na

xx) ace. to Whittinghams formula in fig. 8.

The input of hydrogen is higher than the capability given by

the saturation curve.
r

This results in a deposition of reaction products in the by-pass

system and thus in a reduced signal. This assumption is con-

firmed by fig. 1O which shows clearly the slow dissolution of

these reaction products after having already stopped the in-

j ections.



The measured and calculated hydrogen concentrations and the

recorded signals of the Ion getter pump current were used to

establish a calibration curve for the detector. With an overall

accuracy of better,than - 10 % the relation

O,85
CH - O,036 . I I G » ppm, when uA

was found. This curve is given in fig. 11 in comparison with

a calculated one which is written:

0,873
0,011

IG

The signal efficiency of the theoretical curve for a given

concentration is 3 - 4 times higher than that of the experi-

mental one.

A number of possibilities have been discussed in order to ex-

plain these differences. The two most probable sources are:

'- Definition*of the diffusion constant. This value it; normally

derived from diffusion processes from only a gaseous phase

through a nickel membrane. It is very likely that in the

existing case where hydrogen is dissolved in liquid sodium

the real value is lower than expected.

- Pumping speed of the ion getter pump. Pumping speed measure-

ments in the necessary pressure range < 1 . 10 mb are

still difficult and incorrect measurements of factor 2 quite

. . possiblei

5.2 Normal operation tests in the KNK reactor plant
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In order to collect experiences from normal reactor operation

the two secondary sodium systems of the KNK reactor at Karlsruhe

FRG, were equipped with two hydrogen detectors. Compared with

the SNR-300 systems the KNK prototyps operate with nickel mem-

branes of O,5 mm thickness and a surface of 55 cm3. Up to the

end of July 1982 the overall operation time for each of the

detectors was 26.000 hours. When operation started a calibra-

tion curve (see fig. 12) was established by variation of the

cold trap temperature and measurement of the hydrogen partial

pressure with the "Baratron".

A typical picture of the normal operation behaviour is shown

in fig. 13. Due to the hydrogen diffusion from the water/steam

side the hydrogen concentration increases with a rate of

1,5 . 10 ppm/h. This corresponds to an overall hydrogen dif-

fusion rate of 0,27 mg/m'.h, a value which agrees quite well

with those given in /3/. The cold trap was found to be very

effective with respect to hydrogen. Concentrations below O,o8 ppm

hydrogen were attained. These values are in good agreement with

the requirements for SNR-300 operation as stated in chapter 3.

5.3 Some remarks on hydrogen concentrations versus

plugging temperatures

For the control of soluble impurities such as Na2O, NaOH

or NaH in sodium normally plugging meters are used. With respect

to steam generator leaks a comparison of hydrogen concentrations

and plugging temperatures seems to be meaningfull. This has been

done for both, the steam injection tests (see 5.1) and the KNK

operational tests. The results are depicted in fig.-14. In

addition the saturation curves for hydrogen and oxygen are

given. •

lg CQ = 6,239 -

lg C„ = 6,467 -
H2

2447
T

3023

(Eichelbergcr's equation)

(Whittingham's equation)

In the figure saturation temperature and plugging temperature

are set equal. (Depending on the cooling transient and the

sedimentation time of the plugging meter, plugging temperatures

are normally some degrees lower than the corresponding saturation

temperatures). But the hydrogen concentration sloops are complete-



106 ly framed by the two solubility curves. At least qualitatively

it can be concluded, that the solubility of hydrogen increases

remarkably due to already small amounts of oxygen.

CALIBRATIONS IN SNR-3OO

Already at an early stage of development it was decided to

search for possibilities for in situ calibrations and rscalibra-

tions. In situ was felt to be necessary because of a number of

reasons, such as:

- The complex design of the detectors with special attention

to the needed sensitivity and accuracy of the signals

- manufacturing tolerances including tolerances of pumping

speeds of the ion getter pumps which are no special design

but bought from stock

- aging effects of the pumps and possibly the nickel membranes

by which a shift of the calibration curves might occur.

- The expected life time of the ion getter pumps is 2 - 4

years; in situ replacement was requested.

To save capital costs for additional installations such as

hydrogen- or even steam-injection devices, to minimize charging

of the cold traps by additional impurities and to enable the

operator to check the calibration at any time, the method

under test at KNK in a modified way has been choosen for

SNR-300. The basic idea is to use the impurities which are

in any case .available in the sodium for the calibrations and

to measure the hydrogen content by the "absolute partial

pressure" method as already demonstrated in the 50 MW test

plant and still in KNK. For this purpose one of the two hydro-

gen detectors in the main cold leg pipe of each SNR-3OO secon-

dary loop (fig. 1) will be equipped with a "Baratron" parallel

to the ion getter pump. The "Baratron" operates ir. an equili-

brium mode. The time necessary to equalize partial pressure

and hydrogen content, in order to apply Sievert's law, is

< 2 hours. For that time the ion getter pump of this special

detector of course has to be valved off.

The first in situ calibration will be performed during the

nonnuclear, high temperature clean up operation phase. According

to the operation range of the detectors (0,03 - 1 , 0 ppm) the

calibration should not exceed the 1 ppm limit. It is assumed

that during this clean up operation a hydrogen concentration of

that level is easily available in the sodium. By a step wise

cold trap operation the calibration curves are established.

Recalibrations during normal plant operation are proposed

to be performed by the use of the hydrogen which diffuses

through the steam generator tube walls into the sodium

Due to the low expected diffusion rates of appr. 2,5 . 10

ppm/h the equilibrium error of the "Baratron" is negligible

-3

The normal operation tests in KNK where also this recalibra-

tion work is under test, support strongly this progress in

calibration method.

FINAL REMARKS

Supported by reactor- and test plant experiences the occurance

of a sudden tube rupture in a steam generator is unlikely.

Experiences show that leak incidents in a steam generator

always start with small leak sizes. The sensitivity and stability

of the SNR-300 hydrogen meter is sufficient to detect leaks

of still uncritical sizes as far as wastage on adjacent tubes

is concerned. This statement does not include the additional

aspects of microleak plugging and leak propagation. To a

certain extend leak propagation has to be accepted as a

reality /5/.

Based on the work, reported on in /6/ and supported by the ex-

periences gained from intensive performance tests of prototype

steam generators the probability of small leak occurance in



SNR-3Ö0 is expected to be less than 0,25 - 0,3 per year of opera-

tion. In the case of occurance of a leak the hydrogen detectors

will he suitable instruments to save capital costs due to outage

time of the reactor.
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Table 1

Test

No.

1

2

3

4

5
6

7
8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

sain

TNa
°C

445

442

335
340

282

283

225

225

245

245

413/317

410/329

410/329

416/338

420/315

loop conditions

°Na
kg/s

386

137

465

>465

457

162

480

481

470

162

139
296

296

439

205

"Ha
to

63,7

62

66,2

66,2

67

66

66

66

67,6

67.6

64

64

64

64,5

58

steam

•HO
2

gr

90

76

84

115
84

97

- 13

- 4

106

88

106

- 4

57

62

208

injections

inject.tine

s

1480

1223

1497

1505

1200

1250

1775

1785

1727

1440

1040

3377

plugging

bef.

• °c

119

117

102

131

126

125

122

122

< 105

121

110

114

113

113

112

temp.

after

°C

130 ~

135

127

-

136

139

122

122

120

-

135
114

132

130

146

hydrogen

bef.

PP»

0,20

0,24

0,072

0,22

0,255

0,23

0,2

0,2

0,08

0,205

•0,13

0,183

0,183

0,195

0,195

concentr.

after

ppn

0,357

0,376

0,213

0,413

0,394

0,393

0,254

0,398

0,314

0,282

0,302

0,593

concentr.

gradient

ppm/h

0,382

0,40

0,34

0,462

0,417

0,47

0,353

0,292

0,384

0,248

0,37

0,425

punp

bef.

VA

12,7

13,2

2,3

8,4

10,2

8,3

6,2

6,3

2,0

7,4

'»,93

7,53

7,8

8,25

7,55

current

after

yA

23,7

22,9

5,0

' 18,5

15,5

15,65

7,4

11,2

13,65

12,9

13,25

27,10
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ABSTRACT

In this contribution, the numerical methods used in de DeBeNe-

LMFBR development for the analysis of the hydrodynamic and

mechanical consequences of steam generator accidents are presented.

At first the definition of the source term, i.e. the water leak

rate which has to be assumed in the design basis accident as well

as the thermochemistry of the sodium/water-reaction is discussed.

Then the computer-codes presently used to describe the hydro-

dynamic and mechanical consequences of steam generator accidents

on the basis of the above mentioned source term are presented.

These comprise the code-system SAPHYR and the codes PTANER and

PISCES.
i

Furthermore -developments which are planned or already under way

J|C for future use, such as the BEREPOT-code, are presented.

INTRODUCTION

The main mathematical models constituting the analysis of

steam generator accidents are models for

the definition of the source term, i.e. the water leak

rate

the thermochemistry of the reaction

the description of the resulting fluid transients and

structural response of piping and components.

Consequently, the following presentation of the numerical

methods used in the DeBeNe-LMFBR development for the analysis

of steam generator accidents is structured according to the

order given by the list of models above.

DESIGN BASIS SOURCE TERM

The source term of a steam generator accident is given by a

propagation function which describes the evolution of the

total leak area in time.

The design basis source term is defined by considering the

possible range of propagation functions which, by their

probability of occurence, still do not lie in the hypothetical

domain and finding from these the propagation function with

the worst mechanical consequences.

By appropriate steam generator design the family of eligible

propagation functions can be limited to those which correspond

to corrosive-erosive auto-propagation only and not to events

caused by pipe whip or external influences such as airplane

crash or earthquake.

Propagation functions corresponding to auto-propagation

typically begin with micro-fissures followed by subsequent

step-wise increases of the total leak-area.

For probability reasons, however, step-functions starting with

a sudden doubled-ended guillotine-rupture of one pipe (DEG)

instead of with a micro-fissure also hcive to be considered.



116 If one would have to follow the general trend up to now in

the definition of the propagation duration, no credit can be

taken from other leak detection means but from the activation

cf the rupture disc(s): the duration is given by the time of

rupture disc activation, plus the time needed for the water

depressurization initiated by this event.

This means that the propagation duration and consequently the

final leak area depends on a number of parameters such as

leak position and steam generator design.

If, e.g., the steam generator has one (or even more) gas

plena, leaks close to such plena might propagate further than

elsewhere since pressure pulses initiated by propagation steps,

or even by a DEG, may be damped out to such an extent that

they fail to activate the rupture disc(s) at an early stage.

Thus final leak areas even bigger than the area corresponding

to a DEG are theoretically possible.

(It might be added that on account of this it would be highly

recommendable to keep the water-steam pipes as far away from

gas plena as possible in the steam generator design).

On the other hand, the design basis source term is not defined

by the leek area but by the mechanical consequences and it

might very well be that these can be less severe for a large

leak close to a gas plenum than for a smaller leak further

away.

Thus it is obvious that in order to find the design basis

source term, i.e. the propagation function with upper-bound

mechanical consequences, at least in some general way, para-

meter calculations have to be performed with various leak

positions and propagation functions; (based on experimental

data) as input taking the calculated rupture disc activation

time plus the time span necessary for the water depressurization

into account as propagation duration and comparing the severity

of the mechanical consequences for the various parameter

variations.

To be precise, these mechanical consequences have to be

classified into several types of loads

i) loads by internal pressure on the walls of piping and

on component shells and

ii) loads due to dynamic excitation of piping or component

Internals and supports by pressure pulses,

and, depending on the design, it might even be necessary to

döfine several design basis source terms. For example it is

obvious that the strongest vertical excitation of the tube

bundle of a helical-coilec! steam generator will result from

a leak just underneath the bundle whereas the highest loads

on the steam generator shell are given by leaks closest to the

shell. On the other hand, such a distinction would not be

necessary for a straight-tube steam generator, etc.

Thus one must conclude that for each concept of steam generator

and secondary loop the design basis source term(s) has to be

found by some numerical parametric studies based on propagation

functions extracted from experimental data. Although one

might expect that this source term is almost invariably given

by the DEG, one must nevertheless prove the point in each case.

It might be worthwhile to add that in recent times attempts

are being made to classify the loads of type ii) mentioned

above in faulted conditions instead of in emergency conditions

as would generally" be expected for a design basis accident.

In this way expensive demands on the design of the pipe support

structures due to the high level of this type of load couZd

be reduced. The reason for being able to chose this classi-

fication of loads of type ii) lies in the fact that these

loads only occur when the steam generator accident is

accomponied by noticeable pressure pulses which, however,

appears to be of a very low probability.

To prove this, again parameter studies have to b« performed

using various propagation functions as input to show that in

reality leak detection and subsequent water-depressurization



occurs, to a sufficiently high degree of probability, long

before leak-area steps in the propagation function, big

enough to produce noticeable pressure pulses, can take

place.

Contrary to the previous considerations, whesre only the

activation of the rupture discs was considered as means of

detection, this time hydrogen detection, acoustics, quasi-

static pressure build-up etc. are taken into account.

Appropriate design, such as gas plena in the steam generator,

could help to lower the probability of the occurence of

noticeable pressure pulses.

As pressure pulses can also be produced by the activation of

rupture discs even though the activation is only due tc a

quasi-static pressure build-up in the whole system, it might

be recommendable to prolong the time of pressure build-up by

special design features, such as safety valves in the surge

tank or overflow-lines of large diamet.er connecting the

upper steam generator plenum with the dump tank.

THERMOCHEMISTRY OF THE SODIUM-WATER REACTION

For large leaks in the range of a DEG sufficient world-wide

experimental proof has been obtained showing that the

sodium-water reaction proceeds mainly according to the

formula

Na + H20 = NaOH + SjH2

with the H2-temperature given by an approximate constant
1000°C.
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For smaller leaks such as which have to be considered in th«

parametric studies mentioned in the previous chapter (for

times when the leak-area given by the propagation function

is still small) different types of reactions might however

be possible. Moreover, the temperature of the hydrogen might

be much lower and a substantial fraction of hydrogen might:

dissolve in the sodium.

Here further experimental studies are necessary.

4. DESCRIPTION OF FLUID-TRANSIENTS AND STRUCTURAL RESPONSE

As mentioned before, concerning the mechanical loads caused

by steam generator accidents two types of effects have to

be considered:

i) internal pressure on the walls of piping and components

ii) dynamic excitation of piping, components and component

internals.

For the analysis of these effects several computer-codes are

used the main features of which are described in tlv» following.

A. SAPHYR

SAPHYR is a code-system for the analysis of the coupled

fluid-structure-dynamics caused by steam generator

accidents in LMFBR's.

It consists of the fluid-code ROLAST/ROPLAST and the

structure-code SAP4 as well as several postprocessors

m.
ROLAST/ROPLAST

ROLAST solves the one-dimensional flow equations in

straight pipe sections by means of the method of

characteristics or, optionally, by means of the Lax-

Wendroff-method and uses special boundary conditions

at branches, cross-sectional area-changes, pumps, valves

etc. to merge these straight pipe sections into piping

systems of arbitrary complexity.

It can describe gas/fluid-interfaces moving in the

system and is thus able to simulate the expanding

hydrogen-bubble of a sodium-water reaction as well.as

the activation of rupture discs with subsequent outflow

of sodium into the pressure relief lines.



118 It can also describe the steam-water system and the

critical outflow of water or steam through the leak

into the reaction zone and determines the pressure in

the hydrogen gas bubble from the water influx, the

given chemical reaction rate and the volume of the

expanding bubble.

It is used to describe the complete hydrodynamic

phenomena in the secondary loop during a steam generator

accident giving the internal pressure loads on pipe and

component walls as well as force functions causing

gbbal vibrations of the piping system and components

used in coupled R0L?vST/SR.P4-calculations.

ROPLAST is identical with ROLAST with the exception that

it can also simulate the dynamic radial wall movement

and its interaction with the fluid, particularly in the

case of plastic wall deformation.

It is used for the analysis of very high pressure pulses

caused by hypothetical multiple tube ruptures in the

steam generator.

R0LAST/SAP4

In order to calculate the dynamic excitation of the

secondary loop by the pressure pulses due to a steam

generator accident and the resulting loads on pipe-

and component-supports, bends and nozzles, ROLAST can

be used coupled with the finite-element structure-code

SAP 4.

In R0LAST/SAP4-calculations, ROLAST and SAP4 operate

simulthaneously and interactively, ROLAST computing the

fluid-forces on the structure and transferring them to

SAP4, and SAP4 calculating the dynamic structure response

and loads as well as feeding back structure velocities

to ROLAST as additional boundary conditions for the

fluid.

By the latter means, the feed-back of the structural

motion on the fluid is taken into account which can

drastically reduce the computed loads.

To illustrate this, the results of SAPHYR-calculations

with and without this feed-back are shown in fig. 1-3.

In these calculations, a pressure ramp (fig. 2) was

applied to the open end of a piping system shown in

fig. 1. Fig. 3 shows the structural displacement of an

elbow,for the cases with and without fluid-structure-

interaction and it appears that the fluid-structure-

interaction reduced the displacements and the: corresponding

loads on the snubber below the elbow by a factor of

almost 4.

SAPKYR has been verified extensively against experiments

and analytical calculations.

PTi'NER

The code PTANER is comparable to ROLAST and computes the

pressure transients in sodium-filled piping systems. The

1-dimensional flow equations are solved by the method of

characteristics. PTANER is an extension of the ANL-code

PTA-1 [2], Specific options are: elastic/plastic behaviour

of the pipe wall material, friction, rupture discs, a

Na-H-O-reaction model, compressible volumes of inert gas

and a flexible spring element between pipe ends. PTANER

has also been validated extensively and is mainly used

for the analysis of the effects of the steam generator

design on the pressure waves caused by sodium-water-

reactions.

PISCES-2DELK

This program is used to specifically analyse the loads

on the straight-t.Mbe steam generator, i.e. the loads

on the support structure, the flow shroud and the

compensator bellows [3].
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It is employed for this purpose since the analysis

involves non-negligible 2-dimensional flow and fluid-

structure-interaction effects which it can describe.

It is an explicit finite difference code which allows

each part of the model to be described in its most

natural frame of reference, e.g. the fluid in an

Euler frame of reference and a structure as either

a Lagrange or thin shell reference frame (moving frame).

Concerning the sodium-water-reaction, it uses ROLAST-

data as pressure boundary-condition simulating the

hydrogen gas bubble.

Mass-point-spring analysis

For the analysis of the vertical excitation of the tube

bundle and the loads on its supports in the SNR 300

helical-coil steam generators a code simulating the

shell and the bundle as i-uitably coupled mass-point-

spring systems has been used, the input being given by

force functions derived from ROLAST-pressure fields

[3].

5. FUTURE CODE DEVELOPMENT

Since the diameters of the steam generators of the SNR 300

are relatively small the time for pressure pulses to cross

the component is so small that even in the case of extremely

off-centre leak locations the pressure distribution around

the circumference of the steam generator could be considered

as uniform. Thus it suffices to compute the pressure loads

on the shell by the 1-dimensional flow models of ROLAST or

PTANER.

In the case of the bigger components of the SNR 2, however,

non-uniform pressure distributions cannot be neglected anymore

and therefore 3-dimensional fluid analyses are necessary.
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To this aim the code BEREPOT (Boundary Element Retarded

Potential Technique) for pressure wave propagation in an

arbitrarily shaped three-dimensional volume of liquid is

under development. The velocity potential for unsteady fluid

flow due to the Na-ll2o-reaction can be found by solution of

an integral equation over the boundary of the enclosed volume.

The Boundary Element Method is used for the solution of Lhis

equation [4].

For future investigations on three-dimensional pressure wave

propagation in (parts of) steam generators the boundary will

be defined by the walls of the steam generator and by connections

to the piping system. The increase in the size of the reaction

bubble defines the source term in the equation.

In reference [2] a test-calculation is presented.

A special advantage of the BEREPOT-code is the possibility to

describe cilindrical boundaries, such as the tube bundle area

and the top and bottom plena of halical-coiled steam generators.

Presently it is also being considered to use the CEA-code

VERSEAU which treats the 3-dimensional flow by a finite

control-volume technique having the advantage of also being

able to describe the tube-bundle domain by special averaging

procedures. The dynamic response of the component shell will

be analysed by 3D-structure codes such as EURDYN, using the

fluid-forces calculated by BEREPOT or VERSEAU as input.

Furthermore, as alternative for the code PISCES-2DELK and the

mass-point-spring code used for the analysis described in

chapter 4C and D, the HCDA-analysis-code KOELSCH is to be

mentioned; which is also very well suited for 2-dimensional

fluid-structure-interaction problems including gas bubble

expansions and free surfaces (as in steam generator gas

plena).
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l .o INTRODUCTION

Tube defects In Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Rea5tctrs(LMF3R)
steaa generator produces soälum water reaction. Defects of steam
gaierator heat transfer tube oaitalning high pressure steam or water
cm range from a'pin hole crack to a full bore rupture. The major
oauses* ' of 3tch defects have teen singled out as flow Induced
vibrations end poor quality of welds.

r

In most oases ai efficient leak detection system, monitor-
ing the products of reaction in secondary circuit, can give an early
warning of the leakage of water from a pin hole crack, before i t
i tse l f develops into a full bare opsiing or causes adjacent tubes to
develop similar rupture as a result of wastage phenomenon. However,
a design basis accident i s postulated as an instaitaneous full bore
rupture (guillotine falloure) of a number o f tibes or a single tube.
The criterion for multiple tube failure relies on tte phenomenon of
adjacent tubo wastage.' Based on the experiments on sodium water
reaction at different-test facil it ies, Robin e t .a l . concluded that
adjacent tube wastage caa be kept to a minimum i f pitch i s approxi-
mately twice the tube outside diaaeter. Henoe, failure of a single
tube has been taken as the design basis accident.

The study of sodium water reaction, following a large leak,
cmoems primarily with the estimation of pressure/flow transients
that are developed in the steaa generator aad the associated secondary
circuit. This paper describes the mathematical formulations used in
SWRT(§odium "Jater Reaction Jraislents) code developed to estimate suoh

pressure transients for :3TIl plant. The results, obtained using S7TRT

have been presented for a leak in eoonomiser(2Cka from bottom water

header) and for a leak In super heater portions. A time lag of

50 m seo was considered for rupture disc tn!:03 to burst once the

pressure experienced by i t exceeds the set value.

Also described in annesura to this paper i s the raathe- '

matical formulation for two phase transient flow for the better
estimation of leak rate frcra the ruptured end of the damaged heat
traisfer tube. This leak model considers slip but assumes thermal
equilibrium between the liquid end vapour phases.

2.0 SODETM '.VAT5R HSACTTOIf ANALYSIS KIR F3TR"'

Pollening gui l lo t ine failure of tube containing stesn/water,

pressures en the shell side of the steaa generator (r ig .2 ) ani associated

seoonlary sodium c ircui t (Hg .3 ) exhibit a sudden increase . These pres -

sure r e l i e f device, pressure aid temperature of water, presence of

secondary c ircuit components such as surge tank, pump e t c . , apart from

the nature of chenlcal react ion. The task of predicting the functional

relationships between these parameters produoed the "Sodium '.Tater Reaction

Transients1 Computer Code 'S'.TRT' for the EBTR stean generator ani

associated secondary c i r c u i t .

2.1 Assumptions

The S'.TOT Code i s an initial attempt to solve a complex problaa.
As In my computer code, idealisations have been made whloh depart from
rigorous reality. Any departures fron reality are believed conservative
for the purpose of assessing the safety of steam generator shell aid other
crucial components. It Is hoped that the analysis can be improved by
reassessing some of those idealisations, suoh as,

1. Total guillotine failure of a single tube.

2. Chemical rate of sodiun-water reaotion much higher thai

the rate of atean/water Influx, suoh that rate of energy

influx is proportional to the later.

3. Reaction produces all oxides.
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4. One dimenaicnal, pi3ten l ike, adiabatio growth of
hydrogen bubble, alroe, shell diameter of F3TH stea-n

generator i s quite small («: 177 ma).

5. Hydrogen in bubble behaves like that of an ideal gas.

6 . One dliaenaicnal transients flon of sodium in seoendary
oircult and steam gmeratar.

7 . Magnitude of the pressure naves is such that no appre-
oiable ohanges in the physical properties of sodium
are caused. Hence, the wave propagation velooity
roughly remains constant.

8. Adiabatic compression or expansion of argon cover gas

In 3urge tank and expansion tank cun pump, beoause, in

a short duration transients, practically no heat can bo

exchanged between cover gas control volume and i t s

surroundings.
r

. 9» Pump speed remains unchanged during the study period of

the transients^ 500 mseo) beoause of high inertia of

rotating parts.

10. Steam/water influx from both the ruptuied aids of pipe.

11. Inertia oontrolled COB of water in water tube for leak
in economiser/evaporator portion.

12. Tano flow nodel for steam leak for rupture in superheater

portion.

Pressure Wave Propagation
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Hydrogm generated as a result of sodium water reaction, f i l l s ,
Instantaneously and comnletely the cross-section of steam generator shell
and starts pushing sodium upstream and downstream of the reaction s i te
(Fig.4). Pressure waves emanating from sodium hydrogen interfaces of
the bubble get transmitted throughout the seconiary circuit and interact
with i t s compcnaits like sodlwn headers en topAottom of steam generator,
surge tark, pump discharge point end expansion tank inlet eto.

(4)
phenomenon of pressure wave propagation is described Mathematically

by the simultaneous solution of one-dimensional transient equations of

mass balance:

(I)
and momentum balancej

+--^5T-=° (2)

utilising the 'method of characteristics' with appropriate boundary

conditions described by circuit components. The velooity of pressure

wave propagation

+ -E Tj (3)

is lower than the sonic velocity ' C , because a part of i t s energy i s

expended in »training the pipe material'.

2.3 Thermo-hydraullcs of Reaction Site

The culprit responsible for the aforementimed pressure waves,
is the growing high pressure hydrogen bubble and is analysed by a set
of thermo-hydraulic relations describing i ts pressure, temperature
anl growth rate eto. , tocether with leak rate models. Application of
first lat» of Thermodynamics and ideal gas equation of state to hydrogen
in the bubble yields

(5)

the relations desoribing i t s pressure and temperature behaviour at any
time «t*. The rate of energy liberation in the hydrogen bubble depends
on the rate of ssdium water reaoticn which Is proportional to the water
leak rate. Of the total reaoticn generated heat, the energy that
expends i tse l f in generating pressure waves i s represented by tho bubble
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dy _ c- rdL

dependent en sodium-hydrogen interface velocities,

(7)

(8)

which In turn are cortrolled by pressure differences Inside and
outside the bubble.

The effect oihature of reaction on bubble pressure is
through 'Reaction. Controlling Factor*.

O)

1*1 ich la the ratio of moles of hydrogen produced to the moles of
water burnt. For reacticn(in orrcess sodium aid temperature •> 32O*c)

2-Na + U20 Na2O + -31-8

leading to oxide formation, BCF ia \aity. This gives more amount of
hydrogen produced aid hence the higher bubble pressure than the reaction

Leading to hydroxide formation where RCF Is one half. However,
experiments1 ' dow by Green show thr.t RCF is 0.6 i . e i more towards
reaotiai leading to hydroxide formation.

2.4 Leak Rates

Various leak rate models exist for leak rate of water aid that
of steam JBr rupture in econctalsep and superheater portions respectively.

2.4.1 Leak In Economlser
2.4.1.1 Water leak model

Analytical modola exist that predict the maximum two phase
flow of saturated steam/water through tubes. 1 critical velocity
exists at which the flow chokes at ndnlmun area, or the tube exi3t,
Uniting the mass flow rate through the ruptured ends. Provided the
external pressure is less thai some specific limit, the mass flow rate
is a function of the soiree pressure, length of tube, ani tho area of
rupture. Although the maximum flow rate of water 13 predictable for
a given set of conditions, the manner of reaching this maximum flow
rate is not. Three simple models for predicting the flow rates upto
crltioal velocity have been sham In Fig.5.

1. «Conservative* model: An ultra conservative estimate
'of the quantity of water injected over the initial
period would be obtained by assuming chocked flow
exists Instantaneously.

2. 'Sutterirg flew1 model: 3hen the tibe falls, the water
leaps to son» velocity through the .rupture. This velo-
city Is maintained while an expsnslon wave travels along
the tube, gets reflected fron water heaier, and approxi-
mately doubles ibe rupture exit velocity every time the
reflected wave returns to the rupture s i te .

3. 'Inertia'Controlled* model: This model assumes the fluid
to be Incompressible aid considers forces acting on en
element of water in the tube. Water leaks fron both the
ruptured ends aid accelrates upto critical velocity given
by Zoludek's relation^ ' .

The velocity of sound in wa;er is 1200 m/seo, so tho transit
time fir the expansion wave to return to the rupture site haa a mlnlmua
of 0.833 m.seo/m run of the tifce. For a break at 20 m froa bottan water
header, the trsosit Urne would be 33.3 msec. In two phase mixtures,
sonic velocity reduces to a very low value. This would give even longer
trai3it tlEes, aid the stuttering flow model would predict very low
flow rates for a long period following the rupture"."



The fljrst model, assuning chocked flow exists immediately
folloniig rupturo, 13 ultra ccnsarvatlve aid unrealistic in view of the
expected trs ia l t times for the naves la the tube. The "inertia con-
trolled1 flow model i s e reasonable compromise between other two nodels
aid has been alopted In SHUT code. Balance of inertia forces with
pressure forces, body forces, and fricticnal resistances.

deocribe.theosnr.er In tshich the water flow in upstream and downstream
rortlono of the ruptured tube i s accelerated upto chocked flow l imi t .
Flashing of water occurs at the broken ends I f bubble pressure i s l e ss
then the saturated pressure of water. Zoludel:'o relation*• ' gives the
chocked flow rate, through the broken ends

C = 0-284-'
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2.4.1.2 5".7BT results for writer leak

He3ult3 have been obtained by strniltaneous solution of leak

rate expressions and thorao hydraulic equations for reaction s i t e

together with equations describing pressure nave propagatim in

secoEdary c ircui t . PoliOTrlng a leak in the economizer portion, 20 m

frca bottom water header, water gusho3 out fxon both the ruptured ends.

Shown in Hg.6 are the lealc rates Iran upotrem and downstream ends of

the ruotured tube, 'water flow accelerates upto a chocked flow U n i t

in a tine of about 200msec aiid during i n i t i a l periods water flon rate

io lower than this l imit , becruse of i t 3 inertia and the fr io t loml

resistance I t experisices inside the tube. The chocked flow limit of

(3.42 kß/seo for water flow rate In tho downstream portlcn of tho
ruptured tube i s higher as car.pared to tho corresponding limit of
1.65 kg/sec in the upstream portion. The ihort tube length of the
downstream portion of the ruptured tube, hence, lesser amount of
friction snd higher water header pressure are the? paraneters which
con be held responsible for this difference in chocked flow l imits .
The fa3t acceleration of w.itor flow, in the relatively shorter donn-
streaa portlcn of the ruptured tube, cai be attributed to loner inertia
of water which is proportional to tube length.

Cne would expect the leak rate to go down as the hydrofpn

bubble pressure builds up with time. In this case i t had no effect

on the flow rates , s ince, the saturation pressure of 10O kgf/cm

correspondlr-g to the wntcr temperature of 310°C at the leak location

nas always higher thai the bubble pressure and cl-ocked flow conditions

existed throu^icut. Ofcourco, i f , water temperature i s low, the cor-

responding Saturation pressure would <Jo below the bubble pressure and

flow rate wil l decrease as hydrogen pressure build3 up. I t i 3 at this

point that one csn feel as to how the water side temperature affects

the leak rate aid hence, bubble pre3cure aid the pressure trai3lent3

fe l t by secondary circuit aid i t s component s i

The pressure and temperature behaviour of hydrogen bubble i s
depicted in Fig.7. The bubble pressure continues to r i se ; t i l l the
transit tine of 20 msec,for the compression wave, emanating from down-
stream Eodiua hydrogen interface to be reflected back as an expansion
wave ccuses bubble to experience a sudden increase in i t s growth rate;
thus arresting the rate of pressure r i s e . In general compression waves
emanatirg fron 3odlum hydrogen interfaces are reflected back fron sodium
headers, surge tan'j, exnansion tank ct3 expansion w-ven-, which are res -
ponsible for the decay of bubble pressure at lator tinso.'

Tho position of sodium-hydrogen Interfaces with tine 13 shown

in r ig .S . I t can be observed that upstream interface finds I t diff icult

to push the incoming sodium since i t s nomentun his got to be destroyed

fir3t before i t can be accelerated in tho opposite direction. The down-

strean Interface raovo3 fa3t since tho codium i t has to accelerate was

already flowing in tho sane direction.
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header 13 shorn in I'ig.9. 'The pressure regains constoit t i l l the

compression nave, emnating frcn the downstream codium-hydrogcn

interface i s experienced by i t following rchich the pressure starts

ris ing. The expansion nave nhich uas reflected to the reaction r.ite

arrives back to the herder as .-mother compression wave vfriioh i s

responsible for further sudden increase in the ho.nder pressure. The

pressure reaches a maxiimn of 51 "ßf/cn \?hen the expansion v;ave

reflected from purcp tank inlet causes i t to fa l l rapidly to 29 Kgf/cra •

toother compression wave reaching the bottom henclor from upstream sodium

hy-iro^en interface via. clean steam gencr.-itor nodule causes i ts presmro

to increase to 53 kgf/em rihen the rurture disc suddenly bro?3c3 after

a. tine la s of 50 a.sec counted free the instcnt i t r.cquirod the 33t

pressure of 20 kgf/cm . This causes the pressure to fal l vory rapidly

almost to the ccdivsi vapour pressure U n i t . The transients cbsarved

after the rupture disc has ruptured are resulting from the multiple

reflections botn.en circuit components and the reaction s i t e . 'Hie delay

of the osier cf 50 n.sec counted iron the inotait the rurture disc

acquired i t 3 set pressure i s based en the experiments conducted by

Licns^" e t . a l . The rupture dinca do breal: at the sot pressures during

steady state experiments, but that does not guarcntee that they tjil l

behave co during tran3ieni3. V/e, therefore, pirn to have test fac i l i ty

to study the rurture disc behaviour during short lived trsisicnt

presoure pulses. Shorn in 7iG«l° i 3 t!-e pressure transi'-nt felt

by top soiira header. The shepe or the natva-o of transient pressure

can be explained on the bes is of Interaction of pressure Tj-ves between

circuit contoneits and the reaction s i to . Hanover, a aaxinun of

33 Kßf/cn Txessire i s experienced by topsodium header.

Gurse tnnk argon cover gas pressure avl pressure at the bottom
tubo sheet of HIX has been shorn in 2 1 g . l l . Argon cover gaa pressure
r ises to 4.5 Kgf/cm2 frcn i t s steady stato value of 3-4 Kgf/cT. IHX
bottora tube sheet pressure touches a naxiniun of 6.2 ICgf/ca frcn i t s
steady state vpJuo of 5.6 KGf/cm thanks to the ruivturo of rupture disc .

2.4.2 Leak in Zw.er Eeater

2.4.2.1 Steam leak model

Ibllowlng a runture in super heater portion steam flons
towards both the broken ends in unotrccra end dovmatroara portions of
ruptured tube, rrlctlonal adiabatie Go* of steam has been assumed,
3lnce, during a period of few hundred n .sec . practically no heat gets
trm3forred to stean flowing in the duct. Moreover, stean being
lighter, the inertia effects caused by temporal acceleration aro
negligible in comparison to th e inertia eff ect3 due to special
acceleration, pressure and the frictlonal forces.

.Above are the conditions required for a well knem 'Jono
Flea1 in ducts^ . Uti l izing those ?cno floT7 relations aid techniques
available for polynomial f i t t ing, the steam flon rate

TT^y

la obtained as a function of pressure rat io , the cr i t i ca l pressure

ratio and the maxinuin chocked Com, in the fora of a fourth order

polynomial.

2.4.2.2 SVCT results for steam leak

Stea-.i ledcs rates fron upstream aid downstream broken ends
are sham in Hg.12. To begin with, since, the hydrogen bubble pres-
sure i3 lofl, pressure ratio3 are l e s s thai the cr i t i ca l pressure ra t io ,
and as a result steam issues fron both -the broken ends at cr i t i ca l
velocity. This causes bubble pressure to shoot up immediately, thus
reducing the steam flow rates to subcritical l eve l s . Bubble pressure
fluctuations ere irancdiately fe l t up on the steam leak ratO3, unlike
the T7iter ler>k rate . I f bubble pressure remains co i s ta i t , steam leak
rate also renain coaatait. Steaa flon accelerates unto cr i t ica l flow
rates I lni t3 of 3-16 kg/sec aid 5.45 kg/sec for upstream and domstroam
broken ends respectively, as bubble pressure f a l l s .
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The bubble pressure tioo history i3 shown in Fig.13',,' Bubble

pressure remains oonstant t i l l the connressicn ware emanating from

upstrean sodium hydrogen interface returns as expansion nave after

experiencing reflection at top sodium healer, following which i t

start3 Calling. Rupture of rupture disc and the presence of surge

tank, aid expulsion talk caises the incident compression naves to be

reflected back to reaction s i t e as wave3 of expaision -which are held

responsible for further decay in bubble pressure as tine lapses.

The positions of 3cdium hydrogen interfaces, with tlrae i s
shorn in I ig.14. The fast movement of upstream interface can be
attributed to short sodium colunn between recctica s i te aid tOD
sodium header.

Pressure surses experienced by too sodium header hr.s been
shown in - ig .15. A maximum of 56.3 kg/cm" pressure i s felt by ton

sodium header. The shape of th i s transient can be explained on the
basis of interaction of pressure waves botueen reaction s i t e aid the
circuit cccracnent3.

I ig . l6 shows pressure transient felt at bottom codiua header.

Though this bottom header i3 locked quite far away fran the reaction

s i t e , the oasiEMn pressure i t experiences i 3 more thai that of top

sodium header. Arri-val of compression wave from doraastresm sod i m
o

hydrogen interface causes bottom header pressure to touch 53.2 kgf/cm

and remains constant for 15 msec or so when another coapressicn wave

emaiating fron upstrecju sodium hydrceen interface reaches via clean
o

codule. This causes another up surge and pressure reaches 75 kgf/cm .

Very shortly after this expansion waves fron expcasLcn tank ar.s surge

tank erases i t tc fal l down End break in rupture disc further helos .

In ilS'J-7 one observes that argon cover gas pressure ir>. surge

tank rises to a nxdmum of 6.6 kEf/cn' frcn i t s steady state valuo of

3.4 kgf/cm . This surge i s higher then 4.52 kgf/cra , what was observed

in water lea!: case. IEX bcttoa tvbe sheet pressure rlceD to 7.2 kgf/cm

from i t s steady state value of 5.6 kef/effl . The corresnoncilRC naxlrain

pressure in w-ter leak c.T3eTns 6.2 k,-f/cni . The proximity of IHX end

surge tmk to Uie rencticn s i t e snd higher bubble pressure cm be
attributed to those hlßncr values.

3.0 :: Ai:.uynis TOR

Cne would have adorted caatMter code 'S.'fRT* developed for P3TU

to ?H5R, but for the stean generator desigi differences of the two uni ts .

:7hile the design of J3TH steaa goierator Is a serpentine once through

u i i t , the proposed ?I3H steam generator i s a vertical straicht tube

unit, though enco through concept ha3 been retained. Shovtn in Jifr.l

i s the design of PH3R steam generator. The optimised size of cno of

the sixteen units i3 82.5 117. "3ie other relevsnt parameters have been

shorn in Tsble-1. Of the parsraoters l isted In Table-1, the cnes which

render the calculation cethodolog}" fcr preostiro traisienta in a team

generator of P53R, different than that for ISTO, are lacgor shell of

750 nra dioaeter and flic presence of cover gas. Based on solium water

reaction cxijeripcnts^ ' done inside s^all dlaoctor vescels( ~ 20;ren),

cho;.?cd that hydros-en bubble ionediately filled the cross -sectional
area of the tost section, one i s justified nith the assumption of cno
dimensioral piston l i t e grrath of hytiro<?2i bubble in the s t e m generator
of 13TH which has a shel l of only 177m di-imc-tcr. Since the Pr3H
steam gonerator unit hes larger diameter cross-section, thi3 1ype of
piston luce 30di\m ejection seena XTirealistlc; only part of the sodium
flcra cross-secticn wi l l be fi l led by the hydrogen bubble. In fact over
the in i t i a l period of growth, the shape of hydrogen bubble should alaost
be spherical. Detonation ' of naall charges inside tube bundles,
produced an in i t i a l sphixical pressure pattern with almo3t no preferred
directionsl effect due to presence of close packed tubes. At later
tines, for aleak in the centre of the steam generator shel l , the
bubble gorws into e l l ip t i ca l anl cylindrical pattern3, since, hydrogen
cai only escape fron the top of the vessel into argon cover gas space.
Such a type of bubble growth results fron a tno-dinensioral transient
pressure f ie ld in the sodium surrounding the bubble. In this reg-rd
we have initiated studies on tho application of the '"ethod of
charoeteriatics '• to transient tr:o dinonsional fluid flow problems
in order to estimate pressures e;3>erlenced by atom generator shell of ?E
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a

A

o

C

Di

d

S

f

B

gc

J

K

ku/kd

Iu/ld

lu/ld

m/m

F3u/PSd

- Pressure wave propagation velocity

- Area of orosn-secticn of heat transfer

- Sonic velocity In liquid sodium

- Specific heat of sodium

- ID of pipe

- ID of heat transfer tube

- Youngs Modulus of Slasticity

- .vricticn factor

- Acceleration due to Gravity

- Cravitaticnal constant

- Joule's "echaiical Conversion factor

- Bulk modulus of coapressibility for sodium

- Iriction factors for water flow in up/down
stream portions of ruptured tube

- Lengths of up/down stream portions of
ruptured tube

- Up/dowi stream positions of 3odlum hydrogen
-Interfaces

- Uas3 of water reacted aid that of hydrogei

produced

- ISjlecular weights of water raid that of hydrogen

- Bubble pressure
- Sodlw: pressures Ax distances away fron up/donn

stream ocdiun hydrogen interfaces at previous
tice step

- 'Sid pressures ihr up/doim stream portions of
runtured tubo

- Up/dowi streaa header pressures(3tea-n/natcr side)

- Transient so1.lira pressure

R

S

t

tj,

T

To

V

v

x

X

leak rates from up/dowi stream
portions of ruptured tube

- tbiversal gas constait

- Cros3-sectlcnal area of steam generator

- time

- PI pa tnlckness

- Bubble temperature

- Adiabatic re.icticn tenperature(which nhen multiplied
by heat capacity of hydrogen produced gives heat
of reaction)

- Teapsrature of water at leak location

- Volume of bubble

- Trcnsient flow velocity of sodlim pipes etc.

- Sodian velocity. Ax distances away from up/down
otresa sodium hydrogen interfaces at previous
time step

- Distaice along flow

- H/(JCpM )

- 31evaticn differences between leak location and
stean/water headers

- Density of sodium, and that of stean/water In
ruptured heat transfer tube

_ Surface tension of water
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the pressure of hydrogen bubble generated as a result of
sodlun-tnter reaction and tho pressure transients experienosd else-
where In the secondary sodlvm circuit, depend on how precisely the
stosra/nater leak rate from the ruptured heat transfer tube is e s t i -
mated, apart from other parameters.

Described In this annexure are the mathematical formulations
baced on which a conouter code is being developed to estimate the
transient two ihase flon behaviour in the ruptured heat transfer tube
aid to finally determine the leak rates from the broken end3.

The major asmmptloi in the model la that of thermal equi l l i -
brium between liquid ani vapour phases. Thejaechanical nan-equillibrium
In the model is considered through the use of slip-ratio of velocity
of ßas ihase to that of liquid phase'.'
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lathenatlcal ?cmulatlon

to Lnstcntaneous rupture of thelheat transfer tube carrying
hi§\ pressure steam/rater, Initiates expansion, waves to travel along
the length of the tube, upstream and downstrean of reastton alteü Liquid
phase, following depresourisation causod by tiiese expansion travea tend
to flash Into vapour phsie. The sialysls of transient tno phase flow
is performed by writing the basic ccnaervation equations^ f 1 1 ' for 1-P
•3li? model a3 ,

±[ = O (1)

moamtun conservation:

f3 S-u. +0 -<) fi.

(2)

energy conservation:

C3)

Tihereln 3tcgnatlai enthalpies for liquid aid gas phases, rcarwctively,
are

xd slip ratio u,/.u

(5)

(0

I t is non assumed that vapour flashing rate i9 large enough so that
liquid teniparature instantaneously correspcnd3 to the saturation •
temperature corrospendias to the pressure at thp.t location. Thus
the theiaal equllibriua between liquid and vapour phase 13 esttöllshed
and pressure alone is sufficient to define completely the therao-Hynaolc
state of each phaie. Enthalolea aid densities cai, therefore, bo
expressed a3 functions of pressure alone and conservation equatlaia(l)-
(5) C3i be written, nfter rearrmaencnt aid simplification, as

mass conservation:

•=. o (7)



13U moment ua conservation:

V - R. u?
(8)

oncrgy conservations

with the assumption that partial derivatives of oltp(5) are negligible
as compared to those for the mVaonaoC (3 lU, *< ) .

•Vp-rilicp.tim of "Ttethod of Charactorlstlcs" - "JOC

It nay be db3erred that the conservation eq-üatitnn(7)-(9) can be
put conoisely as

*..!atrix O-ij and o i j aro functicna of a vector of \mknov5i3

(to)

(11)

The solution of equation 3ystcn(l0) i s affected by I.tOC.
Applicatiaa of 1DCV ' to equation system(lO) results in ccnpatibility
relaticna,

\ Qij)du!+ rfci At =0 (i,y. A.* 1,-3)

k-fiet j ä,/-
(12)

valid along eharaoteriotics directions

«here, 7\\ are the roots of the characteristics equation

(13)

(14-)

and 0} are the eigai vectors corresponding to each of eigen root

Ifature of roots ^k determine whether or not the equation
systaa(lO) i s cnenable to :.IOC. Tantner aM \7eicman^ ' ' have shown
that nith realistic sl ip ratios the chiraoterlstics roots are alnaya
real and distinct and haice enüatim sy3ten(lO) i s hyperbolic and la

amenable to MOC.
t

Slip ratio comTnatations are dene using

<X5)

relating « ) to quality(x). The floir factor K i s a

of „•« _•/«

1-
K-

1o-o<E<

The values of sl ip are then ccmDUted using the conventional

relation
S- Ji: •x f..

In nhat follows i3 deacrlted the application of 133C for tsialysl3 of

too jhaee floti in ruttuxed heat transfer tube of ateain gaicrator.

S1-.OTO in Kc-1 13 the finite difference grid to determine

the 3olutim at prescribed points

(10

(I?)



iiuptured h^at transfer tube ftuntuxed
"end

The me3h size til. ani tine step At ore related throu#i
covranta^1 ' stability cr i ter ia! I . e .

At (18)

The conpatlbility r9latiora(l2) valid along characteristics
linos defined by equation (13) are solved simultaneously for tnknosns
(f>)U, t< ) at tine (b+&t ) for an interior node I using "inverse

(12)marching nethod". Buler's predictor-corrector nethod ' i s being
used to obtain ccnverged values of these unknowns at tlae( t+ At ) ;

The upstream boundary point(l), Ttfiich i3 the bottaa water
header of steam geierator, is described by the conditions.

1=0 J
(19)

and the compatibility relation along C- characteristics i s used to
obtain the converged value of ( IX ) •
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The downstream boundary point (ll)» flhich i s the ruptured
endi 13 exposed to hjdrogen bubble gaierated as a result of sodium
niter rooctim. Therefore, as a first step, pressure tb node(lf)
13 taken to be

M K, fr«»)

and the converßed values of 4i and °t arc estimated froa the

slnultruieous solution of ccranatibllity re l i t ima along C. and C,
charact"ri3tlc3. Kow if tiie chara;tori3tic3 direction C, at node
It turns out to bo negative, the calculations done in the fllrst step
are correct aid flor7 is proscure controlled, otherwise, the calcula-
tions are redoes ard coivorged value3 of unl:novns(f3, •«.,•< ) are
obtained from the simultaneous solution of compatibility relations
aloag characteristica directions C.,C2iC, and the flow is chocked
at the outlet.

3ased an. the fornulatlcn, and methodology described In this
annexure, a computer code 13 bolng developed at our end.
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- shear stress
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INFLUENCE OF SODIUM WATER REACTION
ON MONJU STEAM GENERATOR

T. TAKAHASHI, Y. OHMORI
Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corp.,

Y. HOSHI
FBR Engineering Co., Ltd,

Japan

ABSTRACT

Despite the strenuous efforts improving the reliability
of steam generators, it is required to ascertain the safe
shutdown at Design Basis Leak, and also to take the necessary
actions to minimize the plant damage for more realistic small
leaks. The process Of Monju DBL selection and its supporting
R&D works are included in this paper, together with the
evaluation of system and critical components in direct con-
nection with DBL. The detail plant shutdown procedures
(including auxiliary system sequential action) at the time
of watsr leaks are also explained.
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1. Introduction

Despite the strenuous efforts improving the reliability
of steam generators, it is necessary to design plants con-
sidering the potential tube failures. They are roughly two
stages to accommodate such events.

That is:

(1) To support the selection of Design Basis Leak (DBL)
and to evaluate its influence on critical components

(2) To settle the appropriate plant action (or operator
action) to minimize the plant damage and to improve
plant availability

In this paper, there is some description about R&D works
(tests and computer code) to justify DBL selection and about
the impact on plant system design and on structural integrity
of steam generator and other components. The detail plant

shutdown procedures at the time of water leaks are also ex-
plained, with the additional information of the final state
of steam generators according to leak size.

2. DBL selection and its effects on design

2.1 general

Fig. 1 shows the causal relation in the events of
sodium-water reaction. You realize that steam generator is
one of the key components in the FBR plant, in the sense
that steam generator failure causes sometimes long plant
outages to affect plant availability. This fact leads to
the conclusion that the steam generators have to be of
enough high quality that tube failures as sodium-water
boundary are unlikely through the whole l i fe . For the
purpose to assure the quality, various RSD works have been
done more than ten years under the leadership of PNC.

Some of them are:

(1) Heat transfer tube material selection

(2) erosion damage from tube support due to relative
thermal expansion.

(3) tube fretting from vibrational behavior

(4) tube-to-tube and tube-to-tubesheet welding process

(5) inspection technique for welds

(6) material corrosion under sodium and water environment

(7) water chemistry

(8) failed tube plugging technique

(9) structural integrity for thermal and seismic loads

In spite of all these protective considerations,
however, the steam generator system shall be designed to
detect and accommodate leaks in a fashion which has minimum
impact on other components in the affected loop and to
place the plant in the safe shutdown condition even in the
extremely unlikely events of DBL.

In Monju, as shown in Fig. 1 leaks can be detected in
the early stage by hydrogen detector (in sodium or in cover
gas), pressure gauge and rupture disk depending on the leak
rate. And automatic or operator action to terminate the
sodium-water reaction is taken- Most probable small leaks,
as a result, are controlled within local areal damage, e.g.,
without any neighboring tube damage.



142 2.2 scenarios for DBL

It is an international consensus that the initial
maximum leak shall not be larger than a D E C There is no
need of postulation that many numbers of tubes will fail
concurrently during plant operation, considering the fore-
mentioned preventive measures. Unless we wish less magnitude
of DBL, discussions should be concentrated on the failure
propagation from wastage and secondary failures from over-
heating, tube whipping or other mechanical damages which
are due to pressure waves, thermal deformation and drag
forces accompanied with large sodium water reaction. In
any large leak tests in Japan, however, secondary tube
failures from overheating and mechanical damage have not
been observed.

Relative to tube failures from pipe whipping, pre-
liminary check by MARC code showed that there is no such
possibility. Therefore, DBL should be selected considering
wastage dominant propagation.

Scenarios for Monju design are as follows.

(1) When the initial leak occurs, the failure
progresses by wastage.

(2) The pressure of cover gas builds up to the setting
pressure of rupture disk to burst.
In calculation, the decrease of pressure build-up
rate by hydrogen gas's sneaking into argon cover
gas system is taken into account.

(3) The reaction products are released through the
pressure relief piping to the reaction products
separator tank where the gases are routed to the
vent stack to ignite.

(4) While the credited burst signal initiates
automatic actions of water side isolation and
fast steam blowdown to terminate the sodium
water reaction.

(5) In fact, the signal also trips the secondary main
pump to shut down the reactor.

2.3 system design related to DBL

The followings are the description about system design
and related R&D works directly connected with DBL.

(1) detection system (rupture disk)

The only credited signal is assumed to be from
the rupture disk. The rupture disks are installed one
each at the exit o£ evaporator and superheater module.
Fig. 2 gives the rupture disk settled on the holders
with a technical specification. The burst detection
is of circuit breaker, that is, the sodium released
breaks three stainless steel foils stretched across
the diameter at the back of the rupture disk. The
rupturing detection system is of "2 out of 3" logic
and seismic 'category As.

(2) water/steam side isolation and fast blowdown

A superheater and an evaporator are separately
isolated by the isolation valves (air-operated)
installed at the inlet and outlet of each module.
Simultaneously, six solenoid relief valves (2B) and
one drain valve (3B) are opened for blowing. [Ref.
3.2.3.(2)] These valves, totally, have to be capable
of reducing the pressure in' the steam generators to
7 kg/cm^g within 120 seconds .

When the pressure reaches the prescribed value,
nitrogen gas is supplied for expelling the remaining
steam as quick as possible and for the protection
from sodium intrusion into water-steam side. For
securing the design requirements, the following tests
were executed using 50MW steam generator test facility

(SOMW SGTF) .

The purposes are:

1) isolation.time specification
2) specification for the time to the full open

from leak signal initiation for the blowdown
valves

3) confirmation of blowdown capacity to satisfy
the design requirements (120 sec)

4) knowledge of thermal transients accompanied
with fast blowdown

5) maintainability of internal pressure by
nitrogen gas

•/The results of series of tasts were compared with
the theoretical data by steam generator blowdown
simulation code (BLOOPH) .

It was found, as a result, that the principal
models of the code are appropriate and the code



simulates the experimental phenomenon pretty well.
Blowdown performance for Monju steam generator system
was computed using BLOOPH code .-

(3) pressure relief system

The pressure relief systei?. plays an important role
in the decision of quasi-steady pressure. For Monju,
one reaction products tank is provided for a loop and
the piping are independently connected to the tank from
two modules (EV&SH). The pipes are of 26B and 20B for
evaporator and superheater, respectively. The pipes
are not preheated.

During normal operation, the backside of the main
rupture disks is sealed with nitrogen gas of a slightly
positive pressure (300 mm Aq) to atmosphere by a
rupture disk at the exit of the reaction tank*. The
reaction tank can accommodate the total quantity of
sodium in an evaporator module. The design performance
has been assured by the following RSD works.

1) estimation of the flow behavior in the pipes
(SWAT-1)
(flow velocity, void, pressure, temperature)

2) confirmation of non-blockage of the pipes
against sodium (SWAT-1)

3) structural integrity of non-preheated piping
against thermal transients (SWAT-1)

4) knowledge of maximum total quantity of sodium
expelled to the tank (SWAT-1)

5) measurement of the reaction force for piping
design (SWAT-3)

2.4 analytical results by LEAP

The analyses of the failure propagation phenomenon
have been carried out using LEAP code to justify DBL
selection for Monju. Following parameters were selected
for the severest case for the plant.

reaction termination -fast steam blowdown
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module

leak site

initial condition

leak detection

evaporator

upper helical coil region

full power

rupture disk burst signal

The relation between the initial leak rate and the
maximum leak rate is shown in Fig. 3. Each circle means
the largest value among the maximum water leak rate with
different initial jet directions. From detailed parametric
survey, there seems to be no definite relation between the
maximum water leak rate and the initial water leak rate or
jet direction, though the maximum water leak rate changes
much with two parameters.

The largest values of the maximum leak rate are equiva-
lent to about two DEGs in the small and intermediate leak
region in spite of a little fluctuation. The reason why
the total leak rate decreases in the large leak region may
be that wastage effect weakens as the initial leak rate
increases. The maximum total leak rate is 28 kg/sec, which
is a little above 2,0-DEGs. To confirm if the reference
parameters give the severest result, a lot of additional
analyses were conducted changing leak site, module and
leak detection system. And it was found that any results
do not exceed the one calculated for the reference case.

2.5 DBL selection

The leak rate equivalent to one-instantaneous-DEG plus
three-DEGs propagated failures has been selected as DBL
for Monju. We succeeded to ascertain the selected DBL with
much conservatism by the validated code through SWAT-3
tests and propagation analysis using LEAP. However, we
wish to take more realistic and less marginal but acceptable
figures for the future plant to mitigate the loadings.
What to agree on DBL in preparation for safety authorities
inquiry is not "the equivalent number of tubes" but "the
authorized way of selection". So if the scenarios herein
are accepted, the followings are the items of mutual agree-
irent.

(1) wastage data for materials

(2) selection of credited signal

(3) no possibility of secondary failures from over-
heating and mechanical damage at large leak

(4) maximum initial leak rate (<1DEG)

(5) modelling and code validity of propagation
phenomenon based on tests



144 2.6 structural integrity for DBL

(1) pressure transients from sodium water reaction

Steam generator and intermediate system comDonents
have to be checked against pressure waves from sodium
water reaction. SWACS code was used to calculate the
pressure transients to evaluate the structural integrity.

Reference parameters are:

operational condition full power

leak site lower helical coil
region

leak size 1-DEG for initial
spike press.

disk bursting press

4-DEGs for quasi-
steady press.

maximum press.
considering accuracy

(3 kg/cm2 + 10%)

The typical results are shown in Fig. 4.

The ini t ial spike pressure is about 23 kg/cm2

for evaporator shell and the propagated pressure at
intermediate heat exchanger is about 12 kg/cm2. The
following quasi-steady pressures are about 9 kg/cm2

and 13 kg/cm2 for evaporator and IHX, respectively.

For al l the components in the intermediate system,
strains due to pressure waves (spike and quasi-steady)
are in the elastic range.

Recently the function to estimate the metal sur-
face temperature of the components on the ejected
reaction products was added to SWACS. The primary
stress was tentatively checked using the calculated
temperature against pressure transients and other
mechanical loadings.

(2) thermal transients from fast steam blowdown

Temperature and pressure changes with fast steam
blowdown were calculated using BLOOPH code. Thermal
transients are peculiar to evaporator inlet tubesheet.

For the short period time, the temperature rises
up due to counterflow of high temperature steam and
gradually goes down as the pressure reduces.

The evaporator tubesheet was checked against this
traisient and the stress and strain were well below
the allowables.

3. Detail plant operation at water leak

3.1 general description of Monju (See Fig. 5 6 Fig. 8)

For the help of knowing the plant operation at sodium
water reaction, Monju system is shortly explained here,
focusing on the normal procedures after the reactor tr ips.
The primary cooling system consists of three identical loops.
Flow rate per loop is 5.12 x 106 (kg/h) at full power. The
reactor outlet and inlet temperature are 529°C and 397°C,
respectively. One intermediate heat exchanger of 238 MW
capacity is installed for each loop. The main sodium pump
is located in the cold leg. The pipings are of 32B and
24B for the hot leg and the cold leg.

The intermediate cooling system also consists of three
loops. The temperatures are SOŜ C and 325°C for the hot
leg and the cold leg. The flow rats is 3.73 x 106 (kg/h)
per loop. A small fraction of the main sodium flow bypasses
through the air-cooler in the standby condition. The steam
generators are of one-through and separated type. The steam
to turbine is 487°C/133 ata at the superheater outlet.

The following is the sodium and water/steam side
operation at normal reactor t r ip:

Reactor trip signal r.'tiates the primary & secondary
pump main motor t r ip and *.• pumps coast down to a pony
motor speed of "vlO%. The pony motor flow is 8.0% for the
primary system. In the meanwhile, main sodium route in the
intermediate system is changed to ACS line by closing of
valve "A" and opening of valve "C". The flow rates are
235 ton/hr (6.3%) for Auxiliary Cooling System (ACS) side
and 30 ton/hr through by-pass valve "E" for the steam
generator side. The air-flow rate through the air-cooler
is controlled by an inlet vane and an outlet damper to keep
the air-cooler outlet temperature at 325°C. Following the
shut-off of water flow, the steam pressure is temporarily
(for 40 seconds) maintained at 127 atg by steam blowing
through a turbine by-pass valve to the main condenser.
Within a minute after the reactor tr ip, the superheater
outlet blow valve is opened and the steam is blown out
through evaporator - superheater - blow tank to atmosphere.
When the system pressure reduces to 7 atg (in 15 ~ 30
minutes), the blow valve is closed and the pressure is
maintained at 7 atg for the time being.



3.2 plant operation at small leak

3.2.1 leak detection

MOTE (1)

For small l e a k s , n icke l diffusion-membrane type
hydrogen detectors are installed for the detection of the
hydrogen concentration in the intermediate sodium or in
the cover gas of the steam generators.

There are three in-sodium hydrogen detectors; one
at the inlet of the secondary pump and one each at the
exit of the superheater and evaporator. While, there are
two in-cover gas detectors; one each in the cover gas
space of the superheater and evaporator.

The specificaitions of detectors are:

in-sodium hydrogen detector

type : nickel diffusion-membrane type (PNC type)(1)

(2) rangeability

(3) sensitivity

45 ppb * 10 ppm (hydrogen concen-
tration in the sodium)

: detectable within 20 seconds, when
10% step change of concentration occurs
at the diffusion membrane
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(4) temperature : 500 ±1°C at the diffusion membrane

in-cover gas hydrogen detector

(1) type : nickel diffusion-membrane type

(2) rangeability : 1 ^ 1000 Vppm

(hydrogen concentration in cover gas)

(3) sensitivity : detectable within 40 seconds when
10% step change of concentration occurs
at or near the detector inlet

(4) temperature : 500 ±2°C

3.2.2 leak level definition

Actions to leak signals in this region (up to a
leak size of T.B.D.) are divided into three categories
as follows.

(1) minimal leak level

This size of leak (up to T.B.D. ) may have
a tendency of self plug. • This alarm signal is to

be initiated at the 7% hydrogen concentration in-
crease. Below this level, diagnostic monitoring
will be required until that the leak grows suffi-
ciently large enough to initiated plant trip as
described for RATE OF RISE (ROR) signals. From the
reason that operator continues to be in the excessive
tension for this kind of signal, we must be careful
to choose a signal level that can be readily dis-
tinguished -from background fluctuations and instrument
noise and that inform us the warning of small leak
developing.

(2) intermediate leak level

This alarm indicates a leak in the range of
T.B.D. For this leak size, the operator relies
mainly on rate of rise signals from in-sodium
hydrogen detector.

Signals referred as "H" and "HH" are:

"H" total change in concentration

ic 2 15 ppb over 60 minute period

"HH" total change in concentration

Ac > 15 ppb over 15 minute period

Once the leak is confirmed; the operator puts
the button [on] for small leak, and which initiates
the secondary pump main motor trip. As a result,
the secondary sodium flow goes down to the level
(82% of rated flow rate) at which the reactor scrams.
At the reactor scram signal, unaffected loops moves
to the Decay Heat Removal Operation, taking the
usual steps (Fig.' 6) and the affected loop goes to
take the procedures at sodium-water reaction as in
Section 2.4.

(3) high leak level

High leak level signal corresponds to leaks of
a size ranging from T.B.D. to T.B.D. where first
pass detection is possible and leaks may develop
to so called "large" leak.

The referring signal of "HHH" is:

total change in concentration

Ac •* 30 ppb over 10 minute period



146 From this leak size, automatic, instantaneous plant
trip is required to protect the SG modules fron
severe damage. The same procedures as in (2) are
taken for this signal except automatic scram.

3.2.3 detail procedures of related systems

(1) Sodium Side Isolation

To limit the total quantity of reaction products
entering into the main secondary loop, sodium in the
steam generator side is isolated from the main loop
by closing valves A, B & E. As it proved that co-
incident closure of valves B & E lowered transiently
the level in the secondary main pump tank to the
emergency level, valve B closing is to be delayed
by some fractions of a minute (30 seconds). Isolated
sodium in the steam generator side can not be drained
immediately for the following reasons.

(a) ACS in the affected loop is supposed to be
operated for a period of time, to secure
the reliable Decay Heat Removal System.

(b) Tanks and drain pipings must be heated up
above the normal preheating temperature.
(around 350°C) As a result, sodium drain-
ing will be conducted some time after 20
hours.

(2) Water/Steam Side Isolation, Pump and Nitrogen
Gas Purge (See Fig. 9 & Fig. 10)

The leak signal initiates the shut-off action
of a main feedwater stop valve (S-l) and a super-
heater inlet emergency stop valve (S-2) to isolate
an evaporator. To isolate a superheater, a super-
heater inlet stop valve (S-3) and outlet scop valve
(S-4) are closed. At the same time, solenoid
relief valves (S-5 ^ S-10) and a drain valve (S-ll)
are opened. Two relief valves of 2B are installed
each at inlet and outlet of a superheater and at
outlet of an evaporator. A drain valve (S-ll) is
of 3B at inlet of an evaporator. These valves have
a capacity of reducing the pressure in the steam
generator modules down to 10 kg/cm2g within 120
seconds.

In fact, steam blowing is conducted also through
drain valves (S-12 & S-13) which are opened by other
signals.* The pressure in the modules will continue
to decrease until it reaches the 7 kg/cm2g pressure

at which all valves (S-5 ^ S-13) are closed and drain
by-pass valves (S-14 & S-15) are opened. At the
same time, nitrogen gas is supplied through the
nitrogen gas purge line shown in Fig. 6 to expel the
remaining steam completely, keeping the pressure in
the tubes over 4 kg/cm2g. The nitrogen purging con-
tinues for 2.5 hours at the maximum flow rate of
600 Nm3/h. After two & half hours, the drain by-pass
valves (S-14 & S-15) are closed and the nitrogen
supply valve (N-l) is switched to the control valve
(N-2) to keep the pressure at 4 kg/cn»2 for the pro-
tection from sodium intrusion to water/steam side.

The rupture disk by-pass line is provided for
fear that when the leak is above some level, nitrogen
gas leakage through the faulty tube may cause the
cover gas ..pressure build-up to burst the rupture disk.

* S-12 by secondary pump main motor trip
S-13 by secondary pump main motor trip and
S-2 closing

The by-pass line is connected only to the
evaporator outlet for the following reasons.

1) the cover gas space of an evaporator and a
superheater is equalized by secondary pump
main motor- trip.

2) inadvertent opening during normal plant
operation may not change the SG's sodium
level.

In addition, the valves (A-l & A-2) are
opened by different signals (one by leak
signal, another by cover gas pressure signal)
to reduce the potentiality of erroneous open.

(3) Argon Gas System

For small leak signal, the secondary pump main
motor trip initiates closing action of the isolation
valve to superheater level control system (as normal
plant trip) and opening of the valves (C-l & C-2)
to link the superheater and evaporator cover gas
space (pressure equalization).

3.3 plant operation at intermediate leak Note (1) (2)

The leak size defined as intermediate leak is in the
range of T.B.D. There is a small probability that a leak
may suddenly develop to the intermediate size without any



signs ahead. In this event, therefore, primary consider--
ations should be taken into the safe cooldown of the
reactor rather than the.protection of auxiliary equipment.
The signals (2 out of 2 logic and pressure high "H" of
1.7 atg) from two pressure gauges installed at the evapo-
rator initiate the automatic plant scram as in the case
for high level small leak and terminate the ACS start-up
signal of the affected loop. Consequently, two unaffected
loops are available for subsequent Decay Heat Removal.

3.4 plant operation at large leak -Note (1)

The leak size defined as a large leak is in the range
of over T.B.D. For this leak size, the signal is confirmed
by the burst detection from the rupture disk at the exit
of the evaporator and superheater modules. Plant operation
sequence is the same as the intermediate leak. The reaction
products are released through the pressure relief piping
to the reaction products separator tank where the gases'
are routed to the vent stack.

Rupture disks are designed to burst at 3 kg/crti2, con-
sidering that the pressure transient from normal reactor
trip or pressure fluctuation during normal plant operation
would not rupture the disks. Also analyses show that the
postulated guillotine failure of a single tube results in
a pressure wave which exceeds the burst pressure of the
disks.

Note (1)

The terms small leak, intermediate leak and large
leak used in this paper are tentatively defined in accordance
with what the initiating detectors are.

Note (2)

For Monju Steam Generators, sodium level of evapo-
rator is kept by overflow system and the cover gas pressure
is maintained at 10000 mmAq through the breathing argon
gas header. In the meanwhile, superheater level is con-
trolled by cover gas pressure. Normally the cover gas
space of an evaporator is common with that of a dump tank
and an overflow tank.
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For this leak size it proved that the level change
appears first before any indications from in-sodium
hydrogen detectors. Wherever there is any signal of SG
level change Low or High of evaporator or superheater, the
level control system of superheater is shut off by valve
C-l shown in Fig. 11 without any plant trip to accelerate
the second stage signal (level' change LL or HH) .

In case of no signal from LL or HH for some minutes
the level control system is manually recovered. The second
level signal initiates secondary pump main motor trip
leading to reactor trip like the sequence for small leak.
Subsequently, the cover gas space of evaporator and super-
heater is equalized by valves C-2 & C-3 in Fig. 11 to limit
the level fluctuation of steam generators at normal plant
trip.

Also the dump tank and overflow tank are isolated from
the steam generators by closing valve C-4 to confirm
whether or not the intermediate leak is taking place or
to accelerate more the pressure build-up for cover gas
pressure "H" as the final definite intermediate leak signal
by reducing cover gas space.

When the cover gas pressure "H" signal comes out, as
a result of above-meationed procedures or at the very first
moment, the procedures for the intermediate leak are
conducted.

(1) stop of an evaporator overflow line

(2) stop of sodium overflow and makeup from and to
a pump overflow column

(3) isolation of the cover gas system of tanks from
ACS and steam generators (LL or HH)

(4) isolation of water/steam side and sodium side
as 3.2.3

(5) instant stop of the affected loop ACS, different
from the small leak

Also this signal initiates the opening action of the
by-pass valve A-2, which plays a role of pressure relief
together with valve A-l that is opened by water leak signal.
Mostly, the rupture disk, therefore, does not burst for
this size of leak. As a rule, sodium draining of isolated
sodium in the steam generator and main secondary system
are conducted as quick as possible.

3.5 leak detection under special conditions

1) initial water circulation period

The hydrogen diffused through tubes, until the
stable magnetite layer is formed, is considerably
higher than that after being stable. The time to
steady-state flux is about 50 days after the initial



148 water circulation. During this period, the hydrogen
background estimatedly fluctuates about T.B.D. without
any leaks.

At the i n i t i a l water circulation period, therefore,
there may come a spurious small leak signal from ROR
"H". We are now under consideration, whether or not
the oxygen meters must be installed for this period.

2) normal start-up and shutdown period

The maximum estimated background fluctuation from
the change of temperature and sodium flow rate during
this period i s , a t most, T.B.D. Such small fluctuation
will not affect the in i t ia t ing action for the leaks.

3) normal, plant t r ip

Immediately after the plant t r ip , the rapid flow
reduction will temporarily change the background. The
calculated fluctuation is T.B.D. at the evaporator
outlet . But this change of rate would not incur the
automatic shutdown by ROR "HHH" for the following
reasons .

a) The automatic shutdown signal is based upon
2 out of 3 logic.

b) This change is weakened by the ACS side flow
before i t reaches the pump inlet detector.
(See Fig. 5 & 'Fig. 8)

LEAK SIZE

DETECTOR

I N I T I A T I O N

SIGNAL

FINAL STATE

ACS
OPERATION

* ,. . , ' Imn l l 1 n ! f . 1 1

In-Sodium Hydrogen Detector

Po ten t ia l i t y of
s e i f - p l u g

d i agnos t i c
monitor ing

ROR " H -
POR

•HH-

manual shutdown

ROR "HHH"

press
gauße

COVER
gas
press.

Rupture
Disk

burst of
rupture
disk

automat ic shutdown

long term DHR operat ion
by 3 loops

Short term
DHR
operat ion
by 3 loops
-• 2 loops

DHR
operat ion by
2 1 oops

Table 1. Leak Size and Plant Operation.



(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

sodium ve loci ty in the steam generators

sodium veioci ty in the secondary system

sodium p u r i f i c a t i o n system

(a) flow rate 10 ton /h r

(b) cold trap out let temp. 120 °C

locations of in-sodium hydrogen dedectors

(a) 7m from superheater ex i t

(b) 3.5m from evaporator exit

(c) 11m to secondary pupm in le t

hydrogen background

(a) 130~170ppb ( 30%~1 00% power operation )

(b) T. B. D. ( i n i t i a l s ta r t -up)

hydrogen d i f fus ion rate through tubes

(a) 2 x 1 0 ' " g / c r n ' - s e c ( a t 4 0 0 ° C )

(b) 1 x 1 0" g / c m - s e c t a t i n i t i a l p e r i o d )

0.8rn/sec~0.9m/sec.

6m/sec.

Table 2. Parameters associated with Hydrogen
Detection System.

SG OESIGN
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PREVENTIVE MEASURES
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TUBE FAILURE

INITIAL LEAK

RUPTURE DISK

L
1

LEAP CODE
&

SWAT-3 TESTS

PRESSURE GAUGE | [HYDROGEN DETECTOR |

j I

SOOIUM SIDE ISOLATION

TERMINATION
ACTIONS

WATER SIDE ISOLATION

FAST STEAM BLOWDOWN \-

PRESSURE RELIEF S Y S T E M |

OESIGN BASIS LEAK
(OBL)

REGIONAL DAMAGE

SWACS
- CODE BLOOPH

PRESSURE
PROPAGATION

THERMAL
TRANSIENTS

BOUNDARY
INTEGRITY

STRUCTURAL
INTEGRITY

Fig. 1. Causal Relation at Sodium-Water Reaction
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S . S . f o i l

burst detection

rupture d isk

S P E C I F I C A T I O N OF RUPTURE DISK

TYPE
DIAMETER
MATERIAL
SETTING PRESSURE
ACCURACY

EVAPORATOR
TENSION
2 6 8
INCONEL
3Kg/cirf
+ 10%

SUPERHEATER
TENSION
20B
INCONEL
3 kg/cm»
+ 10%

Fig. 2. Rupture Disk
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Fig. 3. Relation between Initial Leak Rate and Maximum
Leak Rate by LEAP Calculation
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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with the experiences gained during the licensing

procedure for the steam generators for the SNR 300 LMFBR regarding

large sodium-water reactions. A description is given of the

different calculations executed to investigate the effects of

large leaks on the 85 MW helical coiled and straight tube steam

generators.

The investigations on the helical coiled steam generators are

divided in the formulations of fluid behaviour, dynamic force

calculations, dynamic response calculation and finally stress

analyses. Several results are shown.

The investigations on the straight tube steam generators are

performed using models describing fluid-structure interaction,

coupled with stress analyses. Several results are presented.

A description is given of the problems and necessary construction

changes during the licensing process.

Advises are given for future analyses and design concepts for

second generation commercial size LMFBR steam generators with

respect to large leaks; based on the experience, gained with

SNR 300, and using some new calculations for SNR 2.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper a summary is given of the different

calculations executed to investigate the effects of

large sodium water reactions on LMFBR steam generators.

These calculations were carried out within the INB-

Consortium by NERATOOM, responsible for among others

the steam generators for the Kalkar plant and by

INTERATOM, responsible for the system design; partly

using the services of PISCES-International.

2. CALCULATIONS ON THE SNR 300 STEAM GENERATORS

2.1. General philosophy

An instantaneous Double Ended Guillotine (DEG) rupture

of a single steam-tube is defined as Design Basis

Accident (DBA) for SNR 300.

It appeared that for the SNR 300 steam generator design

this was only the beginning of a cyclus of calculations.

The first effect of the DEG is the pressure loading on

the steam generator.

One has to take this pressure loading into account in

two different ways:

- the quasi-static maximum pressure loading of

about 50 bars is used to design the wallthickness

of the vessel-parts;



2.2.

an investigation has to be executed with respect

to the dynamic effects of pressure waves travelling

with the sound velocity up and down the component.

These effects are important for.the internal and

external structures of the component.

It came about that this last investigation is very

difficult and rather sensitive to different construction

configurations.

The use of very sophisticated calculation techniques

showed to be necessary.

Even construction design changes during the calculation

and licensing process were necessary.

In SNR 300 two types of steam generators will be used:

two loops are to be equiped with three straight tube

steam generators each (fig. 1) and one loop will be

equiped with three helical coiled steam generators

(fig. 2). Each steam generator consists of an eva-

porator and a superheater [1].

In [2^ a brief overview is given of the above mentioned

large leak calculations. More details will be discussed

in this paper.

Helical coiled steam generator

The helical coiled steam generator (fig. 2) is very

sensitive to pressure waves, due to the multiple

horizontal surfaces of the internal structures. For

example: every winding of a tube runs practically

horizontal.1 Therefore pressure waves originating in the

sodium water reaction zone and reflecting upon (a.o.)

the component top and bottom do exert rather large

forces on the bundle and its support.
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The several calculation-phases will be presented now.

a. Calculations are made of the dynamic hydraulic

behaviour of the sodium in the steam generator,

using the Computercode ROLAST [3]. With this code

it is possible, using several one-dimensional

hydraulic elements, to make a very detailed model

of the sodium volumina in- and outside the steam

generator.

Fig. 3 shows such a ROLAST-model for the helical

coiled evaporator.

With this modelling it is possible to calculate

very detailed the time histories of pressures and

velocities of the sodium.

In fig. 4 some interesting time histories are

given in case a large leak is assumed in the

bottom of the component. The enormous pressure

differences of about 40 bars between top and

bottom of the component and of the bundle are

clearly to be seen.

b. Calculations are made of the resulting hydraulic

dynamic forces. For most parts of the steam

generator the forces are calculated using a

defined force whereby the force is equal to

product of pressure and area. For the tube bundle

the assumption is made: the force is to be calculated

out of the friction force due to the sodium velocity

added to the force due to pressure differences

over the bundle volume.

Fig. 5 shows this calculating method and some

results are given in fig. 6.

The calculated hydraulic force on the tube bundle

reaches abo'ut 600 kN. This dynamic force has a

frequency of 45 Hz.



158 c. Calculations are made of the response of the

structures with respect to the dynamic forces. To

describe all construction items an extensive mass-

spring-system computer modelling was necessary.

Fig. 7 shows such a model, computed with ACSL-

routines. The stiffnesses of the important parts

were computed using 2D/3D-ANSYS-modelling (see

following paragraph) . In this way very detained

calculations were performed of the resulting

structural response forces and displacements of

the internal and external construction parts.

Fig. 8 shows some resulting dynamic forces. The

resulting dynamic response force on the bundle

supportstructure reaches about 2000 kN. The

resulting force on the concrete reaches about

1000 kN. For the external supportstructure and the

bundle support strips, these one-dimensional

results are sufficient.

d. Some two- and three-dimensional finite element

stress analyses were executed on important

contruction parts as the huge bundle support-

structure, in particular the force-transmission

from bundle support strips, via supportstructure

to flange-connection with the vessel needs in-

vestigation (fig. 2). A 3-Dim-ANSYS-model of a

part of this structure is given in f.ig. 9.

During the licensing procedure of the helical coiled

s.g. the cyclus of investigations mentioned above was

developed. Some years ago it became clear that the

results of this way of investigation made it necessary

to change the bundle supportstructure and bottom

support connection with the concrete.

2.3.

In the original design the helical coiled s.g. [4] had

a less stiff bundle supportstructure than nowadays. In

this design the frequency (fj = 45 Hz) of the hydraulic

forces and the eigen-frequcncy (f_ = 43 Hz) of the

supportstructure were uncomfortably close to each

other. In [1] a description is given of the study of

secondary internal supportstructures, with special high

damping items, as a means of avoiding complete bundle

failure. These were in principle accepted by the

licensing authorities.

Thanks to a recent safety ruling by the German authorities

that structures loaded below a certain limit (steady

state stress lower than 25 MPa) and designed and

fabricated according to strict standards are not supposed

to fail completely, the possibility was given to re-

design and re-inforce the supportstructure. In that way

the structure was stiffened to increase its eigen-

frequency (f2 = 73 Hz).

There was no more need for a secondary supportstructure.

In figure 10 a simplified impression is given of the

response behaviour of the several investigated structures,

as a function of the assumed damping.

It.has to be mentioned that the calculations as above

described for the new stiffened supportstructure passed

the licensing procedure succesfully. The helical coiled

s.g. ils now under construction.

Straight tube steam generator

The straight tube steam generator (fig. 1) presents

very few horizontal surfaces except the tube-sheets and

the tube support grids. Due to the very low volume of

these support grids, dynamic effects such as occurring

with the helical coiled bund.n.e are not to be expected.

This type of steam generator has its own special problems.
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Due to the great length of the component (20 m) the

pressure waves in the component have a longer period

than occured on the helical tube steam generator (8m).

If for example a large leak occurs just below the upper

tube-sheet, then this tube-sheet, under influence of

the huge pressure, will tend to move upwards. The

bottom tube-sheet will not move until the pressure

waves with a volocity of about 2000 m/s reach the

bottom of the steam generator.

In view of the fact that the bundle tubes connect both

tube-sheets a concentration of deformation in the upper

pare of the tube bundle can be expected. For this in-

vestigation pressure waves with a velocity of about 7000

m/s in the steel vessel and flow shroud have to be taken

into account too, and also the interaction with the

fluid. It will be clear that the for the heslical coiled

steam generator executed cycle of uncoupled (dynamic)

investigations is not sufficient to describe above

mentioned phenomena.

For design purposes the relatively cheap cycle including

mass-spring modelling was performed, however, for detailled

investigations and stress analyses two-dimensional fluid

structure modelling is necessary.

With' the Computercode PISCES-2DELK [5] (two-dimensional

finite difference method) an extensive model of the

straight tube evaporator was built.

Fig. 11 gives an impression of the axisymetric PISCES

structural model. This model consists of rigid bodies and

thin shells with full bending. Special modelling was

necessary for the hexagonal flow shroud, its connection

with the vessel and the bellows construction with radial

and axial displacement limits using gap/spring elements.

The floor connection with pre-stressed elastic elements

was modelled as well.

Fig. 12 shows a part of the fluid grid which was coupled

with the structural model. Special design features here

are the coupling with the in- and outlet perforation in

the flow shroud and the radial in- and outflow to the

secondary system.

Figure 13 gives some special PISCES-modelling featurer..

It has to be mentioned that as boundary condition the

sodium bubble pressure time history as calculated with

ROLAST was used, causing special treatment of the reaction

zone modelling.

Figure 14 shows a typical PISCES velocity vector plot.

Here the two dimensional effects of a sodium water

reaction in the top of the component are clearly visible.

Some interesting dynamic results are shown in figures

15 and 16. A maximum difference in movement of the

tube-sheets of about 14 mm was calculated.

Fig. 17 shows some stresses in the bundle tubes. The

resulting maximum Von Mises-stress in the tubes is

about 160 MPa (aQ 2 *» 180 MPa).

During the licensing process another question arose:

the licensing authorities demanded to be shown that the

flow shroud will never block the pressure relief nozzles

in case of a DBA in the sodium inlet or outlet area.

These nozzles are placed just opposite (under 90 degrees)

of the sodium in- and outlet nozzles. The interactive

coupling iof fluid and structure in PISCES and the

special cylindrical model of the hexagonal made it

possible to calculate the pressure differences between

in- and outside of the shroud.

Figure 18 gives some calculated radial displacements of

this fictive cilinder.

Using a 2-dimensional ANSYS-FEM-calculation taking into

account plasticity and large deformations the effects

of the maximum pressure differences on the flow shroud

were investigated.



160 Fig. 19 shows the model and its deformations. Plastic

deformations up to 6% in one edge of the hexagonal were

calculated using conservative boundary conditions on

the flange connection.

This integrity proof passed the licensing procedure

succesfully after an additional construction change,

i.e. a re-inforcement of the flange connection of the

flow shroud in the vicinity of the pressure relief

nozzles (fig. 1).

All straight tube steam generators are installed now in

Kalkar.

SOME NEW CALCULATIONS ON SNR 2-STEAM GENERATORS

For SNR 2 it is foreseen to use gas blankets in or near

the steam generators accordingly to SPX-l/SPX-2 to damp

the resonant pressure waves.

Several calculations brought the conclusion that,

assuming a DEG, this application brings a beneficial

dampening to the pressure loading of the secondary

system and the intermediate heatexchangers (IHX). The

steam generator itself benefits only taking into account

long time effects.

The initial pressure waves ana pressure differences

still cannot be ignored as a pressure loading for the

internal and external structures of the steam generators.

In reference [2] is argued that a wrong choice of the

dimensions of the gas blanket even can cause enourmous

pressure peaks.

In a. separate paper [7] the above mentioned post-SNR-300

calculations will be discussed.

4. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND ADVISES FOR FUTURE ANALYSES

As stated before the dynamic pressure, loading on the

internal and external structure of a steam generator,

due tj a DBA, always has to be taken into account.

SNR 300- and StlR 2-investigations confirm that this

loading cannot be reduced sufficiently using gas

blankets or different system configurations.

An efficient design of a steam generator therefore

cannot be done only taking to account the maximum

calculated DBA-pressure. Dynamic response calculations

have always to be executed tool

For design purposes a (one-dimensional) cyclus as used

for the SNR 300 helical tube s.g. can be sufficient to

estimate the necessary strength and stiffness of the

internal and external supportstructures of the steam

generator.

Taking into account the expected bigger size of future

steam generators, detail analyses tc.king two- and

three-dimensional effects and fluid structure interaction

have to be taken into account too, before defining the

final construction details.

The use of the codes SAPHYR, PTANER, PISCES ancl BEREPOT

[3] can cover these aspects sufficiently!
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Figure 3

ROLAST-model of the
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porator
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Figure 11
PISCES structure model
of straight tube
cvaDorator
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Figure 14 PISCES-velocity vector plot
straight tube evaporator.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper some considerations are given concerning the
design of post SNR-300 steam generators with respect to the
defined DBA, taking into account the experience gained with
SNR-300.

Consequences for the steam generator design are formulated.

Using some recently executed parameter studies also the

consequences for the connected secondary system are formulated.

1. INTRODUCTION

In SNR-2 the steam generators will be bigger than in SNR-300:

the capacity ranges in the discussions between 150 MW and

900 MW. The type is not decided yet; one type will be chosen,

not two types like in SNR-300, and the best guess now is that

up to 450 MW the type chosen will be the straight tube steam

generator, over 450 MW the helical tube type is favored. Both

types are designed as once-through steam generator with

integrated evaporator and superheater.

THE DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENT

As presented in session IV by Dr. Kellner [1] the DeBeNe-

philosophy is to lay-out the system for safe and quick detection

and limitation of small to medium leaks with the double-ended

guillotine tube rupture as the limiting case.

For purposes of system load minimalization gas blankets are

foreseen in (the vicinity of) the sodium in- and outlet regions

of the steam generators.

CONSEQUENCES FOR THE STEAM GENERATOR

The consequence of the assumption of the double-ended guillotine

tube rupture is that the bundle, especially a helical tube

bundle must be designed to withstand pressure waves, travelling

up and down the component: stiff bundle support, low flow

resistance (see presentation by Mr. De Jong in session V on

SNR-300 [2]).

For the application of gas blankets in the sodium in- (and

out-)let region several solutions are available. For the

helical tube type it is possible to use radial water (steam

entry) outlet to avoid the heat exchanging tubes exposure to

the free sodium level variations (SPX-1 type, fig. 1). Another

solution, applicable to both heilical and straight tube types

is to apply a separate flow shroud around the tvbes in the

upper part and by way of an additional degasing nozzle to

suck high the sodium around the tubes (fig. 2, 3).

This method allows the use of axial water/steam flow and, in

the opinion of Neratoom, a better sodium/water systems separation

in the building and avoidance the use of ringheaders/collectors

on the steam/water side. For straight tube types this solution

causes a larger diameter. A third possibility is the use of an

external hot expansion tank with gas blanket to damp the

pressure waves on their way to the IHX (fig. 4).



Whatever choice is made, the gas blanket has a large beneficial

effect on the IHX- and piping loads, but not so much influence

on the steam generator loading. Here the trevailing waves are

the main culprits; the maximum pressure in Lne component

diminishes to a lesser extend than the IHX-load.

In fig. 5 the pressures in the middle and below the bundle of a

SNR-2 helical-coiled steam generator design are shown; the

periodic behaviour is clear. Fig. 6 shows the pressure

difference.

A positive effect on the component loading results from a low

rupture disk activation pressure as enabled by the choice for

a primary pool lay-out (as opposite to loop).

The gas blankets should be dimensioned in such a way, that, in

combination with the available pressure relief (as big as

possible), no sodium hammer occurs. On the other hand the

blankets should not be so big that no quasistatic activation of

the rupture disks is possible any more; in that case one

limiter of the leak propagation is lost, and the reaction of

licensing authorities is not known yet.

A consequence for the straight tube design of the problems

encountered in SNR-300 is the use row of circular flow shroud

instead of the hexagonal shroud of SNR-300. Of course the

bundle has a circular pitch pattern.

For the helical tube type under development is a "3-dimensional"

computer code (BEREPOT) to assess the internal effects in the

first phase of the accident [1].

In deciding the pitch between tubes there is no overall in-

fluence given to the wastage considerations, as wastage r?nnot

be avoided unless unrealistic large pitches are applied.

4. CONSEQUENCES FOR THE CONNECTED SODIUM SYSTEM

In order to optimize the overall design of the sodium syster."

with respect to the loads on the sodium system connected to the

173 steam generator(s), in a steam generator accident, parameter

, / •

studies were performed to analyse the influence of different,

secondary loop concepts on the pressure pulse amplitudes and

the fluid force functions on the piping.

The calculations were performed with the code ROLAST {1J.

The first concept studied was the SPXl-system (model I in fig. 7)

where the two IHX's were modelled as one component for symmetry

reasons.

The second concept (model II in fig. 7) consisted of model I

with an additional SPXl-steam generator.

The third concept (model III in fig. 7) was similar to model II

with the exception that there are two hot loops end of which is

connecting one steam generator with one IHX. Moreover, the

option of a surge tank integrated in the pump was dropped.

The fourth concept (model IV in fig. 7) is similar to model II

with the exception that no gas plena in the steam generators

were considered and that there are two cold legs between the

steam generators and the pump.

In addition to the variation of concepts in the manner described

above, parameter variations were also performed within the

frame of each concept, such as alternatively dropping the gas

plenum in the steam generator or the surge tc.nk integrated in

the pump in model I, or varying the rupture disc activation

pressure etc.

Moreover, the total leak area was varied according to the

formula

nF, n=2,4,14

where F is the cross-sectional area of one SPXl-tube.

The variations n=2 and 4 represent double-ended guillotine

ruptures of tubes with different diameters and n=14 was

considered in order to estimate the effect of (hypothetical)

multiple tube ruptures.



174 All the variations analysed as well as the main results

concerning the maximum internal pressure and the: maximum

longitudinal force on piping and components are summarized

in fig. 7.

Concerning the longitudinal forces it must be emphasized

that the values given in this first analysis of conceptual

influences only represent the driving forces and not yet the

dynamic structural response. Moreover, they only represent

rough estimates derived from the pressure-time histories at

the various locations.
i

The main conclusions drawn from these parameter studies are

as follows:

gas plena in the steam generators are highly recommendable

integrating the surge tank in the (cold-leg) pump has a

minor effect in comparison to the steam generator gas

plena

rupture discs should be positioned as close as possible

to the steam generators and not, e.g., on a header

further away

pressure relief pipes should be short and have large

diameters (comparable to those of the main loops)

the activation pressure of rupture discs need not

necessarily be very low. Activation pressures of 5 or 8

bars roughly gave the same results

it is highly recommendable to use designs where the

minimum pipe length between the cold water header and a

possible leak location in the steam generator is large

to obtain sufficiently big pressure drops in the pipe

between header and leaks in the lower end of the

component.
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